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[SECOND Ol<'FIOI.A.L COPY REPRINT] 

SENATE, No. 1138 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
TN'rRODUCF~D MARCH 1, 1982 

By Renntors ORECHTO and FORAN 

Referred to Committee 011 'l'mn~portation and Communications 

AN AcT concerning •commercial• motor vehicles •and omnibuses• 

and amending R. S. ag :3-84."["; P. L. 1951, c :!!i4; P. L. 1.952, 

r·. lfi; nnd 1'. L. 1.962. c. 10'']''". 

BEn ENMcn•:n /;y thP 8P.nate nnd General "!ssemlJly of the Stale 
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1. R. R. :l0 ::l-S4 is anr;m<ied to rPad as follows: 

:10 ::l-:-14. ?\n <·nJJllfH~reial motor I'Phirl<~. tractor, trailer or semi

trailer shall Ire owrated on any highway in this State thP ontside 

wi<i1h of whil'l1 io llHJre tlHm tlw fedrral maximum of 96 inches, 

irH'lusivP of' load, nr· as SH-ch -ntaJJ be amendPd from t·imP to t?:mr, or 

HrP hPight of which exec>eds 1:il;~ fret, inclusi1·e of load, and no com

nJPrrial motor vl'hif'le, trador or trailer shall 1Hl operate1l on any 

highway in thi~ Stale, the Pxtrenw overall length of which exceeds 

:);, f,•pt eitlwr for a two-axle four-wheeler! vRhicle, inclusive of load, 

or :)fi lf'f't eitlwr for a three-axle six-wheel<c•d vehiele, inclusive of 

load, Pxeept that a vehiele or vehirle inclusive of load exceeding the 

nlrov<' limitations may he operated when a special p~mnit so to 

opPrai<' is Sf'<'llr~d in advance from the director. The application for 

sueli l'''l'Tnit shall he aeeornpanied hy a fee fixed by the director. A 

sjwrittl permit issued hy the director shall be in the possession of the 

op,~rator of the vehicle for which such permit was issued. In com

pntilll-!; any dimensions of a vehicle, or vRhicl<e and load, for the 

pttrposres of this st•ction, there shall not be ineluderl. in the dimen

;;iollal limitations safety appliances such as mirrors or lights, or 

dmin" or similar fasteners usecl for the securinp; of cargo, provided 

sHeh applianeeR or fasteners do not exceed the overall limitations 

e~tahlished by tho director by rule or reg11lation. 
EXPLANATION-Matter enclosed in bold-faced brackets [thus] in the above bill 

iJ, not enaeted ancl i• intended to be omitted in the law .. 
Matter printed in italics thus is new matter. 

Matte? endoeed in uteriska or •••• bas been adopted as follow•·' 
•-Senate committee amendments adopted May 6, 1982. 

• •-Sew.ate amendments adopted May 24, 1982. 
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23 In the case of an omnibus the maxiinum width arid length dimen-

24 sions shall be such as the •[Board of Public]" [Utility Commis-

25 Rioners preseribe] •[Utilitie.~]• • Departrnr.11t of Transportation• 

25A prescribes, but no outside width in excess uf 96 inches •[or 

26 overall length in excess of 45 feet, cJ;cludin,q bumpers,]• shall 

27 be prescribed with respect to one or more highways specified 

28 or otherwis•· de~cril><>d PXCept upon ~Prtifirations, (1) of the 

29 Di,·ision of l\fotor Vehicles in the Department of Law and Puhlie 

30 Safety that the proposed width •[or len,qth]" is not unsafe for use 

31 on the highways in this State and (2) of tho State Department of 

:12 'I'ransportation tiJat tiJr proposPu width, if in excrss of' !l(i in<·hPs, 

33 •[or the proposed lengthr is not in conflict with the requirements 

34 of any agency of the United States lmving- jurisdiction over the 

:35 National Sy8tem or Interstate and DefP.IlSP. Hig-hwayR autliOrir.<·d 

36 by law. No outside width •[or overallle11gth]" so prescribed shall 

37 be valid if the allowance of use of the same would disqualify the 

38 State of New Jersey or any department, agency or governmental 

39 subdivision thereof for the purpose of receiving federal highway 

39A funds. 

40 In the case of farm tractors and traction equipment nn<l farm 

41 ruachinen• and implements, the maximum width ami length Rlmll 

42 Le such as the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles shall 

43 prescribe by uniform rules and regulations hut the operation of 

44 such vehicles shall be subject to the provisions of •[sectionr 

45 • R. s.• 39:3--24 •[of this Titler and any such vehicle shall not be 

46 operated on any highway which is part of the National System of 

47 Interstate and Defense Highways or on any highway which has 

48 been designated a freeway or parkway as provided by law. 

49 In the case of commer~ial motor vehicles, trailers and semi-

50 trailers including farm trucks, while loaded with hay or straw the 

51 maximum width of the load shall not exceed 105% inches. 

52 No commercial motor vehicle [drawing or having attached 

53 thereto any other such vehicle, nor any] or combination of 

54 vehicles•[,]• shall be operateJ on any highway in this State•[,r 

55 in excess of a total overall length, inclusive of load, of•: a. • [55) 

56 60 feet for a commercial motor vehicle drawing or having attached 

57 thereto any other such vehicle, •[and]* •which shall not exceed 

58 48 feet in length; or b. • 65 feet for a commercial motor vehicle 

58A drawing or having attached thereto two motor drawn vehicles 

58B •[except ar •. A commercial motor vehicle drawing or having 

58c attached thereto two motor drawn vehicles may only be operated 

!iSo on hi,qhways which the Department of Transportation may desig-

58E nate. :J.'he department, within 180 days of the effective date of this 



5RF 1982 amendatory act, shall promulgate rApulations designating on 

5So u·hirh hi_qhways, ·if any, such vehicles '~~~'':'/ operate and shall report 

5RR to the Senate and General Assembly '1'1'flnsportation and Com-

58r 1mtnioations Committees as to potential safety ha-zards created by 

58J allowing the operation of such vehicles. A • vehicle or a combina-

58K tion of vehicles transporting poles, pilings, structural units or 

59 other articles incapable of dismemberment "[the]" •may exceed 

60 the above limitations but its• total overall length "[of whichr, 

61 inclusive of load, shall not exceed 70 feet"[, but ther •. The• 

o2 provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to a vehicle nor to any 

6::! ~omhination of vehicles, operated hy a public utility as defined in 

o4 R R. 48:2--1::! which vehicle or combination of nhirles is used by 

6:) snrh puhlic utility in the construction, reconstruction. repair or 

fif) lllUintenance of itH proJ•ertv or facilities. 

67 Notwithstanding the above limitations, a combination of vehicles 

68 dPsigned, built and used to transport other motor vehicles may 

6~J earry a load which exceeds [the 55] *[65]* •6o• feet overall 

70 length, provided, however, the total load overhang shall be limited 

71 to 5 feet and may not exceed 3 feet at either the front or rear [and 

72 that tlw overhang shall he above the heig-ht of the average 

72A passenger car]. • A combination of vehicles designed, built and 

72n 7tsed to transport other motor vehicles may have a total overall 

72c length of 65 feet, provided, however, there shall be no overhang 

72n at either the front or rear. • 

n The gross WPi~ht impORPQ 011 the highway by the wheflls of any 

74 Oil<~ axle of a vehicle shall not exceed 22,400 poundR. 

7;> For the purpose of this '1'itle the gross weight imposed on the 

76 highway by the wh<~els of any one axle of a vehicle shall he deemed 

77 to mean the total load transmitted to the road by all wheels whose 

78 ''Pnt<:rs are inelndpr1l~rtween two parallel transverse Yertical planes 

7!1 less than 40 inrhPs apart, extending across the full width of the 

80 V<~hicle. 

81 Tlw combined gross weight imposed on the highway by all wheels 

82 of all axles whose CPnters arc on or between two parallel transverse 

83 vertical planes spaced 40 iuches, but less than 96 inches apart, 

84 Pxteuding across the full width of the vehicle, shall not exceed 

PG ::!4,000 pounds. 

86 In addition to the other requirements of this section and not-

87 withstanding any other provision of this Title, no commercial motor 

88 vehicle, tractor, trailer or semitrailer shall be operated on any 

89 highway in this State with a combined weight of vehicle and load, 

\lO an axle wt'ight or a ,·phicle dimension the allowance of which would 

!ll disqualify the State of New Jersey or any department, agency or 
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92 governmental subdivision thereof for the purpose of receiving ferl-

93 era! highway funds. 

94 The dimensional and weight restrictions set forth herein shall 

95 not apply to a combination of \'chicles which includes a disabled 

96 vehicle or a combination of vehicles being removed from a highway 

97 in this State, provided that such oversize or overweight vehicle 

98 combination may not travel on the public highways more than G 

!)9 miles from the point where such disablement occurred. If the dis-

100 ahlement oocurred on a limited access highway, the distmwe to the 

101 nearest exit of such highway shall be added to the 5-mile limitation. 

u£*2. Section 18 of P. L. 1952, c. 16 (C. 27 :12B-18) is amended 

2 to read as follows: 

3 18. (a) No vehicle shall be permitted to make use of any project 

4 except upon the payment of such tolls aR may from time to time 

5 be prescribed by the authority. It is here b)' declared to he unlawful 

6 for any person to refuse to pay, or to evade or to attempt to evade 

7 the payment of such tolls. 

8 (b) No vehicle shall be operated on any project carelessly or 

9 recklessly, or in disregard of the rights or safety of others, or 

10 without due caution or prudence, or in a manner so as to endanger 

11 unreasonably or to be likely to endanger unreasonably persons or 

12 property, or while the operator thereof is under the influence of 

13 intoxicating liquors or any narcotic or habit-forming drug, nor 

14 shall any vehicle be so constructed, equipped, lacking in equipment, 

15 loaded or operated in such a condition of disrepair as to endanger 

16 unreasonably or to be likely to endanger unreasonably persons or 

17 property. 

18 (c) A person operating a vehicle on any project shall operate 

19 it at a careful and prudent speed, having due regard to the rights 

20 and safety of others and to the traffic, surface and width of the 

21 highway, and any other conditions then existing; and no person 

22 shall operate a vehicle on any project at such a speed as to 

23 endanger life, limb or property; provided, however, that it shall be 

24 prima facie lawful for a driver of a vehicle to operate it at a 

2!i speed not exceeding a speed limit which is designated by the 

26 authority at a reasonable and safe speed limit, when appropriate 

27 signs giving notice of such speed limit are erected at the roadside 

28 or otherwise posted for the information of operators of vehicles. 

29 (d) No person shall operate a vehicle on any project at such 

30 a slow speed as to impede or blook the normal and reasonable 

31 movement of traffic except when reduced speed is necessary for 

:~2 saff' operation thereof. 

;!3 (e) No person shall operate 11 vflhicle on 11ny project in violation 
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:3+ of any speed limit designated by regulation adopted by the author-

35 ity as hereinafter provided. 

:3ti (!') All person~ opt'mting- vohil'lt>s up"n HHY [ll'<'.i<'<lL mn~t at. all 

:17 timeB comply with any lawful ordeT, signal or clirection by voice or 

38 hand of any police officer engaged in the direction of traffic upon 

39 such project. When traffic on a project is controlled by traffic 

40 lights, ~igns or by mechanical or electrical signalR, such lights, 

41 signs and signals shall be obeyed unless a police officer directs 

42 otherwise. 

43 (g) All persons operating vehicles upon any project, or seeking 

4.+ to do ~o, must at all times comply with regulations, not inconsistent 

45 with the other sections of this act, adopted by the tmthority con-

46 cerning types, weights and sizes of vehides permitL,ed to use such 

47 project, and with regulations adopted by the authority for or 

48 prohibiting the parking of vehicles, concerning the making of turns 

49 and the use of particular traffic lanes, together with any and all 

C!O other regulations adopted by the authority to control traffic and 

51 prohibit acts hazardous in their naturP or tending to impede or 

G2 block the normal and reasonable flow of traffic upon such project; 

'i3 provided, however, that prior to the auoption of any regulation 

5·~ for the control of traffic on any such project, including the designa-

5:, tion of any speed limits, the authority shall investigate and con-

5ti sider the need for and desirability of such regulation for the 

57 safety of persons and property, inclmling tLe authority's property, 

5H and the contribution which any sucl1 regulation would make toward 

:\9 the efficient and safe handling of traffic and use of' such project, and 

60 shall determine that such regulation is necessary or desirable to 

61 accomplish such purposes or one or some of them, and that upon 

62 or prior to the effective date of any such regulation and during its 

()3 continuance, notice thereof shall be given to the driYers of vehicles 

ti4 hy appropriate signs erected at the roa{lside or otherwise posted. 

n;l Till' authority is 1Jerehy authorized and empowered to make, adopt 

il6 :md promulgate regulations referred to in tl;is section in accordance 

67 with the provisions hereof. Regulations adopted by the authority 

(18 pnrRuant to the provisions of this section shall insofar as practi

n!l eahle, having due regard to the fenturP" of the project and the 

70 eltaraderistics of traffic thereon, be consistent with the provisions 

71 of Title :~!J of the Reviseil Statutes applieable to similar subjects. 

72 R~gnlations gover-ning the overall len.nth of commercial motor 

73 1;ehicles and omnib?lSes shall not prescribe a le11gth less than that 

74 which is per-mitted on highways in the State under R. S. 39:3-84. 

7;, '!'he authority shall have power to amend, supplement or repeal 

711 Rny reg11lation Rdopted by it under the provisions of this section. 
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77 No regulation and no amendment or supplement thereto or repealer 

78 thereof adopted by the authority shall take effect until it is filed 

7}1 witl1 thP Secretary of State, by the filing of a copy thereof certified 

flO hy ihe RC<'I'Pt<lry of the authority. 

R] (h) The operator of any vehicle upon a project involved in an 

82 

0.'' 0·) 

84 

aeeid<'nt rrsnlting in injury or death to HTIY nerson or damage to 

any property shall immediately stop sud1 nhide at the scene of the 

acrid(·nt, render such assistance as may h<' needed, and give his 

fl5 name, address, and operator's license am] rPe,vistration number to 

86 the person injured and to any officer or wi1 ness of the injury and 

87 shall makP a report. of snrh aecident in accordance with law. 

88 (i) No person shall transport in or upm1 any project, any dyna-

89 lllite, nitrogl~·rerin, black powder, fin• works, blasting caps or 

90 oil1er explosives, !tasoline, alcohol, ether, liqnifl shellac, kerosene, 

91 turpentine, formaldehyde or other inflnmmah!P or combustible 

92 lif)uids, ammonium nitrate, sodium chlorate, wet hemp, powdered 

90 metallic mag-nesium, nitro-cellulose film, peroxides or other readily 

94 inflammable solids or oxidizing materials, hydrochloric acid, sul-

9fi furi'·' acirl, or other corrosive liquidH, pmssic at>id, phosgene, 

96 arsenic, carbolic acid, potassium cyanide, tear g·as, lewisite or any 

97 other poisonous substances, liquids m· gases, or any compressed 

98 gas, or any radioactive article, substance• or material, at such 

99 time or place or in such manner or condition as to endanger un-

100 reasonably or as to be likely to endanger unreasonably persons or 

101 property. 

102 (,i) Tf the violation of any provision of thi~ section or the viola-

103 tion of any regulation adopted by the authority under the provi-

1 04 sions of tl1is section, would have been a violation of law or 

1 O:'i ordinance if committed on any public road, street or highway in 

lOG the lllunicipality in which such violation occurred, it shall be tried 

107 Hml punislwrl in the same manner as if it had been committed in 

108 such municipality. 

109 (k) :\fot.witbstanding the provisions of paragraph (j) of this 

110 seetion, if tll() violation v-itbin the State of the provisions of 

111 paragraph (i) of this section shall result in injury or death to a 

J 12 person or persons or damage to property in excess of the value 

113 of $5,000.00, such violation shall constitute a [big·h misdemeanor] 

114 ct·ime of the third degree. 

115 (ll Except as provided in paragraph (j) or (k) of this section, 

11 6 any violation of any of the provisions of this section, including but 

117 not limited to those regarding the paym<>nt of tolls, and any 

ll~ violation of ar1y regulation adopted by illl· uutbority under the 

11 H proviHions of this section shall he punishable by a fine not exceed-
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120 ing $200.00 or by imprisonment not excneding 30 days or by both 

121 s11eb finP and imprisonment. Such a violation shall be tried in a 

1:'2 Hllllillllli')' wuy 1111d Hhall hn withilt llt<' ,iuri.Ydidion of nnd may Ill' 

1:.'3 broughi in Uw comtty district court[, or any criminal judicial 

124 district court,] or municipal court in the county where the offense 

12:J was committed. The rules of the Supreme Court shall govern the 

126 practice and procedure in such proceei!ings. Proceedings under 

127 this section may be instituted on any day of the week, and the 

128 institution of the proceeding on a Sunday or a holiday shall be no 

l2U bar to the successful prosecution thereof. Any process served on a 

130 Sunday or a holiday shall be as valid as if served on any other 

131 day of the week. When imposing any penalty under the -rr0visions 

1:32 of this paragraph the court having .iurisdiction shall be guided by 

1:::3 the appropriate provisions of any statute fixing uniform penalties 

1:34 for violation of provisions of the motor vehicle and traffic laws 

13Ci contained in Title 3!l of the Revised Statutes. 

1:~6 (m) In any prosecution for violating a re!,'lllation of the 

137 authority adopted pursuant to the provisions of this section copies 

138 of any such regulation when authenticated under the seal of the 

l3B authority by its secretary or assistant secretary shall be evidence 

140 in like manner and equal effect as the original. 

141 (n) No resolution or ordinance heretofore or hereafter adopted 

142 by the governing body of any county or municipality for the 

143 eontrol and regulation of traffic shall be applicable to vehicles while 

144 upon any project operated by the authority. 

14:1 ( o) In addition to any punishment or penalty' provided by 

146 other paragraphs of this section, every registration certificate and 

147 every license eertificate to drive motor vehicles may be suspended 

148 or revoked and any person may be prohibited from obtaining a 

149 driver's license or a registration certificate and the reciprocity 

1Ci0 privileges of a nonresident may be suspended or revoked by the 

151 Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles for a violation of 

1:\2 any of the provisions of this section, after due notice in writing 

15:'! of wch proposed suspension, revocation or prohibition and the 

t:>4 ground thereof, and otherwise in ac<'onlance with the powers, 

1 fifi practice and procedure established by 1hose provisions of Title 39 

15G of the Revised Statutes applicable to snch suspension, revocation 

I ;)7 or prohibition. 

1 ;18 ( p) Except as otherwise provided by this section or by any 

159 regulation of the authority made in accordance with the provisions 

160 hereof, the requirements of Title 39 of the Revise!l Statutes appli-

161 eable to persons using, driving or operating- vPhiclcs on the public 

Hi2 highways of this State and to vehicles so used, driven or operated 
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lO.'i shall be applicable to persons lllling, driving or operating vehicles 

lG4 on any projec1 and to vehicles so used, driven or operated. 

1 :l. Section 37 of P. L. 1962, c. 10 (C. 27 :12C-il7) is amended to 

2 read as follows: 

:; ::1. (A) l~xcept a~ otherwise provided 111 8ection 2ti of this act, 

4 no vPhicle Rllall be permitted to makt:> n~1' of Rny project ex<'cpt 

" upon the payment of such tolls as may from time to time be pre

fi scri!Jed by tlJe authority. It is hereby d!'cla reel to be unlawful for 

7 any person to refuse to pay, or to evade or to attempt to evade 

8 tho payment of such tolls. 

9 (B) No '·chicle shall be operated on an.v project carelessly or 

10 ree!dessly, or in disregard of the right~ or safety of others, or 

11 without due caution or prudence, or in a mnnner so as to endanger 

12 unri'asonably or to be likely to endanger unreasonably persons or 

13 property, or while the operator thereof iR 11nder the influence of 

14- intoxicating liquors or any narcotic or habit-forming drug, nor 

li'> shall any vehicle be so constructed, equipped, lacking in equipment, 

16 loaded or operated in such a condition of disrepair as to endanger 

17 unreasonably or to be likely to endanger unreasonably persons or 

18 property. 

l!J (C) A person operating a vehicle on any project shall operate 

~0 it at a careful and prudent speed, having due regard to the rights 

21 and safety of others and to the traffic, surface and width of the 

22 highway, and any other conditions then existing; and no person 

23 shall operate a vehicle on any project at such a speed as to endanger 

24 life, limb or property; provided, however, that it shall be prima 

2() facie lawful for a driver of a vehicle to operate it at a speed not 

26 exceeding a speed limit which is designated by the authority as a 

27 reasonable and safe speed limit, when appropriate signs giving 

28 notice of such speed limit are erected at the roadside or otherwise 

29 posted for the information of operators of vehicles. 

30 (D) No person shall operate a vehicle on any project at such 

31 a olow speed as to impede or block the normal and reasonable 

32 movement of traffic except when reduced speed is necessary for 

33 safe operation thereof. 

34 (E) No person shall operate a vehicle on any project in violation 

35 of any speed limit designated by regulation adopted by the 

il6 authority as hereinafter provided. 

37 (F) All persons operating vehicles upon any project must at 

38 all times comply with any lawful order, signal or direction by voice 

39 or hand of any police officer engaged in the direction of traffic upon 

.JO such project. When traffic on a project is controlled by traffic 

41 lights, signs or by mechanical or electrical signals, such lights, signs 



42 and signals shall be obeyed unless a police officer directs otherwise. 

43 (G) All persons operating vehicles upon any project, or seeking 

44 to do so, must at all times comply with regulations, not inconsistent 

45 with the other sections of this act, adopted by the authority con-

46 cPrning types, weights and sizes of vehicles permitted to use such 

47 project, and with regulations adopted by the authority for or 

48 prohibiting the parking of vehicles, concerning the making of turns 

49 and the use of particular traffic lanes, together with any and all 

50 other regulations adopted by the authority to control traffic and 

31 prohibit acts hazardous in their nature or tending to impede or 

52 block the normal and reasonable flow of traffic upon such project; 

;J3 provided, however, that prior to the adoption of any r&gulation for 

:>4 the control of traffic on any such project, including the designation 

55 of any speed limits, the authority shall investigate and consider 

;:)(i the need for and desirability of such regulation for the safety of 

07 persons and property, including the authority's property, and the 

:JR contribution which any such regulation would make toward the 

09 efficient and safe handling of traffic and use of such project, and 

fiO shall determine that such regulation is n0cessary or desirable to 

61 accomplish such purposes or one or some of them, and that upon 

62 or prior to the effective date of any such r€'gulation and during its 

63 continuance, notice thereof shall be given to the drivers of vehicles 

64 by appropriate signs erected at the road~ide or otherwise posted. 

65 The authority is hereby authorized and empowered to make, adopt 

1)6 and promulgate regulations referred to in this section in accord

m llliCC with the provisions hereof. Regulations adopted by the 

G8 authority pursuant to the provisions of this section shall in so far 

ii9 a.s practicable, having due regard to tbe features of the project and 

70 the characteristics of traffic thereon and Pxccpt as to maximum or 

71 minimum speed limits, be consistent with the provisions of Title 39 

72 of the Revised Statutes applicable to similar subjects. Regulations 

7~ ,qovernin.fJ the overall length of commercial motor vehicles and 

74 nmnibuses shall not z1rescribe a length less than that which is 

7G r)ennitted o,n highways in the State unrlcr R. S. 39:3-84. The 

7G authority shall have power to amend, Rnpplement or repeal any 

17 regulation adopted by it under the provisions of this section. No 

7R regulation and no amendment or supplement thereto or repealer 

7~l thereof adopted by the authority shall take effect until it is filed 

80 with the Secretary of State, by the filing of a copy thereof certified 

81 by the secretary of the authority. 

R2 (H) The operator of any vehicle upon a project involved in an 

r>3 incident resulting in injury or death to any person or 

134 damage t~ any property shall immediateLY stop such vehicle at 
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8:1 the scene of the incident, render such assi,tance as may be nPeded, 

SG and give his name, address, and operator's license and motor 

87 vehicle registration number to the person injured and to any 

88 officer or witness of the injury and shall make a report of such 

8!1 inrident in accordance with law. 

90 (I) No person shall trnnsport in or upon :my project, any dyna

!Jl mite, nitroglycerin, black powder, fire works, blasting caps or 

!J2 othor explosives, gasoline, alcohol, ether, liquid shellac, kerosene, 

0:) turprntine, formaldehyde or othH inflmmnahle or r'omhnstihle 

94 li']uids, ammonium nitrate, sodium chlorate, wet hemp, powdered 

95 metallic magnesium, nitro-cellulose film, peroxides or other readily 

96 inflammable solids or oxidizing material;;, hydrochloric acid, sul-

97 furic acid, or other corrosive liquids, prussic acid, phosgene, 

98 arsenic, carbolic acirl, potassium cyanidP, tear !'.·as, lewisite or any 

!19 other poisonous substances, liquids or gases, or any compressed 

100 gas, or any radioactive article, substancP or material, at such time 

101 or place or in such manner or condition as to endanger unreason-

102 ably or as to be likely to endanger unreasonably persons or 

J 03 property. 

104-114 (.T) If the violation of any provisions of this Hection or the viola-

115 tion of any regulation adopted by the autlwrity under the provi-

116 sions of this section would have been a violation of law or ordi-

117 nance if committed on any public road, street or highway in the 

118 municipality in which such violation occurred, it shall be tried and 

119 punished in the same manner as if it had been committed in such 

120 municipality. 

121 (K) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (.J) of this 

122 section, if the violation of the provisions of paragraph (I) of this 

123 section shall result in injury or death to a person or persons or 

124 damage to property in excess of the value of $5,000.00, such viola-

125 tion shall constitute a [high misdemeanor] crime of the third 

126 degree. 

127 (L) Except as provided in paragraph (.J) or (K) of this section, 

128 any violation of any of the provisions of this section, including but 

129 not limited to those regarding the payment of tolls, and any 

130 violation of any regulation adopted hy thr authority under the 

131 provisions of this section shall be punishable by a fine not exceed-

1:12 ing $200.00 or by imprisonment not exeeeuing 30 days or by both 

133 -such fine and imprisonment. Such a violation shall be tried in a 

134 summary way and shall be within the jurisdiction of and may be 

135 :lirought in the county district court or any municipal court in the 

l3f> c>onnty where the offf\nA(\ was committed. Proceedings under this 

f37''M~tioh -may be instituted on -any day of the week, and the insti-
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U:S tu1 ion of the procPedings on a Sunday or a holiday shall be no 

t:l!l ha r lo t!H' SIW<'<>Hsful proReeution t hPI'eof. Any proceRH sern•d 

J.l\1 on a Kunday or u holiday ~hull hn tl~ ntlid a;.; if sfH·vcd on any 

141 other day of the week. When imposing any penalty under the 

14-2 provisions of this paragraph the court having ;jurisdiction shall be 

143 guided hy the appropriate provisions of any statute fixing uniform 

144 fJCnaltiPR for violation of provisions of the motor vehicle and traffic 

14;"i laws contained in Title 39 of the Revised Statutes. 

146-141' (M) In any prosecution for violating a regulation of the author-

14-!l ity adopted pursuant to the provisions of this section copies of any 

150 snch regulation when authenticated under the seal of the authority 

151 hy its secretary or assistant secretary shall be evidence in like 

15~ manner and equal effect as the original. 

l:i3 (N) No resolution or ordinance heretofore or hereafter adopted 

1!i4 hy the governing body of any eounty or municipality for the 

l 'iii control and regulation of traffic shall be applicable to vehicles 

156 whiJP upon any project operated by the authority. 

l:i7 (0) In addition to any punishment or penalty provided by other 

158 paragraphs of this section, every registration certificate and every 

1 :i!l license eertificate to drive motor vehicles may he suspended or 

160 revoked and any person may be prohibited from obtaining a 

161 drinr's license or a registration certificate and the reciprocity 

162 privileges of a nonresident may be suspended or revoked by the 

16:~ Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles for a violation of any 

1 fi4 of the provisions of this section, after due notice in writing of such 

16G proposed suspenson, revocation or prohibition and the ground 

16() thereof, and otherwise in accordance with the powers, practice 

167 procedure established by the provisions of Title 39 of the 

16S Revised Sta.tutes applicable to such suspension, revocation or 

li!D prohibition. 

170 ( r) Except as otherwise provided by this section or by any 

171 reg·ulation of the authority made in accordance with the provisions 

172 hPreof, the requirements of Title 3D of th(' Revised Statutes appli-

173 cable to persons using, driving or operating vehicles on the public 

174- bighways of this State and to vehicles so used, driven or operated 

17:) Rhall be applicable to persons using, driving or operating vehicles 

17(i on any project and to vehicles so used, driven or operated. 

4-. Section 5 of P. L. 1951, c. 264 ( C:. 27 :23-2!!) is amended to 

'' read as follows: 

:l 5. All persons operating vehicles upon any snch turnpike project, 

4 or seeking to do so, must at all times comply with regulations, not 

5 inconsistent with the other sections of this act, adopted by the 

6 New Jersey Turnpike Authority concerning types, weights and 
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7 sizes of vehicles permitted to use any such turnpike project, and 

S wi!l1 regulations adopted by the authority for or prohibiting the 

!J parking of vehicles, concerning the making of turns and the use of 

HJ par1icular traflie lanes, together with any and all other regulations 

11 adopted by the authority to control traffic and prohibit acts haz-

12 ardou~ in their nature or tending to impede or block the normal 

1:3 and reasonable flow of traffic upon any turnpike project; provided, 

H however, that prior to the adoption of any regulation for the 

15 control of traffic on any such turnpike project, including the desig-

16 nation of any speed limits, the authority shall investigate and 

17 consider the need for and desirability of such regulation for the 

18 safety of persons and property, including the authority's property, 

19 and the contribution which any such regulation would make toward 

20 the efficient and safe handling of traffic and use of such turnpike 

21 pro,jt·ct, and shall determine that such regulation is necessary or 

22 desirable to accomplish such purposes or one or some of them, and 

2:) that upon or prior to the effective date of any such regulation and 

24 during its continuance, notice thereof shall be given to the drivers 

2,-l of vehicles by appropriate signs erected at the roadside or other-

2G wise posted. 

:n The authority is hereby authorized and empowered to make, 

28 adopt and promulgate regulations referred to in this section in 

29 accordance with the provisions hereof. 

:30 Regulations adopted by the autl10rity pursuant to the provisions 

:31 of this section shall insofar as practicable, having due regard to the 

32 features of any such turnpike project and the characteristics of 
3., 

,) traflic thereon, be consistent with the provisions of Title 39 of the 

34 Revised Statutes applicable to similar suhjeets. Regulations gotJ

;jj er'lling the o1Je1·all length of cornme·rcial motor vehicles and omn-

3G buses shall not prescribe a length less than that which is pet·mitted 

37 on highways in the State under R. S. 39:3-84. 

:;s The authority shall have power to amend, Hupplement or repeal 

3:J any regulation adopted by it under the provisions of this section. 

40 X o regulation and no amendment or supplement thereto or 

41 repealer thereof adopted by the authority shall take effect until 

42 it is filed with the Secretary of State, by the filing of a copy thereof 

4il certified by the secretary of the authority.']'''' 

*[2.]" '*["5. *]'* ** 2. •' 'rhis act shall take effect immediately. 



SENATE TRANSPORTATlON AND COMMUNICATIONS 
CO:MM lTTF.E 

S'I' .\'l'l~.i\JK.'< 'J' 'J'U 

SENATE, No. 1138 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
flA'I't•m: /\I'HIL 2:!, 191'2 

'!'hi~ leg-i~lat.ion <'·<llll·CrH~ <'Olllllier<·ial JHOtor vehides aud onmilme·,•, .. 

. \s aHHmU<,.[ hy !.lie <Xllll!Jlttl•.'<•, 111e l,jJ! ~!'iveo the Deparilue11t of 'l'ranA

portatiou jurisdir·1ional auUwrih io pr"~'·ribe the length of omnihuHeti 

whieh may be OJH'I'H'Cd oH hig-hways in the Htate. 

'l'lu• hill :Ji·.:u ··I I It'll' 1•·11;:1" lilitll . r .... <'(llillll"l'<'illl litO I or ,.,.,,j,·L·::, 

or a eomhiuatiou of ,-ehiek~, I hat HJUY be operated ou highways in 

lli'ew .IPrHey. ;\,., alll<'ll!l"tl, the hill preserihes: 

(1) .~o eoumJ••reial uwlor vel1ieh~ or <:ombinatiou of vehicles $hall 

he operated ou any highwn:· in this Htnt .. in excess of a total overall 

length, irwhmive of load, of fiO for a <:0111mereial motor vehicle dmwi11g 

or having atta<:hed tlwre!o any oi he1· HtH'h vehicle which shall not 

I'Xceed 48 feet in hmgth. 

(2) :'l:o conuuercial motor v1,bide o~~ eolllbination of vehicles tiimll 

I~<· "i'"'·at.·d o11 11111 hi)(hWHI' iu t.hiK Niodn in m..c'.PKH of a tolnl ol·•·rall 

length, iuelu~ivP of load, of (i.) fe..t for a "onuuercial iuolor ,·,.ltwle 

drawing or having at.taehed i.ltureto two motor drawn ve!JicleH. Hw·h 

\·ehicleB may o11ly I.Je operated on highwayH which the Department of 

'l'ransportatiou may designate. 

(3) A eombinatiou of vehicleH designed, hnilt and used to tran;;pori 

other motor ,.l,hidPH may earry a lmHl whidr PXeeeds 60 feet in overall 

IPJIV,il!, tllotlidPd, J,.,,,.P\'111 ll>rd lit" l"lnl lond lt\'t•li•illll( •donll "" li•qJind 

to ;, fep1. aud may nul Pxeeed 3 fpet al oithcr the front. or real'. StH·h 

vehides may hav<' a total OY!Jl'Hil leng!l1 of fifi feet, provided, however, 

ther'' ~hall b1~ no O\'llrhang at. Pitlu•r I he front or rear. 

ThiR lev.i~lat:i<>u alHo pro\'icle~ tl~:d i.lJP Xcnv .ler~ey Tnmpike AntLu

r·ity. New .lPJ'sey liighway Authority ami the New .fersey I<~xpressway 

Anthorit.~· Hhall !'onform 1o thE' omr1ilm-: and ronmwrcial motor vehi··le 

lengths prescrib<>d under R. S. :m :3-84. 

In order to aswr<> legisl11tive o,·nrsifdrt, the Department of Trans

pnrtar.ion Hl111ll r•·t·nr·1 t.o tl11• ~f'l\111<· nn.! A~AA111hh· 'l'r·an~pnrtntion alHl 

CouJnJUnicatioas Connni11 eeg a~ to t•otential ~'' fpj Y haznnl~ •·rl':df'd IJ~

allowingo the oper:1lion of a .~omnwr•<ial mol or vehielP •hnwing or ha1·ing 

»ttadwd t.herPt(J two motor drawn vel1iele>'. 





SENATE, No. 1199 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
INTRODUCED l\fARC'H 15, 1982 

By Senators ORECHIO and RAND 

Referred to Committee on Transportation and Communications 

AN AcT concerning omnibuses and amending P. L. 1952, c. 16, 

P. L.l962, c.lO, P. L.1951, c. 2fi..J. anrl R R. 39:3-S!. 

1 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State 

:2 of New Jersey: 

1 1. Section 18 of P. L. 1DCJ2, c. 10 (C. 27:12B-18) is amended to 

2 read as follows: 

;J 18. (a) No vehicle shall be permitted to make use of any project 

4 except upon the payment of such tolls as may from time to time 

5 be prescribed by the authority. It is hereby declared to be unlawful 

ti for any per~ou to refuse to pay, or to evade or to attempt to evade 

7 the paymcut of such tolls. 

H (b) No vehicle sl.tall be operated on any project carelessly or 

9 recklessly, or in disregard of the rights or safety of others, or 

10 without due caution or prudence, or in a manner so as to endanger 

11 unreasonably or to be likely to cntlangcr unreasonably persons or 

12 property, or wbile the operator thereof is under the influence of 

l:l intoxicating liquors or any narcotic or habit-forming drug, nor shall 

H any vehicle he w constructed, equipped, lacking in equipment, 

13 loaded or operated in such a condition of disrepair a~ to endanger 

11i um·eacio!lably or to be likely to endanger Ullrcasonably persons or 

17 property. 

lf' (u) A person operating a vehicle on any project shall operate 

19 at a careful anJ prudent speed, having due regard to the rights 

2(1 and safety of others and to the tJ·aiiic, surface and width of the 

21 highway, and any other conditions tlwu existing; and no person 

22 shall operate a vehicle on any project at such a speed as to endanger 
EXPLANATION-Matter endosed in holtl·facc·d brackets [thus] in the above bill 

is not enacted and is intended to Le omitted in the lawa 
Mauer printed in italics tlrns is new matter. 
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23 life, limb or property; provided, however, that it shall be prima 

24 facie lawful for a driver of a vehicle to opcrat8 it at a speed not 

2::> exceeding a speed limit which is designated hv the authority as a 

2G reasonable and safe speed limit, wlum appropriat.e signs giving 

'27 IIIJtirr• ,.f Hllrlt ~Jwr·rllimil nn• r•rrr.torlrrl II"• rorrdsidn or otlwrwiHn 

2S posted for the information of operator~ of velrides. 

29 (d) Xo person shall operate a vebirle 011 :my project at such 

20 a slow speed as to impede or block the nrnmal and reawnable 

:ll movement of traffic except when rcdul'ed SJ!I'Prl is necessary for 

82 safe operation thereof. 

33 (e) X o person shall operate a vehicle on any project in violation 

c~4 of any speed limit rlesiguatecl by regulation adoptPd by the autbor 

;;5 ity as hereinafter provided. 

:11i (f) All prr'''•JI:i "]lPl'll1irrr~· l'l']rirln~ li!tOil 11111 t·•·ojnt•l liliiRI .,j nll 

:.:1 timec; eomply with any lnwful order, ~ignal or direction by voice 

::l8 or hand of any police officer engaged in the direction of traffic upon 

::l9 sucb projPct. When traffic on a project is eontrolled by traffie 

40 lights, signs or by rnecbanical or electrical signals, such lights, 

-U signs and signals shall be obeyed unless a police officer directs 

42 otherwise. 

43 (g) All persons operating vebicles upon any project, or seeking 

·It loth""· 111u~t u1 all tirnoA "'"IIJ•Iy willr l'<';l:lllnti••nH, !lot iri('on~il'll.orli 

45 with the other sections of this act, aduped by tbe authority con-

46 cerning types, weights and sizes of vehicles permitted to use such 

47 project, and with regulations adopted by the authority for or 

48 prohibiting the parking of n;lriclPs, concerning the making of turns 

49 and the use of particular traffic lanes, togetber with any and all 

50 other regulations adopted by the authority to control traffic and 

51 prohibit acts hazardous in their nature or tending to impede or 

52 block the normal and reasonable flow of traffic upon such project; 

G;l provided', however, that prior to the nrloption uf nny regulation for 

54- the control of traffic 011 any sneh projeet, incltHling the designation 

55 of any speed limits, the authority shall investigate and consider 

56 the need for and desirability of such regulation for the safety of 

57 persons and property, including the authority's property, and the 

58 contribution which any such regulation would make toward the 

59 efficient and safe handling of traffic and nsP of such project, and 

fiO shall determine that such regulation is neeessary or desirable to 

fi1 accomplish such purposes or one or some of tlwm, and that upon 

1;~! or r•ri''' !11 tl11• efft•elivt• d11tl' ol' lillY '""'lr l'<'l!.rrl:diilll nll<111rtt•iil)[ ilf• 

63 continuance, notice thereof shall be given to tbc drivers of vehicles 

t1.J. hy appropriate signs crc>cted at the roa,hide or otherwise posted. 

ii:J 'rh<" autlwrity is hereby anthorizod and ompownrod to make, adopt 
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G6 and promulgate regulations rPferred to in thiR Rection in accord-

67 ancr with thr provisions hereof. RPgnlationR adopted by the 

r;K authority IJUrHuant to the provisionR of thi;: H'<'tion slmll insofa1· 

tifJ as practicable, having due regard to the fratures of the project 

7ll and the characteristics of traffic thereon, bP consistent with the 

71 provisions of Title 39 of the Revised Statutes applicable to similar 

72 subjects. Regulations governing the overall length of buses, exclu-

73 sive of bumpers, shall not prescribe a length less tha.n that which is 

74 permitted on the State highways wnder R. S. 39:8-84. The authority 

75 shall have power to amend, supplement or repeal any regulation 

76 adopted by it under the provisions of this sPction. No rPgulation 

77 and no amendment or supplement thereto nr repealer thereof 

lti adopted by the authOTity shall takP pffect U~<~il it is filed with 

7!1 the Secretary of State, by the filing of a copy thereof certified by 

HO the secretary of the authority. 

Rl (h) The operator of any vehicle upon a project involved in an 

S'.l aceidcnt re:mlting in injury or death to any per~on m· damage to 

S:l any property shall immediately stop such vehicle at the scene of 

8-± the accident, render Bnch assistanef' as may he needed, and give 

8ii his name, ad<1ress, and operator's liPense and registration number 

R6 to the person injured and to any officer or ,,·itness of the injury 

87 and ~hall make a report of such accicleut in accordance with law. 

88 (i) No person shall transport in or upon any project, any dyna

S~J mite, nitroglycerin, black powder, firl' works, blasting caps, or 

DO other explosives, gasoline, alcohol, ciber, liquid shellac, kerosene, 

!!1 turpentine, formaldehyde or other inflammablL~ or L'Ombustible 

:J:J liquids, ammonium nitrate, sodium clJloralc, wet hemp, powdered 

9:l metallic magnesium, nitro-cellulose film, peroxides or other readily 

~H iuliammable solids or oxidizing materials, hydrochloric acid, sul

!J:i furic acid, or other corrosive liquids, prussic aciu, phosgene, 

!1G arsenic, carbolic acid, potassium cyanide, tear gas, lewisite or any 

!17 other poisonous substances, liquids or gases, or any compressed 

9H gas, or any radioactive. article, substance or material, at such time 

99 or place or in such manner or condition as to endanger unreason

lOG ably or as to be likely to endang-er unreasonably persons or 

101 property. 

102 (j) If the violation of any provision of this section or the viola-

103 tion of any regulation adopted by the authority under the provi-

104 sions of this section, would have bL,l'n a violation of law or ordi-

1 05 nance if committed on any pub lie road, strPPt or highway in the 

106 municipality in which such violation occmT<'d, it shall be tried and 

107 punisllCu in the same manner as if it had he en committed in sueh 

I 08 municipality. 
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109 (k) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (j) of this 

110 section, if the violation within the Stat~ of the pTovisions of 

111 paragraph (i) of this section shall result in iujury or death to a 

112 person or persons or damag•J to property in ''xeess of the value of 

L13 five thousand dollars ($•),000.00}, sueh violatiou shall constitute a 

l.l4 [lli~h wi~JE'meuuor] crime vi tJ.,, third dcrJrr·1·. 

115 (l) Exeept as provided in paragraph (j) or (k) of this section, 

Ll6 any violation of any of the provisions <>f this section, including but 

117 not limited to those regarding the payment of tolls, and any viola-

118 tion <>I any regulation adopte<1l.Jy the autl10rity under the provisi<>ns 

119 of tllis section shall be puniRhable by a iine not exceeding two 

120 hundred dollars ($200.00) or by imprisonment uot "xcceding 30 

1:!1 days or by both such fine and imprisonment. Sueh a violation shall 

1:!:2 be tried in a summary way and shall l1e within the jurisdiction of 

J·''1 "'"] ,,,,.~, ],n]H'<HWid. in il1n '''Jitlliy ;]il'l,·il'f ,.,,llrl[. "~' 1111,1 ni111ionl 

124 judicial district court,] or municipal court in tl.te county where the 

125 offeuse was committed. The rules of the Sn]lreme Court shall gov-

126 ern the practice and procedure in such proceedings. Procee<lings 

127 under this section may be instituted on any day of the week, and 

128 tlle institution of the proceedings on a Sunday or a holiday shall 

129 be no bar to the successful prosecution thereof. Any process served 

130 on a Sunday or a holiday shall be as valid as if selTCd Oil any other 

l:JJ <lay uf lhe week. W Len iHqJOsiHg m1y ]Jl'JHilty utHler lLc pt'u\ isi•JIIN 

13:2 of this paragraph the court having jurisdiction shall be guided by 

133 the appropriate provi~ions of any statute fixing uniform penalties 

134 for violation of provisions of the motor ve!Jicle and traffic laws 

135 contained in Title 39 of the Revised Statutes. 

136 (m) In any prosecution for violating a regulation of the author-

137 ity adopted pursuant to the provisions of this section copies of any 

138 such regulation when autllenticated undor the 'eal of the authority 

139 by its secretary or assistant secrotary shall be evidence in like 

140 maHner und equal ofiect a~ the originul. 

140A (n) No resolution or ordinance heretofore or hereafter adopted 

141 by the governing body of any county or municipality for the control 

142 and regulation of traffic shall be applicable to vehicles while upon 

143 any project operated by the authority. 

144 ( o) In addition to any punishment or penalty provided by 

145 other paragraphs of this section, every registration certificate and 

146 every license certificate to drive motor vehicles may be suspended or 

147 revoked and any person may be prohibited from obtaining a driver's 

l4fi la!t'l~''.' or' a l!'gt9lrullutt cetlllkal'c aut! tile l'''''prodly privilegE.'~ 

149 of n nnnrr~irlnnt may h" "l.t~pr~ndr•rl o1· ''!'''"J, .. ,l Joy i111' j)j,·pf'IPr nf 



liil Hions of this section, after due notiN' in writing of such proposed 

.l:J2 suspension, revocation or prohibition and the ;::round thereof, and 

153 otherwise in accordance with thP po'' ers, prudit•c and prncL'durc 

I ~H I'KI ubli8hed uy tho~e provision:; nf 'l'itle 3!) of the Revised Statutes 

15[J applicaule to such ~uspension, revocation or prohibition. 

156 (p) Except as otherwise provided by this section or by any 

157 regulation of the authority made in accordance with the provisions 

158 hereof, the requirements of Title 3!J of .the Revised Statutes appli-

159 cable to persons using, driving or operating vehicles on the public 

160 highways of thi8 State and to vehicles so used, driven or operated 

Hi1 shall be applicable to persons using, drh·ing or operating vehicles 

lii2 on any project and to vehicles so used, driven or ope-rated. 

1 2. Seetion 37 of P. L. 1962, c. 10 (C. 27:12C-:!7) is amended to 

2 read as follows: 

a 37. (A) Except as otherwise provided in section 26 of this act, 

4 no vehicle shall be permitted to make use of any project except upon 

5 the payment of such tolls as may from time to time be prescribed 

6 by the authority. It is hereby declared to be unlawful for any 

7 person to refuse to pay, or to evade or to attempt to evade the 

R payment of such tolls. 

9 (B) No vehicle shall be operated on any project carelessly or 

10 recklessly, or in disregard of the rights or safety of others, or 

11 without due caution or prudence, or in a manner so as to endange-r 

12 unreasonably or to be likely to endanger unreasonably persons or 

13 property, or while the operator thereof is under the influence of 

14 intoxicating liquors or any narcotic or habit-forming drug, nor 

15 shall any vehicle be so constructed, equipped, lacking in equipment, 

16 loaded or operated in such a condition of rlisrepair as to endanger 

17 unreasonably or to be likely to endanger unreasonably persons or 

lH property. 

19 (C) A person operating a vehiele on any project shall operate 

:lO it at a careful and vrudent speed, havii1g clue regard to the rights 

21 and safety of others and to the traffic, Rnrfacc and width of the 

22 highway, and any other conditions tlwu c•xi~ting; and no person 

2:1 shall operate a vehicle on any projer.t nt such n ~peed as to endanger 

:l4 life, limb or property; provided, lww•·vcr, 11mt it slwll be prima 

2:1 facie lawful for a driver of a vehirle to operate it at a speed not 

2G excecrling a speed limit which is designated hy the authority as a 

27 reasonable and safe speed limit, when appropriate signs giving 

28 notice of such speed limit are erected at the roadside or otherwise 

29 posted for the information of operators of vehicles. 

:30 (D) No person shall operate a vehicle on any project at such 

;.n a slow speed as to impede or block the normal and reasonable 



;-;;;: movement of traffic except when rPducetl 'P<'8d ts neeessary for 

:1:3 safe operation thereof. 

:~+ (I•i) :\o perso11 shall op<·ratc a volrielr on nny project in viola

.:., lion of any ~l''~r·d lin1il ,]r .. i~:,:llt•d hr 1'<'!-~"l"liolr adoptod by Uw 

;;(j authority as hereinafter providr•d. 

::7 (F) All persons operating ...-ellicle;; llJlOII :u1y projcet must at 

:1H all times comply with auy lawful order, ;;ignal or direction by voice 

::D or hand of any police officer engaged in tire direction of traffic 

.J-0 upon such project. '\Vlwn traffic on a J•roje..t is ~~ontrollcd by traffic 

11 lights, si~ns or hy mr··lmuical or r>l<•rtri,.nl signnl;;, well lig-lltH, 

f' oigllii a11J stguals ~hall Ut' nbcyr"l lilllt•,., " i"dit't' t~llkl'r din·<·IH 

+:: otl1r:rwise. 

-1~ (U) All]H'rsons operating- Y<·lliC'lPs upo11 :Ill) pro,ied, or HCPI<in!!; 

J,, lo do till, llliHit ul. all I iuwc< t'.tJIIlf'IY willr f'l'<:lil.il iorr.-1. lit d. iii!'OII:4i;;!Pll! 

-'li witl1 the other sections of thiH act, HdopiPd lly the authority con

+7 cerning types, weights and sizes of vehiele'l l'"rmitted to use such 

41' projed, and with regulations adopted h,,· I li<' authority for or 

4!! prohil•iting the parking of ve!Jicles, eonerrniu.l;·lhc making of tnrnR 

;)() and tlw use of particular traffic lanes, together with any and all 

,)] otl1ct· regula! ions nlloptr·d by l111• :mtillll"it:-' to coutml trat1ic anrl pro

,J;; J,jJ,jl ael.~ llll~ardou~ iu illeir nat.ur" o1· IPIIt!iH!.\· to iwpedo or lJloek 

,·,:: th1• normal and reasonable !low of 1 rnfik II] "'l' stwh project; pro

;J4 vitletl, however, that prior to the adoption of :m:-· regulation for the 

.;" control of traftic on any ~uch J'rojP.d, indnding the dusignation of 

:JG any SJJL'cd limits, the authority shall invr:-di;.;·ate and consider the 

;)( need [or and desirability of snell regulation for tlll' safety of perwnH 

;,s_;J!I nntl 1 .r·opol'l~·. it"'li11 iilrc·.· I i ,,. '"'I I"' ril \ '~; 1 • r, 'I"" ri .1', 11111 I I )in 1·ontrihn 

li(l 

til 

C:! 

( j' ~ 

65 

ti9 

7:-1 

7+ 

tion which any such regnlutic>!l wonld Illllkc• toward tlw eflicicnt aml 

safe handling of trai1ie and use of RUch projPrt, and shall determine 

lhat 'nch regnlnlinn i» ll<'t'l'>,c;ary or llbir;d,Jn to iH'I'Omplish snch 

pttrl'nses or OJW ur sOllll' nf llll'lrt, aud jJ,nj II!Jilll or J'rior fo the 

effedivc date of any snch regulation and dnr·ing its continuance, 

notice thereof shall be given to tlw drivers of vehicles by appro

priaiP signs erected at the roadside o I' otlwnvise posted. Tho 

authority is hereby autl10rizcd and empowered to make, adopt and 

promulgate. regulations referred to in this scf'tion in accordance 

with the provisions hereof. Regulations adopted by the authority 

pl!rN<Jillll lo lire Jll'ovisi""~ ol' ll1i~ HP< lion Hilllil in ;;o far 11~ [il·adi 

enble, liaving due regard to the feature~ of lhe pro.kct and tlw 

dmracl cristics of traffic thereon and E'XCl'Jd as to maximum or 

miuinll!m speed limits, bo consistent witlt 1 hl' provisions of Title 39 

of th., Uevised Statutes api'lical•le to similar 'ubjccts. Regulations 

.rlfJ/NI'il1!J /],c ol'cralllcilglh nf lmses. ,._,, !u,ir, of /;;uil)•crs, shall 
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76 not p-rescribe a length less than that which is per·rnitted on the State 

77 h(tjhways under B. S. 39:3-84. The authority shall have power to 

7'> anww], oupplcm\'HL or repeal any regulation ndo1•ted by it under 

7~1 the provisions of this section. No regulation and no amendment or 

HO supplem~>ut thereto or repealer thereof adopted by the authority 

til shall take effect until it is filed with the Secretary of State, by the 

K:! filing of a copy tht;reof certified by the ~e<·1·etar~· of the authority. 

Kil (H) The operator of any vehicle upon a projeet invoh·cd in an 

R-t iJll·ident resulting in injury or death to ::ny person or damage to 

Ki.i any property sl1all immediately stop :mel: vPhicle at the scene of the 

1-'fi ineitlent, render sueh as::;istancc as B"IY he needed, and givE~ his 

81 name, address, and operator's liecuse all(] motnr vebide registra

H8 Hon number to the person injured alHl to any officer or witness of 

R!l tlH· injury and shall make a report of ~neh ineidrmt in accordance 

90 with law. 

!Jl (I) No person shall transport in or npon any project, any dyna

B2 mite, nitroglycerin, black powder, fire works, hlusting caps or other 

!J;{ explosive~, gaBoline, alcohol, ether, liqni!l Hhellac, kerosene, turpen

!!4 1ine, formaldehyde or other inflammnble or combustible liquids, 

!JiJ ammonium nitrate, sodium chlorate, wet hemp, powdered metallic 

9fi magnesium, nitro-cellulose film, peroxideR or other readily inflam

!17 mab]C' solids or oxidizing materials, hy•lror,hlrJrie acid, sulfuric acid, 

98 or other corrosive liquids, prussic acid, phos~:ene, arsenic, carbolic 

99 aci,l, potas~ium cyanide, tear gas, lewi~ite o1· any other poiHonous 

100 snhstances, liquids or gases, or any rompres~ed gas, or any radio-

101 active article, substance or material, ut such tim<' or place or in 

102 such manner or eondition as to endangor unreasonably or as to be 

103 likely to endanger unreasonably persons or property. 

104 (J) If the violation of any provision of this section or the viola

lOii tion of any regulation adopted by the authority under the provi-

10(i sions of this section would have br1en a violation of law or ordinance 

107 if eommitted on any public road, stree! or highway in the munici-

108 pality in which such violation occurred, il shall be tried and pun-

109 ished in the same manner as if it lwd been eommitteu in such 

110 municipality. 

111 (K) Notwithstanding the provision" of paragraph (,J) of this 

113 s<'etioH, if the violation of the rn·oyi~ioll~ of pnnw;raph (T) of this 

11:l sn<'tion ;;Jwll result in injury or deal!, lo :1 pwson or p~rsons or 

114 darliagc to property in excess of the valuP ,,f $.\000.00, snch viola

t15 tion shall constitute a [high mi&demeanor] nrim.; of the third 

1.16 de,qree. 

117 IL) ruxceptas provided in paragraph (,J) n·· IKl of this seetion, 

llR ~11yvi_ol~t.ionof any of.t.he pr<wiRion~~ ofthis; ~rwtion, inrlluding- hut 
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119 not limited to tl;ose regarding the payment of tolls, and any viola-

1:20 tion of any rcgHlation adopted by the autlJOrity under the provi-

121 sions of this section shall be punisbahlr hy a fine not exceeding 

122 $:200.00 or by imprisonment not exeeeding :ll) dayR or by both such 

Ll3 fine and imprisonment. Such a violation "lntllllc> tried in a summary 

1:!± way aml shallue within tl1r· .iurisdiction of ;~n·l may be brougllt in 

125 the county rlistrict court OT any munic·ipal r·ourt in tlw county 

1:2!i where the offc>nsl' wa~ ·~ommitted. Proer'eding' und~>r this section 

127 ma:v he instituterl on any day of tlte we('k, aJI[l tlw institution of 

128 the proeecdingc; on a Rnnday or n holirlu:· ,;l1all be no bar to the 

1:2:1 wccessful prosecution thereof. Any pror"'s>< '-'erved on a Sunday 

130 or a lwliday shall be as valid as if served on any other day of the 

1::l1 week ·when imposing any penalty under the pwvisions of this 

132 paragraph th11 court lJaving· jurisdiction ,:l1all he guided hy the 

13:l appropriate provisions of m1y s1ututr> fixing uniform penalties for 

134 violation of provisions of the motor vehiele nnd trnffir. laws con-

135 taincd in Tit!P :J!) of tl1e Rrwisrd Statutes. 

186 (':\J) fn any prosecution for violating a rcg-ulatiou of the author-

137 ity n<1optcd pursuant to the provisions of tl1i.s section copies of any 

I:is such regulation when antl1entirated under tue seal of the authority 

139 by its sPc:retary or assistant secretarc shall be eviden<~e in like 

140 mnnner and equal effect as the ori,ginnL 

141 (N) No resolution or ordinance hcn<toforr• or hereafter adopted 

142 by the governing body of any coun1y or municipnlity for the control 

143 and regulation of traffic shall be applicable to vehicles while upon 

144 any project operated by the authority. 

14f> (0) Tn addition to :my punishment or pennlt,v provided by oth!'r 

l~!i pnrw-:raphs of this seetion, every reg-istration ,•prtifieate and every 

147 liemrse certificate to drive motor vehicles may be suspended or 

148 reroked and any person may b<' prohihitPcl from obtaining a 

H!l <1rinr'" licPnse or a registr:t1ion ~<'rtificatr> and the r·eciproeity 

1 .-.o priyi]r'grs of a nonresicknt may l)(' snspPnrled or revoked hy the 

151 Dirrcior of the Division of :\fotor Vrhirles for a violation of any 

1!1:! of tl1e provisions of thiR sectio11, after due notice in writing of 

Fi:J s1Wl1 proposed suspension, revorntion o•· prol1ihition and the ground 

1 :i4 ther~of, nnd othrrwise in acrordanre with thP powrrs, practice anc1 

l;i:i prorcdme established by the provision.~ of Title ~0 of the Revised 

1fifl Statutes applicable to snrh suspension, rPvllration or prohibition. 

15i (P) Except ns otherwise provided h~- tl1is section or by any 

J fiR regulntion of the authority made in arcorrla110r 'IYith the provisions 

159 hereof, the requirements of Title 3!1 of tl1e Hcvi~ed Statutes appli

HiO cahlr~ 1o persons using, driving or operl\tin~t vehicles on the publi<' 

lfil highways of thi~ StatP nnd t.o vehir.lE>~ so llSPrl, rlriwm or operated 
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162 shall be applicable to persons using, driving or operating vehicles 

lii:l on any projcr.t and to vehicles so used, driven or orerated. 

:l. S<•(•.tion ;, of J '. L. HJ;,l, c. ~!H ( U. :.!7 :!!:l :W) is Ulllended lo 

2 read as follows : 

3 5. All persons op~rating vehicles upon any such tumpikc projPct, 

4 or seeking to do ;;o, nmst at all t.imec; comply with regulations, not 

5 inconsistent with the other sections of this act, adopted by the :X ew 

6 Jersey Turnpike Authority concerning types, weights and sizes of 

7 vehicles permitted to usc any sucl1 turnpike project, and witl1 

H regHlatiuuo a<lopLt•d by !.he authority for or prohibiting the parking 

9 of vehicles, concerning the making of turns and the usc of particular 

10 1rnflh·. Jan~;,,, f.,~:··IIJ<•J' \l'tlli 1111~ <11ld nil Pllw:· :,··.u;qln!inn .. illlotdnol 

11 by the autl10rity lo eontrol trnftic and prohibit acts hazardous in 

12 their nature or tending to impede or block the normal and reason· 

13 able flow of traffic upon any turnpike project; provided, howeve1·, 

14 that prior to the adoption of any regulation for the eontrol of traftiL• 

15 on any such turllpike projeet, including the designation of any 

Hi speed limits, the authority shall investigate and consider the need 

17 for and desirability of such regulation for the safety of per~on> 

18 and property, including the authority's property, and the contri-

19 bution whieh any such regulation would make toward the efticient 

20 and safe handling of tl'ilffic and use of such turnpike projPct, anil 

:21 "\1all th•termim• U1af sw·.l1 n•gulatiou i~ ne<:eH~ury or tle~irni>lP 1'> 

22 accomplish such purposes or one or some of them, and that upon 

23 or prior to the effective date of any such regulation and during it~ 

24 continuance, notir;c thereof shall he givPn to the rlrivers of vehicle~ 

2!1 hy appropriate signs nrcctcd at the roadside or otherwise posted. 

2fl '!'he nuthority is hereby authorized and empowered to make, 

~i adopt ami lJt'OllllllgaiP rPgulations referred to in this sectiou i11 

:.lR accordance with the provisions hPreof. 

2D Regnlntions adopted by the authority pursuant to the provisions 

:lo of this ~edilm ~ball in~ofar us prucl.icablo, having due regard to 

31 the features of any such turnpike project and the characteristics 

32 of traffic thereon, be consistent with the provisions of Title 39 of 

33 the Revised Statutes applicable to similar subjects. Regulations 

34 governing the overall length of buses, exclusive of bumpers, shall 

30 not prescribe a length less than that which is permitted on the State 

:'!ti hi.c!hways 1tntln· II. 8 . .'Ill :.1 84. 

37 The authority shall have power to amend, supplement or repeal 

38 any regulation adopted by it under the provi~ions of this section. 

39 No regulation and no amendment or supplement thereto or 

40 repealer thereof adopted by the authority shall take effect until it is 

41 filed with the Secretary of State, by the filing of a copy thereof 

4~ certilied I.Jy the ~ecretary of the authority. 
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1 4. R. S. 39 :3--8~ is am()nd,·.d to read as follow:;: 

:.? 39:3-84. Ko commercial motor vehicle, tractor, trailer or sPmi· 

;~ trailer shall be O]";rated ou auy highway in tlti:; Statl' Ow ou\,;iJe 

4 width of wltielt i:; morr> tlmn DG inclw:-;, im·lu,,ive of lo:td, or ; lit· 

,J !Jpjg!Jt of w!Jiel1 l':-.:cceds 13% feet, inclusi\·c of loau, aud no emu 

G meroial Jr<otor nlJicle, Lr.tc:oJ or trailer shall be operated on an~· 

7 highway in tLis i:ilatc, t l~t• extreme o\·eralllellgtlJ of whicl1 exceeds 

8 35 feet either for a iwo-a'>.lc four-wlweled v~;hiele, inelusive of load, 

9 or ;:JG feet either for a l!m•e-axle six-whedetl vebielc, indusive of 

10 load, except that a vebidc or vehicle inclusive of load exceeding tlw 

11 above limitations may he operated wllen a special permit so to 

12 operate is securcu in ath·ance from the director. The application for 

13 such permit shall he aceumpanicd by a fee fixcLl by t!Jc, rlirector. A 

11 special permit issued by ihc director shall be in the possession of the 

15 operator of the vehicle for whicb sucl1 permit was issued. Iu eom-

16 puting any dimensions of a vclticle, or vehide and load, for the 

17 purposes of this sect ion, there shall not be ineludecl in the dimen-

18 sional limitations safety appliances such as mirrors or lights, or 

19 chains or similar fasteners nsccl for the securing of cargo, provided 

~0 such appliances or fasteuers do not exceed the overall limitations 

21 established by t!Je director by rule or regulation. 

22 In Uw case of an omnibus the maximum width and length climcn-

23 sions shall be such as t!Je [Board of Public Utility Connnissioners 

2J prescriLe, but no] Department of TranSJJortution prescribes sub-

25 ject to the following limitations. No outside willih in excess of 96 
26 inclte:; ur overall length in C;l'cess of Ul feel, excluding bumpers, 

'27 shall be prescribed with respect to one or more highways specified 

28 or ot!Jcrwise described except upon certifications, (1) of the Division 

29 of .Motor Vehicles in the Dcpartnwnt of Law and Public 8afcty 

:·lO tLat tho propos.•d widt.!J or length is uot ummfe for usc on the 

31 higltways in this State and (:.?) of the State Department of Trans-

32 portation that the proposed width, if in excess of 96 inc!Jes, or the 

33 proposed length is not in coni1ict with the requirements of any 

34 agency of the United States having jurisdiction over the National 

35 System of Interstate and Defense Highways authorized by law. 

36 No outside width or overall length so prescribed shall be valid if 

37 the allowance of use of the same would disqualify tbe State of New 

38 Jersey or any department, agency or goYerumental subdivision 

39 thereof for the purpose of receiving fcueral higltway funds. 

40 In tlte case of farm tractors and traction equipment and fa1m 

41 macltincry and implements, the maximum width and length shall 

42 be such as the Director of tlw Division of Hotor Vd1idcs shall 

43 J-Jr!)scrii.H: by nnifor·ut ralus ullll regululious but tlw operation of 
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44 such vehicles shall bo subject to the provision~ of [s~ction) H. 8. 

45 ~l!J :3-24 [of this Title] and any such ,·chicl<> Rhnll not be operated 

46 011 any l1ighway which is part of the National System of lnten1ate 

-±7 and Defen~o Highways or on any highway which has bc·en dc:;ig-

48 nated a freeway or parkway as provided by law. 

49 In the case of commercial motor vehicles, trailers and semi-

50 trailers including farm trucks, while loaded with hay or straw the 

51 maximum width of the load shall not exceed 105% inches. 

52 No commercial motor vehicle drawing or having attached thereto 

5:3 any other such vehicle, nor any combination of vehicles, shall be 

54 operated on any highway in this State, in excess of a total overall 

55 length, inclusive of load, of 55 feet. except a vehicle or a cmiibina-

56 tion of vehicles transporting poles, pilings, structural units or other 

ii7 articles incapable of dismemberment the total overall length of 

5H which, incluHive of load, shall not exceed 70 feet, but the provision~ 

ii9 of this paragraph shall not apply to a vehicle nor to any combina

fiO tion of vehicles, operated by a public utility as defined in R. S. 

fil 4H :3-l:l whieh v1•hicle or combination of vehic·le1:< is uscrl by sueh 

G2 public utility in the construction, reconstruction, repair or mainte-

63 nancc of its property or facilities. 

64 Notwithstanding the above limitations, a combination of vehicles 

6!1 designed, built and used to transport. other motor vehiclPs may 

66 carry a load which exceeds the 55 feet overall length, provided, 

67 however, the total load overlmng shall he limited to 5 feet and may 

68 not exceed 3 feet at either the front or rear and that the overhang 

69 shall be above the height of the average paHsenger car. 

70 'rhe gross weight imposed on the highway by the wheels of any 

71 one axle of a vehicle shall not exceed 22,400 pounds. 

72 F'or the purpose of this Title the gross weight imposed on the 

7~ highway by the wheels of an~' one axlP of a vehicle shall be deemed 

74 to mean the total load traitsmitted to the road hy all wl~eels whose 

7!1 centers are included between two parallel transverse vertical planes 

7fi less 1han 40 incheR apart, extending across the full width of the 

77 vehicle. 

78 The combined gross weight imposed on the highway by all wheels 

79 of all axles whose centers arc on or between two parallel transverse 

80 vertical planes spaced 40 inches, but less than 96 inches apart, 

81 extending across the full width of tltr ,·ehir.le, shall not exceerl 

82 :!4,000 pounds. 

H~ In addition to the other requirements of this section and not-

84 withstanding any other provision of this Title, no comtuercial motor 

85 vehicle, tractor, trailer or semitrailer shall be operated on any 

86 highway in this Stat<' with a combined weight of vehiclP and load, 
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R7 an axle weight or a vehicle dimension the allowance of which would 

RR disqualify the Si ate of .'IJ'ew ,Jersey or any department, agenc~· or 

H9 governmental subdivision thereof for the purpose of receiving fed-

90 era! highway funds. 

91 1'h•• dimensional and weight restrictions set forth herein shall 

!12 llOt apply to a combination of vehirles which indudes a disabled 

'>:1 vchirle or a combination of vehicles being removed from a highway 

!14 in this State, pro1·iderl that such oversize or overweight vehicle 

9J combination may not travel on the public highways more than (i 

Dli miles from the point where such disablement occurred. If the dis

!17 ablement occurred on a limited access highway, the distance to the 

!JS nean•Rt exit of suC'h highway shall he addP<l to the 'i-rnih~ limitation. 

;). This act shall takP cffc•ct immediately. 

STA'J'Jij1,U~NT 

'rhis bill provides for a uniform permissible overall length for 

buses on the highways and toll roads of this State of 61 feet, 

exclusive of lmmpers. 

These amendments to tllP law proviue the same overall le11gtb 

for buses that was recently adopted in regulations by the Depart

ment of Transportation and allow tllat le11gth on the Turnpike, 

Parkway and Atlantic City Expressway. This will promote the 

use of the new articulated huseR and help the commuter bus 

industry. 



SENATOR WALTER RAND (Chairman): Good morning, ladies and gentlemen; before we 

star~, may t introduce those people sitting up here. On my left is Senator Gagliano, 

aide,Joe Capalbo, to the Senate Transportation Committee. 

We are here today to discuss how New Jersey's autonomous authorities can help 

the state in providing highway and puplic transportation programs. 

This topic is of extreme importance, because assistance from the authorities 

is a way of preserving and maintaining our highway and public transportation system. 

Fortunately, we have examples of how authorities can make such contributions. The Port 

Authority of New York and New Jersey is authorized to provide this state with $220 million 

for bus purchases. Not only is this amount significant but it is also being used to 

draw down federal transportation funds. Another example we .::;;.n turn to is the New Jersey 

Expressway Authority which operates the Atlantic City Expressway. It is supporting Senate 

Bill 895, which would allow the authority to fund highway and transportation projects 

in four south Jersey counties. 

How can the bi-state and toll road authorities help New Jersey's Transportation 

programs? 

First, by providing funds which could be used to improve our highways and public 

transportation system. We would like to find out how much money the authorities actually 

have and whether they can provide funding on a continuing basis. 

Secondly, the authorities can help by taking over certain functions. We wish 

to explore whether the toll road authorities can assume responsibility for roads which 

intersect them and thus provide for entry and exit. For example, can the toll road authoritj· 

assume certain maintenance and repair functions for the state, county and municipal roads 

which service them? 

Thirdly, the authorities can help by reducing certain operational costs for public 

transportation providers. For example, we can reduce the cost of bus operations if buses 

do not have to pay tolls for using the Garden State Parkway or the Hudson River crossings. 

I hope that this is a fair and friendly inquiry. For, if the State and the authoriti··· 

have the desire to cooperate, then cooperation is possible. 

Senator Gagliano, would you like to make any opening remarks? 

SENATOR TH011AS s. G A G L I A N 0: Yes. I think we ought to 

proceed. It is a Friday, and we do want to get in as much as we can, and still not keep 

people here too long. So, I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that we start with the first 

witness. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you. The first witness will be Jerry Premo, the Executive 

Director of New Jersey Transit. 

J E R 0 M E P R E M 0: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Senator Gagliano, it is our pleasure 

to join with you to discuss a subject that is of genuine irrtportance toN. J. Transit. 

This morning's hearing is being held the morning after the last of our public hearings 

on our fare increases, and on our overall budget condition for this week. That is not 

to say that we are through our outreach efforts throughout New Jersey to meet with our 

transit users and other interested parties to review the progress we have made in the 

past year in improving transit, and, again, a discussion of our financial condition. 

There is a direct link between what we are able to do this year in our review 

with the public in contrast to where we were a year ago, and that is because, in large 

measure,of the help of one of the special authorities, which we will testify about today. 

A.s you know, the Port Authority of New York and New ,Tersey committed $120 million 

dollars under Transpac I in support of bus procurements for N. J. Transit. We have 
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used those dollars and put them where they need to be put in carrying people through

out our state; 271 new Grumin buses are carrying citizens in our urban centers 

and the Port Authority bought some 211 of those 271 buses. Further, we have 

ordered 455 commuter buses, initial delivery being next March and a full delivery 

within six months of next March, again, with Port Authority funds. 

We are preparing specifications now for 117 articulated buses, which will 

achieve an operating economy important to us and important to our riders, so that 

we can keep fares down, and the Port Authority will assist us as well in that 

procurement. 

The public, I think, recognizes the improvements that are occurring but certainly 

has a right to expect that those improvements occur, because we have gone for 

too long without necessary improvements to our bus system. An important aspect 

of our arrangement with the Port Authority is that we are using these buses as 

local share for various rail capital projects throughout our State, including 

the the purchase of new rolling stock, which is now being tested for use on both 

the Raritan Valley line and on our north Jersey coastline. 

My point here is to emphasize the current existing arrangement we have with 

the Port Authority which we think is benefitting everyone. It is benefitting 

our riding public. It is benefitting the taxpayers of this State, and we would 

like to think it is also benefitting the Port Authority itself. 

We have been in discussions with some of the other transportation authoritities 

as well as the Port Authority itself on the broad issue of tolls which we pay. 

Currently, slightly in excess of $4 million a year is paid in various tolls and 

fees by N. J. Transit. In addition, private bus operators pay tolls and fees 

on top of this of some $4 million. What we have established as part of our budget 

for the upcoming year is a goal of securing relief of approximately half this 

amount, or $2 million from the various authorities. We have taken this policy 

objective as a result of a significant gap between revenues available to us, prior 

to fare increases and hopefully additional support from the legislature for the 

upcoming year, as well as some constant revenue available to us, occasioned largely, 

and I emphasize caused largely,by cuts in federal operating aid. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Jerry, are you saying that you have requested from the 

various athorities $2 million of toll relief, or this is what you would like to 

process? 

MR. PREMO: We have initiated discussion informally with a couple of the 

authorities along these lines. So, we have not in a formal manner officially 

transmitted a request. Now, we are informally discussing an objective of securing 

some assistance. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: To cut your $12 million deficit down? 

MR. PREMO: Yes, sir. Now, in these discussions and perhaps it will be brought 

out today, there were various bond covenants and legal restrictions which may 

preclude the authorities from being of help to us. But, ultimately what is occurring 

is, we have a transportation network consisting of state roads and highways and 

transportation facilities operated by special authorities which authorities have 

income of several hundreds of millions of dollars. Like us, they face increasing 

costs and like us, they need to maintain and upgrade what they have. But, I think 

from the consumer's perspective, from the taxpayer's and the citizen's perspective, 

what we have is a situation where various agencies, created by the legislature 

essentially outdo each other, and move money around between and among public agencies, 

and the real question is that a greater wedge --- the public perceives on the 

one hand, and we ourselves, as creatures of the legislature are doing everything 
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that we possibly can do to achieve the best possible transportation system. We 

are moving money, again, between and among public agencies, based on rules and 

regulations of the various agencies, and I think we need to continue to explore 

from a public policy perspective whether there are any changes that are required. 

Ultimately, that is a judgement that the governing board of these agencies need 

to make and the legislature itself needs to make. 

Our perspective is that we are working hard to provide affordable public 

transportation. After many years of neglect of our system, we are on the verge 

of some major upgrades in the physical equipment that carries people on our trains 

and buses and we would hope that we are going to be able to have people flocking 

to these buses and trains because they are both attractive and affordable. To 

the extent that various authorities can be of help ~o us, obviously, we would 

be extremely grateful. One opportunity for such assistance was afforded by the 

Legislature just a few months ago when you enacted modifications to the Port Authority's 

enabling legislation. Governor Kean has formally written to the Port Authority 

requesting a commitment of Transpac II funds, that is the $100 million authorized 

legislation in which I know both of you gentlement were active in pushing. In 

addition, Governor Kean communicated with Governor Carey of New York urging Governor 

Carey to join us in a joint state effort to secure assistance from the Port Authority 

as a follow-up to that legislation. 

So, no doubt, that issue is among the items which is under active discussion 

with the Port Authority. We also have had some initial discussions with the Federal 

Urban Mass Transportation Administration, so that the Transpac arrangement that 

allowed federal funds to match the initial $120 million would be possible for 

the second $100 million that we looked forward to, should the Port Authority be 

able to do it, receiving under Transpac II. I know that this whole issue of coodination 

among agencies is an important one, one that I have had an opportunity to discuss 

initially with Commissioner designee Sheridan, who, as you know, will be Chairperson 

of N. J. Transit's Board of Directors. It is an item that I know John himself 

is looking foward to working on. 

That is a context for consideration. In closing, I find something that 

occured last night to be so amazing that I thought I would share it with you and 

the others here. We actually had someone at a public hearing last night who said 

they thought that our fare increase proposal was fair. What it suggested is that 

there is a recognition that a partnership among our riders, the state and the 

federal governments makes sense. I think that same partnership that is increasingly 

recognized in the public transportation world is something that we need to continue 

to persue. The partnership among agencies at the State level involved in transportation. 

So, thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Jerry, I have a few questions or comments, and it 

was kind of my thought to the Committee that we would hold these hearings, because 

over the years I have watched - at least the last four years - very closely the 

deterioration of the state operated and owned facilities and the expansion and 

the glamour, almost, to a certain extent, of the private authority facilities. 

By glamour or glamorizing, I mean, for exampl~, tpe offices in the World Trade 

Center of the Port Authority; I mean, the n~w f~cad~ on the Garden State Parkway 

Building and the substantial addition to the building; I mean some of the dressing 

up that has been done in some of the toll facilities, the expansion of the terminal 

in New York City, and the expenditure of lots of money, when we have to continually 
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go to the taxpayers and the rate payers, travelers on our transit facilities, and 

ask for more and more money, while we have· generally seen deterioration. Things 

that have gone through my mind - and I would like to just mention them to you -

first and foremost, we would like to have cash, somehow transferred from the authorities 

to N.J. Transit and to transportation facilities in the State, direct cash payments, 

and I will hear about it. I am sure that the bond covenants that are in existence 

will never allow that. I am not so sure. 

Toll relief - I think that you are being a little bit too conservative 

to request $2 million in toll relief throughout the entire state if our transit 

users are paying in excess of $8 million in tolls. I believe we could do better 

than that. I believe that those buses which are owned and operated by the State, 

or are under any kind of subsidy program should have reduced docking fees at the 

terminal in New York City, and any other place they might pay docking fees. I 

believe that the authorities should seriously consider purchasing vehicles which 

can be leased, or let, on some basis to our transit facilities. For example, 

I am sure that N. J. Transit has need for automobiles, and has need for vans 

and the like to transfer employees and to transfer people, specifically in the 

area of the disabled. Those vehicles cost lots of money. We have had correspondence 

back and forth about whether or not we are interfering with the private sector. 

That is another issue. 

I believe there should be something in it for transit users in terms 

of vehicles purchased by these authorities and leased. I believe that there should 

be more in the way of park and ride facilities. In that area, I believe the New 

Jersey Highway Authority has done an outstanding job. And, I think where credit 

is due it should be given. I am personally familiar with the park and ride facilities 

that have been built and that are provided and I think they are tremendous. I 

think they should really get a pat on the back for that, because I have seen them 

put them in, and then have to expand them and they are full again. So, obviously, 

there is a need there. I think that the New Jersey Turnpike Authority, especially 

toward the northern end, should be installing park and ride facilities at the 

expense of the turnpike authority. 

I believe that maintenance of the roadways directly connecting the authority 

facilities with the authority--- There is a state or county-owned facility directly 

connected to the facilities that are owned by the various authorities, and it 

should be maintained by the authority. I believe it is wrong for a snow plow 

to be operating, for example, on the New Jersey Turnpike and to turn around right 

at the entrance of the turnpike where the New Jersey highway feeds into that, 

and not go down the road a half a mile or a mile to help us and help those people 

that pay the tolls. 

I believe that they should consider making fuel purchases and allow 

some of that fuel, diesel and gasoline, to be used by our state-owned facilities. 

I believe that along with the relaxation of tolls, we should examine the possibility 

of having bus lanes opened during commuter hours so that buses will be able to 

give that much better service, or quicker service through the toll barriers, so 

that it will be more interesting for a commuter to use the bus rather than the 

person's car, because that bus will go right through the toll barrier. These 

are some of the things that have gone through my mind with respect to the authorities 

and what they can do to help us. 
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But, then I have one question, and I guess I have to ask it. It is 

philosophical, but I know that you have a Master's Degree and you have done a 

lot of philosophical thinking with respect to government. I feel--- Maybe I 

shouldn't tell you what I feel. 

I ask you, is a toll that is paid, for example, on the Parkway or the 

Turnpike or to get across the Hudson River. That is the source of revenue for 

a governmental agency and I ask you if that is similar to or the same as a tax. 

MR. PREMO: Well, I grew up in Vermont and learned that there is no 

such thing as a free lunch, and also, you get what you pay for. So, I don't know 

whether it is a tax or not, per se. What I think it is is a necessary prerequisite 

to having, maintaining, and improving public facilities. And, I am not sure who 

is anxious to contribute any money, whether it is called user fees or taxes, but 

the absence of those contributions is going to further worsen our transportation 

condition. 

I was talking yesterday with Chairman Sagner of the Port Authority and 

he was citing and example in 1927 when the first tunnel between New Jersey and 

New York opened, the fact that the one-way fee was 50¢, or $1 roundtrip. It is 

currently $1.50. The costs have gone up in many areas. That is why we are having 

to force up the cost of bus and train public transportation. Philosophically, 

I am not sure there is much of a difference. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you, Senator. Jerry, the reduced fees, toll fees, 

docking fees, I would hope that if there is any consideration that can be gotten 

for private bus carriers, they would be irr@ediately deductible from subsidies, 

rather than going into a pot return. I think that would be fair to the taxpayers 

of this State. 

MR. PREMO: Yes, sir, that is a given. That would be a given for us. 

SENATOR RAND: Okay. Let me just ask you, again returning to philosophy 

for a moment, do you think that the addressing of this particular scope in trying 

to bring the authorities into our total transportation strategy, so to speak, 

creates any more of a competitive problem? By that, maybe a highway authority 

will say, well, you are getting this money in to create a better rail line, to 

upgrade a rail line, and they may take a zealous attitude, or do you think what 

we are trying to do is get the best transportation mode rather than a repetitive 

mode in the same area? 

MR. PREMO: What we have is a number of agencies, many of them set up 

by the Legislature, and charged with carrying out specific responsibilities. These 

agencies were set up in some cases decades ago. N. J. Transit is a recent entry 

into the world of special authorities here in New Jersey. In all cases, the Governor 

has a unique role in dealing with these authorities, through his approval, or 

non-approval of minutes, for example. So, there is a link to a single focus in 

any event. That single focus of the Legislature, and that single focus of the 

Governor, and ultimately the single focus is the citizens of this State. I think 

it is only logical, particularly in the eighties, that governmental agencies get 

together. If changes in what we are doing - based on charges of a few years or 

many years ago - are merited, then we ought to be coming up with charters for 

the eighties, rather than for perhaps years past. 

I am not sure that necessarily legislation ought to be required to 

cause us to work together. Common sense dictates that we work together. 
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SENATOR RAND: Well, the only thing I can tell you is that at least 

since you are a creature of the legislature, we still have some oversight on you, 

and even though the authorities were creatures of the legislature, we seem to 

have lost that particular contact. It is only through the Governor's veto of 

their minutes, or the acceptance of their minutes that the legislature has really 

any input. Of course, I, being a legislator, certainly have the feeling that 

it is just nice to be able to talk to an authority and to have some type of oversight 

over them. 

Jerry, thank you very much. Is there anything else? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: No. See you tomorrow in Matawan, ,Jerry. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you. 

MR. PREMO: Thank you. We are excited about it, and looking forward 

to showing that government really can produce, referring to the opening of our 

electrified service to Matawan on the North Jersey Coastline. It is a very exciting 

day for us in public transportation beginning tomorrow. 

you? 

Authority. 

SENATOR RAND: You have been waiting for that for a long time, haven't 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you, Jerry. 

MR. PREMO: Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Next we will have someone from the New Jersey Expressway 

Mr. Fear, before you start, may I just say for the record that the State 

of New Jersey is very lucky to have the New Jersey Expressway Authority. I was 

down at a south Jersey manufacturer's convention in Atlantic City and I used 

the Atlantic City Expressway route, and I was just wondering what would have happened 

to Atlantic City and casino gambling if we did not have that particular highway. 

I think that we would never have casino gambling, and I think Atlantic City would 

have been totally impacted on the other two roads. 

C L Y D E D. F E A R: Senator Gagliano, Mr. Chairman, my name is Clyde 

Fear. In listening to Mr. Premo's request for assistance on free passage, is 

that what you would like me to discuss? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Yes, among other things. 

MR. FEAR: Fine. I would see no objections as to our authority giving 

the New Jersey Transit free passage. I do realize that there is a considerable 

amount of money spent with us every year from that agency. But, as to cash assistance, 

I think we are very much so restricted by our bond indenture and also by the new 

Senate amendments to our legislative act. We are looking forward to any surplus 

revenues to go into a transportation fund to enable the transportation of our 

immediate area to be improved. 

We are very proud of the Expressway. I think we run it very efficiently, 

and I don't see any waste down there whatsoever. But, we will certainly try to 

help New Jersey Transit in any way we can. We have had a tremendous increase 

in outside charter buses, due to the casinos, and we are running in the neighborhood 

of 800 a day. So, we can't accommodate those people, of course. Now, Jerry mentioned 

something about a special lane for the buses to go through and so forth. If you 

did that, you would just have one bus following another. It would work such as 

sheep do. So, I don't see where we can help him in that respect. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: My main reason for that suggestion was strictly to 

deal with the commuter buses between limited hours, Mr. Fear, having nothing to 
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do with the charter buses, unless they happen to go through during the commuter 

rush hour. The problem that I see at the barrier tolls on the Parkway is that 

there is such a tremendous amount of traffic going through within that one-hour 

period -- I am not sure whether it is an hour or an hour and a quarter or forty

five minutes. I am sure the Parkway people know exactly when the surge comes. 

But, at that point, I would like to see the buses able to get through more quickly. 

Some of the other motor vehicle drivers will be very upset. I think that it could 

be wokred out. 

You feel that cash could not be the type of thing that you could donate, 

so to speak? 

MR. FEAR: We certainly are restricted at the present time. It would 

be fiscally impossible. It is our obligation to ~he present bond holders. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: The BOO buses that you discussed per day, is that 

BOO buses through the last barrier just before you go into Atlantic City, or is 

this an average of BOO buses all the way from the west side of your expressway? 

MR. FEAR: We are getting many, many more buses through our Pleasantville 

toll, which is on the Atlantic City side, than we do on Egg Harbor. But, I would 

say it is probably relative, three to two. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Okay. So that of the 800 buses that you are getting, 

probably at least 600 or 700 of those buses would have come down the Parkway, 

one way or the other, some distance or another? 

MR. FEAR: No, I would say it would be the opposite. In other words, 

we will probably have 600 of the BOO come through our Egg Harbor toll plaza from 

the Philadelphia area, and then when you pick up from the Parkway, we will increase 

another couple of hundred. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Well, you have no idea, then, how many of them feed 

down from the Parkway? 

MR. FEAR: Oh, yes, we can get that number. I don't have it here. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: What about maintenance and snow plowing? For example, 

within a reasonable distance of your exits? 

MR. FEAR: On our westerly end, we do go up on State Highway 42 for 

approximately three quarters of a mile and plow that clean for entrance on to 

the Expressway, and also for those exiting from the Atlantic City area. We have, 

at times, been called in to help Atlantic City with snow removal on heavy 

storms, or a crisis down there. We have not gone into the county roads. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator, if I might, I think it might be fair to state

and if Mr. Fear would like to express it - that we have a landmark bill, S-895, 

which sets up a transportation fund above and beyond the obligations of the authority 

itself and above and beyond that which they need for their improvement and their 

maintenance, and it sets up from their surplus into a transportation fund, which 

can be utilized for a four-county area by a specific formula and for specific 

oversight. So, I think we ought to recognize that at least that particular authority 

is willing to surrender its surplus into an area such as that. 

If Mr. Fear would like to make some comment as to his approval, or if 

we twisted his arm to that, he certainly is at liberty to do so publicly. 

MR. FEAR: Yes, well, I certainly will do that, Senator. I can speak 

on behalf of the Commissioners and the staff of our authority. In the beginning, 

we were not too happy with the initial proposal from the Senate. But, we worked 

it out with the legislators. Our Commissioners now are staffed and they are very 

happy with the bill as it stands in its present form. And, I understand it has 
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passed the Senate and it is going into the Assembly now. We are perfectly willing 

to accept that for our surpluses. It is made quite clear in there that any requirements 

of the Expressway will be taken care of first. And, the cascading of the funds 

as they spilled down will go into a general transportation reserve fund. 

SENATOR RAND: And, I think it is fair to say also that includes both 

highways and mass transportation facilities. 

MR. FEAR: Yes. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And some of it may be in-kind. For example, some 

of it could be snow plowing, if that is what is required, or cutting grass and 

weeds, litter pick-up, that kind of thing. 

Mr. Fear, what are your gross revenues for 1981? 

MR. FEAR: $16 million. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And do you have any way of forecasting what that 

will be for 1982? 

MR. FEAR: We have forecasted an increase of 8%. We have had a continual 

tremendous increase since casinos opened. In fact, we have more than doubled 

our traffic. And, our comptroller has been very accurate in the past to his forecasts. 

And, his forecast for 1982 is 8% over the previous year. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: So, that would be a little over $17 million? 

MR. FEAR: That's correct. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman. I want 

to thank you, Mr. Fear, and your Commissioners for the cooperation that they have 

shown. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you, Mr. Fear. 

MR. FEAR: Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: The New Jersey Highway Authority, Mr. Carragher. 

J 0 S E P H C A R R A G H E R: Good morning, Senators, we are here at your 

invitation. 

SENATOR RAND: We would like to hear from you. You have heard some 

of the comments and maybe we can get an expression of some input as to what you 

think about what we are trying to do, or what we are trying to learn. 

MR. CARRAGHER: The New Jersey Highway Authority has always tried to 

be cooperative with governmental agencies. I think an illustration of that is 

just recently within the last five years, the New Jersey Highway Authority has 

given the State of New Jersey $10 million to complete Route 18. I think that 

is an illustration of the cooperation we have had with government in the past. 

I also know that all our monies right now are pledged to other projects. 

We have an expansion project that we are talking about to make our roads safer 

and more efficient for tourists. That is, we have a $120 million project from 

Asbury Park south to Toms River. So, all those monies would have to go into a 

fund and would have to have some kind of commitment, whether it be short term 

or long term financing that would be needed for that project. 

As far as the buses, which were mentioned by the Senator, at the Raritan 

Plaza, I would like to point out that we have a total of 22,800 vehicles between 

6 A. M. and 9 A.M. daily using that plaza. During that three-hour period, there 

are exactly 220 buses there using the plaza, in that neighborhood. The delay 

for bus travel on the Parkway on a normal commuter day is from one and a half 

to three minutes. Our figures are one and a half. The State said three minutes. 

If we go to a special bus lane, we could really back up traffic and cause havoc 

on the road, not only for the passenger cars, but for the buses. To get to a 
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lane, you have to have an approach. If you are going to have a dedicated lane, 

so once you get cars back from the quay, you are going to create the problem from 

there, and we see that every day when we shut down a lane, if there is a minor 

breakdown and you lose a lane, there are delays. So, we try to keep everything 

opened, and we try to move traffic as quickly as possible. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Carragher, let me ask you something. When was the 

$10 million given for Route 18? 

MR. CARRAGHER: Oh, I guess it was five years ago. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: It is really five yeras ago. It has been completed 

about two and a half years. But, they got something for it. 

SENATOR RAND: That is what I would like to know. What was the other 

side? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: There was a little quid pro quo for that. The trucks 

were able to go up to the Eatontown exit and also, of course, Route 18 terminates 

into 

they 

they 

three 

the Parkway, so that if 

can get off just before 

want to continue south, 

anyone takes Route 18 and is heading in that direction, 

that, but they end up on some localized streets. If 

they have a toll barrier to greet them within about 

quarter's of a mile. 

MR. CARRAGHER: Most get off, though. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I get off. 

MR. CARRAGHER: Yes, as do most people before the toll barrier. 

SENATOR RAND: Let me ask you another question, Joe. Above and beyond 

your bond covenants, and above and beyond your maintenance and your improvement fees, 

what do you think of S-895 as a conception? 

MR. CARRAGHER: That would be for--- I would have to study the 

bill, sir. I will study it and get back to you. 
I 

SENATOR RAND: Would you have any objection if there were any surpluses 

above and beyond those obligations? 

MR. CARRAGHER: Sir, the way we are established, we w0uld not have any 

surpluses. Any money we have is dedicated to bond redanption or to improvement projects. 

addressed. 

SENATOR RAND: I can understand that. 

MR. CARRAGHER: So we would not necessarily have a surplus. 

SENATOR RAND: But there might come a day---

MR. CARRAGHER: Well, then at that day, I think that problem would be 

SENATOR RAND: Okay, fine. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Joe, what were your gross revenues for 1981? 

MR. CARRAGHER: They are in the neighborhood of $80 million. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And, do you have a projection for '82? 

MR. CARRAGHER: They will be about $83 million or $84 rriillion. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: What would the Commissioner's position be with respect 

to toll relief for N. J. Transit and subsidized buses? 

MR. CARRAGHER: I think the Commissioner's position would be---

There was legislation earlier passed to give toll free passage to the National 

Guard. The bond holders took us to court. So, based on that, they won that case. 

The National Guard was denied free passage. So, I imagine ~he Commissioner, citing 

that regulation, would say that we don't have the authority to do that, and would 

be inclined to be against it. I would have to poll them, though, and check with 

them and find out and get ·their sentiments. 

SENATOR GAGLI~NO: What do you think their position would be with respect 

to maintenance off-site? For example, in the Clark exit area, a very congested 
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area where inunediately you feed into and out of traffic ci1·c1es which are under 

the jurisdication of the New Jersey Department of Transportat.ion. 

MR. CARRAGHER: You are talking about the thirteen-'mile free section 

of the Parkway? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: That is in that area. Then, let's go to that, but 

then I would like to cite another area, which, for example, was down near Toms 

River, Route 70, which is a State highway, or Route 37 State highway. To what 

extent do you think your Commissioners would go along with snow plowing off-site, 

would go along with grass cutting on the islands, off-site, that kind of thing. 

MR. CARRAGHER: That is a brand new area being asked here. I would 

have to ask them that individual question. I know from time to time we have tried 

to cooperate with DOT on the maintenance of the State section of the Parkway. 

We have sat down and tried to negotiate and we will be doing that again in the 

future. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Is there anything that we can do in the Legislature? 

For example, would it make any sense for us to set up a subconunittee to work with 

that or to even introduce legislation which would get the parties together more 

quickly? 

MR. CARRAGHER: I don't think that it is necessary at this time, Senator. 

I believe---

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Because, I have been here four and a half years, 

and that issue has been with us that much and beyond. 

MR. CARRAGHER: Yes, sir, that is an issue and I think it is going to 

be resolved. My own feeling tells me that if there is a way to resolve that, 

then we are going to work and strive towards resolving that issue. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And, that would be for the Parkway to take over jurisdiction 

of that? 

MR. CARRAGHER: I don't know whether it would be for the Parkway to 

take over the complete jurisdiction or the Parkway to do the snow and ice control 

maintenance of that roadway, and to keep it in fit and proper condition. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Do you have any other plans for additional park and 

ride facilities that are sort of on the drawing board. 

MR. CARRAGHER: No, but I think we could use your help, Senator, right 

now at 109 in Monmouth County. The Army has told us that we are to vacate a park 

and ride that is at Fort Monmouth there. I think if we had the help from your 

Senate delegation, we would like to keep that. If you have any other sites for 

park and ride facilities, we would be happy to hear them. Because, we think they 

serve a great purpose. We are interested in doing more of them. In fact, we 

asked the State to consider the possibility of building one right across the street 

from 105, from our existing lot near the Hilton Hotel in Monmouth County. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Do you mean on the--

MR. CARRAGHER: The southeast corner. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I know what you mean. Now, I will check into that. 

That is exit 9? 

MR. CARRAGHER: No, 105. That is exit 105. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: The earlier one is 109, Fort Monmouth. That is where 

they are building the Federal building now. 

MR. CARRAGHER: We had to go up there today to keep the contractor at 

bay, and 1 ~~lieve there are around 100 cars using that facility daily and it 

is a nice facility. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: It is operated by the Federal government. It was 

an amy installdtion for research of some kind. That was abandoned and over the 

years people started to park there. And, now the Federal government is building 

some kind of building connected with the. Army and they want that back for parking. 

Do you have any thoughts on any other way that the New Jersey Highway 

Authority could provide services to the State of New Jersey, DOT or N. J. Transit 

without jeopardizing your own bonding covenants or indebtedness? 

MR. CARRAGHER: Not to my knowledge. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: For example, I know you have an excellent print shop. 

Is there ever any thought that some of the printing that N. J. Transit needs done -

which now they send out to printers - could be done? 

MR. CARRAGHER: That would have to be worked out on a schedule. Right 

now you are getting into an art center season. You use that print shop; the 

print shop goes on overtime, and you don't have it. If you had a contract or 

agreement with somebody else, you couldn't keep that commitment. They may have 

a deadline for something, and it could cause havoc. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Right now I agree. 

MR. CARRAGHER: In the future, we would always try to investigate and 

be as cooperative as possible in reaching an agreement there. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Mr. Premo talked about chartering a course for the 

eighties, and that is really why we are here. I personally feel that we need 

more discussion and cooperation and communication among the authorities which 

we have always accepted as being autonomous and the State of New Jersey itself, 

which is trying to keep the buses runnin~ and trying to keep our roads in shape. 

What I am looking to the authorities for is maybe some volunteerism, because we 

are really not in a position where we can force- except through the Governor's 

veto of minutes, which of course he is probably loath to do --- We want to see 

some cooperation and discussion and I think several of the things that I have 

asked about today, I feel, should have been discussed a long time ago. 

But, it has always been- don't bother the authorities. The authority 

is here and we are here, and maybe that was okay years back. But, I see it as 

one transportation and communication area. That is the way I see it, and I see 

taxes the same as a toll and the toll the same as a tax, you see. It is no 

different than a user tax, the toll---

MR. CARRAGHER: That is what it is. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And, what we have done to a certain extent is reserve 

certain areas for your organization to kind of do what it feels is best, and you 

have done it. I am not questioning the service that has been given. What I am 

saying is, I want to see that service expanded into other areas. When I see, 

for example, snow plowing where you have a team of snow plows maybe four in tandem, 

practically, or in a diagonal line,going down the Parkway and keeping it neat 

and clean and when you get off the Parkway and you get on to a state highway or 

county road, and they have not touched it with a snow plow yet, I have to say 

to myself, am I part of the same government and are they part of our same government? 

That bothE?rs me. 

So, what I am saying is, we should, look into extending maintenance where 

you have the facilities and you·have the men and tl}e plows, and the plows are 

in excellent condition, and I grant you that. Can't we find some way of extending 

that service without financially nreaking you? I feel that we can. 
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MR. CARRAGHER: We will be happy to look at that and report back to 

you, Senator. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much. Next we will hear from a representative 

of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. 

R 0 B E R T F. B E N N E T T: Good morning, Mr. Chairman. How are you? 

I would like to introduce two of my colleagues from the Port Authority. On my 

far right is Mr. Ted Alcott who is Director of our Planning and Development Department 

and to my immediate right is Mr. Frank Gorman who is the Director of our Rail 

Transportation Department. I am Robert Bennett, and I am Assistant Executive 

Director of the Port Authority. 

I would like to say, Nr. Chairman, that Mr. Goldmark sends his best 

wishes and apologizes for not being able to be here today, but he did have a rather 

important personal commitment that he felt was necessary to discharge. Otherwise, 

he would have been happy to come down here. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: He sent a good substitute. 

MR. BENNETT: I am not sure. I would like to say a few things about 

the Port Authority, some of the things that we have been doing and expect to do. 

The Port Authority, as you know, is an agency of the two states, and it was created 

in 1921 by a cornpact, which compact was ratified by the Congress of the United 

States. 

The Port Authority is a revenue bond agency. We do not have access 

to tax money, nor do we have access to the credit of either states. In our sixty

one year history the Port Authority has invested about $4 billion in transportation 

facilities and other facilities of economic benefit to the bi-state region. In 

the last 25 years or so, the Port Authority has invested about $1,700,000,000 projects 

in New Jersey of benefit to the State. About $650 million of this $1,700,000,000 

represents direct investment in public mass transportation facilities. That does 

not include,and could be added to that number, about $380 million of subsidy that 

comes out of our operation of the Port Authority Trans-Hudson rail facility. Beyond 

that, we have invested about $450 million in Newark Airport, bringing the Newark 

Airport to a first-class status, and hopefully we will begin to realize the fruits 

of that investment. Newark Airport, out of about three major airports, was 

the fastest and has experienced the greatest growth in the past year. We had 

a ten percent growth in passengers at Newark last year, and we had in fact a decline 

in domestic passengers at Kennedy Airport and La Guardia Airport just about held 

its own. 

As you know, the Port Authority is an agency both of transportation 

as well as economic development, and I believe that your Committee is familiar 

with some of the projects that are underway or that are under immediate study. 

For example, our industrial development project, which was authorized by the Legislature 

in August, 1980, and more recent study efforts have been involved, and the potential 

for redevelopment of abandoned and un-utilized waterfront areas in both states, 

as well as resource recovery facilities. 

Recently, there was an agreement with the City of Newark in Essex County 

for a proposed resource recovery plant in Essex County. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Has that been agreed to? 

MR. BENNETT: There was a positive vote by the Newark City Council which 

allows the negotiation and the development of the project now to proceed. It 

was necessary to receive that vote in order to get on to the next step and that 

happened about a month ago, I think, or within the last month. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: Well, may I ask one other question? What is the 

anticipated cost of that, and how much in terms of tonn.~tge wc,uld it bt.' •. tble l<.) 

handle? Do you know that? 

MR. BENNETT: I am very comfortable with numbers. It should cost about 

$120 million. I am not precisely sure of the daily tonnage. Perhaps Ted Alcott 

could answer that. 

Senator, I am not tou familiar with that, but I hear it is 2,000 or 

3,000 ton~ a day capacity from that kind of facility. 

SENATOR RAND: In keeping pace with your remarks, are there any concrete 

plans from that abandoned waterfront development at this particular time. 

MR. BENNETT: We are very far along in our discussions and our planning 

for the City of Hoboken, and we have legislation that has been drafted and submitted 

to the two states. There is a potential sit.e on the New York side of the harbor, 

which is not quite far along in its developnLent as is the Hoboken site. We have 

legislation here in Trenton as well as in Albany. 

SENATOR RAND: That would be a total package. There would be a lot 

of things involved in that. 

MR. BENNETT: Right, we a.re talking about a mixed use development of 

a waterfront which would involve commercial activity as well as recreational activity. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Would that area, Bob, include something like a park 

and ride facility? 

MR. BENNETT: Well, of course, the location in Hoboken is at the major 

terminal point of Path, so that one of the ·things that makes Hoboken very attractive 

is the mass transit services that come into Hoboken, both the Conrail facilities 

as well as the Path facility. 

The park-ride, I don't think that our plan involves that type of facility, 

although there is access to the Path facility by auto presently enjoyed and it 

could be enhanced. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: That is the only reason I asked the question. I 

obviously have not seen the plans, or had much information on the plans, but if 

we are going to go into something like this, it just seems to me--- The acreage 

apparently is there. I am guessing, but I think there are a lot of acres there. 

If we could tie that in with a park-and-ride facility so that people could park 

there and take the path from there, or enjoy the facilities, I think it would 

be an added plus. 

MR. BENNETT: We have a major---

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Instead of just having the usual parking lot which 

would supply parking for the facilities and maybe a little extra, a park and ride 

facility would really be an excellent addition. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Bennett, I am terribly excited about the proposal 

of the redevelopment of a major waterfront. I think that is an exciting outlook, 

and I think it is an exciting conception. In fact, I would ask you when you expect 

that legislation to be prepared or ready. 

Also, I will ask you this, does it in any way interfere with the 

$220 million commitment that we have from the Port Authority which we have been 

getting certain monies from? I just want to make sure that ---

MR. BENNETT: Mr. Chairman, you are referring to the present $120 million 

bus purchase commitment as well as the potential for an additional one hundred. 

It should not interfere with that at all. 
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Well, of course, one of the projects that I mentioned was Newark Airport, 

and we expect continued growth and continued activity at Newark Airport. Our 

Board recently authorized a $20 million project to put a major federal inspection 

customs facility to encourage more international activity at the airport. As 

you know, for the last number of years, Newark International has only been 

international by its name, in terms of international service. We did have some 

TWA charter service some years ago and we expect that by putting in this federal 

inspection service, we will encourage more international activity at the airport 

as well as, hopefully--- We have an ongoing case with the CAB now which would 

see Newark have regular daily Newark to London service. That is one of the things 

we are looking for. We are anxious about a resolution of the military air transport 

question, which has been in the press recently. The Air Force has been talking 

about relocating that facility which is presently at Maguire with a possible relocation 

out of state. We have been battling mightily to keep that kind of activity in 

the state and hopefully have it located at Newark Airport. 

Beyond those two things at Newark Airport, we recently concluded an 

arrangement with the Marriott Hotel people for the construction - private funds -

of a $40 million hotel at the airport. It is time for a hotel at Newark Airport. 

Other things that are ongoing in the Port Authority is the continued 

safety program on Path, which would involve probably somewhere in the neighborhood 

of $100 million or more over the next number of years. Beyond that, Path is badly 

in need of a new car shop, which would require substantial capital funding, as 

well as--- It is getting near term now, the replacement of what used to be brand 

new Path cars, many of which are now fifteen or more years old; so we are coming 

into an era of an aging car fleet which is going to require our attention, and 

require our capital capacity to deal with it. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: What is the cost of a car, now? 

MR. BENNETT: I am going to let Frank Gorman, our Director of Rail Transportatior 

answer that. It is quite startling. 

F R A N K G 0 R M A N: You are not far off at all, Senator. As background, 

let me tell you in '65 when the first new Path car was delivered, it cost about 

$102,000. Today, if we were able to get one delivered immediately, which is obviously 

impossible, the same car would cost in the neighborhood of $900,000. We can't 

have them delivered instantly, so that the $1 million figure would turn out to 

be very accurate if you assumed they would not be delivered for two or three years, 

which is the normal lag time. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: That is the normal lag time? 

MR. GORMAN: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Gorman, since you are Director of Transportation, 

let me ask you a question, or maybe I am being a little premature, if you don't 

want to get involved in this discussion. 

Is there any consideration by you of taking over within the perimeter 

of 25 miles, any rail freight or any passenger service? 

MR. GORMAN: Not that I am aware of, sir. We have an extensive study 

going on in terms of the rail freight and other types of freight transportation 

within the region, which really is in the bailiwick of Mr. Olcott's department. 

Maybe you should ask him a question or two on that. 

SENATOR RAND: Would it be conceivable that you might consider the 

involvement in that area. 
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~1R. BENNETT: One of the problems when we were talking about passenger 

rail activity, of course, was one that we experienced a few years ago, and that 

was the 1962 covenant which has the effect of limiting or almost denying our 

participation in any further mass transit activity beyond Path, because of the 

deficit character of it. 

As to rail freight, we are involved in a rail freight service improvement 

activity with the State of New Jersey and with the State of New York to facilitate 

freight movement through better freight management, as opposed to becoming involved 

in the physical facility side of it. And, we have been working with the two states 

on what we call a freight service improvement committee, which has been quite 

effective. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator Gagliano. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I guess I have to ask the question, what is the possibility 

that docking fees could be exempted insofar as N. J. Transit and state subsidized 

buses are concerned. I know that a very substantial amount of the business that 

you do at the Port Authority bus terminal is from New Jersey and a substantial 

part of it is N.J. Transit, and Suburban and the other companies that service 

New Jersey commuters. And, as Jerry Premo was saying before, it is kind of a 

thing where we pay each other. 

I was wondering if there was any way that we could create a system whereby 

docking fees would be totally exempted or at least there would be, shall we say, 

a bargain in terms of docking fees? Because I am sure that your expenses continue 

to go up, and so do ours. Again, we are looking for some help there. 

MR. BENNETT: Well, Senator, as you know, we are in the throes of what 

is now a $225 million expansion and modernization project at the bus terminal. 

The expansion portion of it is completed, and the modernization goes on and hopefully 

that will be completed within the next couple of years. 

Now, the bus terminal facility was once a net revenue or in our terms 

a profit facility. It is no longer a profit facility. In fact, it is deficit 

and we expect that the deficit will continue to grow as time goes on. Are there 

bargain rates at the bus terminal? Yes, there are bargain rates at the bus terminals. 

We call them departure fees, and the departure fee that is presently being charged 

at the bus terminal is probably 20% of the full cost, if we were to full cost 

that kind of activity. It would be 20% of the service provided. 

I would add this thought, that the Port Authority's role, as it has 

always been - its best role is to provide capital funds for major projects. And, 

in order to do that, it must maintain a good, sound, solid revenue base. I don't 

think that our best effort, and our best contribution would be made, if we were 

to become involved in a series of subsidy activities, which would, as time went 

by, tend to sap and weaken the revenue base, and thereby deny the region of the 

thing that we do best. We refer to ourselves as a capital engine and economic 

generator, and we do it through borrowing and paying back. 

In terms of the possibility of what was mentioned here earlier this 

morning, I am not prepared to comment on that, and I can't comment on that, except 

to remind all of us that the strength of the Port Authority is producing capital 

money, which then makes it urgent and imperative- if that be the case- that 

its revenue base be maintained in a sound, solid fashion so we can keep doing it. 

SENATOR RAND: Well, if I might, let me at least compliment you on some 

things that you certainly have been involv.ed in our bus operation, good planning 

and economic development in some distressed areas. Maybe you make up for it on 
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one end, where you couldn't make up for it on the other end. Certainly, your 

picture is one of some positive input, as far as New Jersey is concerned. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I agree with that. The only cautionary statement 

that I make there is, it is true, you are a revenue engine or generator of projects 

and all of that. However, we don't all necessarily benefit from those projects. 

I represent, for example, maybe provincially, an outlying area, which is strictly 

a suburban area, which relies very heavily on Path facilities, and very heavily 

on garaging or terminal facilities for buses. It is extremely important for 

those people to try to keep fares down, and the departure fees tend to bring those 

up. Departure fees may bring you more revenue, which allow you to borrow more 

money and spend more in south Manhattan or even in Brooklyn or some place. 

What I am saying is, some of these things, I feel, should be more directly 

connected with the everyday users of the facilities and not always the esoteric 

or larger projects. That is why I came up with departure fees, because that is 

something we pay every day, or at least is due every day every time a bus goes 

in there. So, I would like to see it get more thought and consideration. 

As far as the revenues are concerned, I believe your gross revenues 

will approach $700 million this year---

MR. BENNETT: Yes. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And you will probably have a net profit, so to speak, 

of about $105 million; is that about right? 

MR. BENNETT: That is right. In 1981, we had about $100 million from 

operations, and the accountants keep changing the statements---

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Keep changing accountants. 

MR. BENNETT: We did that also. There we go. In 1981, we had gross 

revenues of about $699 million, and we had operating revenues of about $200 million, 

and we paid debt service, and after the debt service we paid, we had a transfer 

to reserve funds of about $41 million. But, that was with a direct investment 

to capital projects of about $75 million, yes. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: So, you actually made more than $100 million, you 

might say? 

MR. BENNETT: About $115 million. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: It is a well-run organization. I think that some 

of the projects that you have on the boards are excellent. I am excited about 

the Hoboken project, too, although I haven't seen the plans. If it develops into 

anything like Baltimore, or the Boston port area, it would be a substantial plus 

for New Jersey. 

MR. BENNETT: They are the models that we have been following and tailoring 

our planning to. We would like to emulate that kind of development. 

MR. OLCOTT: I might say, Senator, with the Hoboken waterfront project 

that we are developing a close cooperation with the City of Hoboken and the New 

Jersey Department of Transportation. We are as excited about its potential as 

you have indicated, and hope that we will be able to move forward with that program 

under the appropriate legislative authority in the very near future. 

SENATOR RAND: Facetiously, Mr. Bennett, you wouldn't consider coming 

down and doing the Camden waterfront, would you? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: They can't; we have limited that. 

SENATOR RAND: I know that, 25 miles and 75 miles for Transpac. 

~;EN/\'1'01~ CJ\CJ..Il\NO: Right. Well, then, the only other comment I would 

have in addition to my request that you try to look into additional park and ride 

facilities in the Hoboken area, or wherever, close to Path, I suppose, would be 
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the best way to put it. Park and ride facilities, I think, are extremely important. 

The other thing that I think you can do in addition to the Newark co-generation 

plant is to consider a co-generation pL:mt or two in the Bayshorc areil. 1 am 

not quite sure it is Bay shore, but it would be .the Raritan Bay. 

MR. BENNETT: Yes. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I have had discussions with Mr. Goldmark on this, 

as you know, and I just feel very strongly that this is the way of cleaning up 

the environment, preventing ocean dumping from continuing, and at the same time 

creating electric power. And, you do have, I feel, the right attitude toward 

that, and you definitely have the financing, which most of the power companies 

would not have. That is, to be able to construct the facility. 

So, I am putting that in the record, h:>cause i feel very strongly that 

is one of the things that you will do, and certainly you are on your way now in 

Newark. But, I think that if it is 1,000 tons or 1,500 tons a day that that is 

probably about not a small percentage, but it is probably more than 10% of what 

we generate in the northern New Jersey area in terms of daily garbage use. 

We probably generate ten or twelve---

plants. 

thing. 

MR. OLCOTT: About 15,000 tons. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: 15,000 tons of garbage per day? 

MR. OLCOTT: Yes, in the northern New Jersey area. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Yes. So, we obviously need more than one or two 

I just hope that the planning will continue, because it is such an important 

I have nothing further. I thank you for coming. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Bennett, Mr. Gorman, Mr. Olcott, thank you very much. 

MR. BENNETT: Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Next we have the Delaware River Port Authority. 

morning. It is nice to have someone here from my home town. 

Good 

J A M E S R. K E L L Y: Good morning. My name is James R. Kelly. I 

am President of the Delaware River Port Authority. If I may, I will give you 

a little background on what the Delaware River Port Authority is. We are a bi

state agency created by Pennsylvania and New Jersey with the consent of Congress. 

We have 16 Commissioners, 8 from each of the states. Our primary function and 

our primary responsibilities are in the construction of river crossings across 

the Delaware River. We have built four bridges, the Ben Franklin, Walt Whitman, 

Cornmodore Barry, and the Betsy Ross Bridge. We have also constructed and operate 

the Philadelphia-Lindenwold Rapid Transit Line through our subsidiary corporation, 

the Port Authority Transit Company, more fmniliarly known as PATCO. 

In addition, we are responsible for the promotion of the Delaware River 

and the ports on the Delaware River to promote the commerce of that river. We 

do that through a series of field offices in the United States and around the 

world contacting shippers and encouraging them to use the ports of Camden, Philadelphia 

and Wilmington. 

The authority and its predecessor commission has funded the construction 

of our four bridges by a contribution of $49 million of authority funds, and the 

balance of which came from revenue bond proceeds. We do not receive any tax subsidies 

from either state for the construction of our facilities. 

The construction of the Patco Transit System was constructed by $25 million 

authority funds and approximately $70 million of bond proceeds. We have had some 

recent capital additions to our Patco system, which have been subsidized from 

federal grants to the extent of some $65 million with assistance for the local 
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share from the two states and also the City of Philadelphia. We have received 

federal technical study grants amounting to some $2.85 million. In addition to 

our initial investment in Patco and those funds that we have received from the 

federal government, the authority has subsidized the operation of Patco to the 

extent of $9.3 million over the years and have paid debt service on the system 

of $49.5 million. 

In discussing our capability of assisting funding in transportation 

programs or projects of the State, or anything other than our own committed projects, 

the authority funding participation must be for t;le purpose that is presently 

authorized by our compacts. Any funding for rapid transit projects, which are 

authorized by our compact would probably require the consent of each of the Governors. 

It does not require legislative approval, but it does require the consent of the 

Governors. 

Funding for any highway project, not directly related to our present 

bridges, and any transit project other than those presently specifically authorized 

would require concurrent legislation in Pennsylvania and New Jersey as a minimum 

and probably a compact amendment involving the approval of the United States Congress. 

Finally, from the legal point of view, any commitment of funds would 

be subject to the limitations set forth in our bond resolutions. In addition 

to our legal constraints, we do have some financial contraints. We maintain at 

the present time some ten separate funds with the combined equity of about 

$211 million at the end of calendar year, 1981. However, most of those funds 

are prescribed by various bond resolutions, escrow agreements and other commitments 

of authority, leaving an unencumbered fund of approximately $33.5 million. The 

purpose of this money is pretty well specified in our five-year capital budget. 

One of the projects that we are undertaking is the construction of Route 90 in 

New Jersey which connects our Betsy Ross Bridge with our Route 73. That was 

originally 100% state commitment, but since that time, because of restraints on 

State funding, and our reluctance to go into the federal procedure, the Port Authority 

has agreed to fund one-half of the cost of Route 90 with the State. We would 

expect if that project could get underway by the spring of 1983 - and we are presently 

working with the Department of Transportation to undertake that project. 

In Pennsylvania we are presently working on two ramps that have not 

been completed at the time the bridge was completed because of some litigation 

involving land acquisition. It is now being funded by the Port Authority to the 

extent of one-half a million dollars with the State of Pennsylvania agreeing to 

pick up any excess over that five hundred thousand dollars. The total project 

is probably around $750,000 to $1 million. We plan to get that one underway this 

spring. 

The major financial consideration at the present time relates to the 

Ben Franklin Bridge, which is our oldest facility. It is over 55 years of age. 

We have conducted a condition study in 1979-80 which indicates that we must replace 

the bridge deck within the period of 1985 to 1990 and we are, at the present time, 

proceeding with engineering studies and designs for that purpose. 

In addition to the Ben Franklin Bridge deck, the track bed, Patco System, 

our rapid transit system runs over the Ben Franklin Bridge and the track bed is 

also in a very deteriorated condition and must be replaced within the next few 

years. Our current estimates based on our condition studies are that these two 

projeclt> combi11ed would cost approx:LHtaLely $1L:. uu.Lli"tl. LJ1 uLa '--'•1{.dL.tL Lud<J•·Liog, 

we are providing from our own funds 20% of that on probably the erroneous assumption 
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that federal funding will be available to us for this project. We are eligible 

for federal funding through a section of the transportation act, but whether funds 

will be available to us or not, we have some doubts. And, we have also preliminarily 

examined the possibility of revenue bonding for this purpose, and because there 

will be no additional revenues creates by the repair of our track bed or our bridge 

deck, the level of tolls would probably have to go to a prohibitive level and 

we cannot tolerate that. 

We do have a couple of other commitments, the connection of Vine Street 

to our bridge may require some $3.3 million. We are not certain of that. There 

is also the possibility of extending the Patco system from its present terminus 

at Lindenwold to the Berlin- Patco area. This is also subject to the availability 

of federal funding, but nevertheless, we have ~n OUL budget four and a half million 

dollars to provide half of the local share; the State of New Jersey has committed 

to pay the other half. 

In terms of port development work, we have in our five-year capital 

budget a $5 million fund that we would be using as a revolving fund for projects 

we have not identified at this point, but we expect will be required in the future. 

There is a very serious planning effort going on with the Port Authority in leadership 

for revitalization improvement of our port facilities, particularly on a regional 

basis, and we would intend that these funds would become available in the future 

for this purpose. 

Of course, in summary, and in the overall picture, it is the bridge 

redecking and the Patco track rehabilitation that has our total attention at the 

moment in view of the very, very high costs that we will be faced with. Thank 

you very much, gentlemen. 

SENATOR GAGLifu~O: I haven't been on the Ben Franklin Bridge or any 

of those bridges for awhile. What is the toll at this point? 

MR. KELLY: The single passage for the bridge is 75¢ for a passenger 

car and the commutation rate would be roughly 50¢ per passage. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And, Patco? 

MR. KELLY: The Patco fares vary from Philadelphia to Camden. I believe 

it is 70¢ and to Lindenwold another 80¢, roughly $1.50 or $1.55 for the full 

length, 80¢ to Camden,and stops within New Jersey would be the difference between 

the $1.55 and the 80¢. 

SENATOR RAND: I just wanted the Senator to know what 

kind of bargain he is getting in Path. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I think we realize that. Of the various items 

that we have been talking about, Mr. Kelly, you don't see a situation where you 

could increase or could create funding which would go directly into State transportatic' 

issues? 

Let me give you an example. N. J. Transit, I would presume, is running 

buses across your bridges. 

MR. KELLY: Yes. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: They are paying whatever the bus fare is, whatever 

the bridge toll is; correct? 

MR. KELLY: That is correct. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And ypu wouldn't anticipate that they could be exempted 

from the tolls or that there would be some kind of cash equivalent so that we 

could cut down on our transit expenses? 
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MR. KELLY: We do give a discount to New Jersey Transit for the purchase 

of tickets in quantity, which is roughly 10% of the toll. We have a prohibition 

in our bond resolution for reducing any tolls without the permission of our trustees, 

so from a technical point of view, it would be difficult. Also, the bi-state 

nature, of course, is a problem with us. Of course, the weight of the buses and 

the use of the bus lane is a factor in the deterioration of our bridge facility 

and we feel that it should pay its share. 

I think that the annual fare collected from buses is in the neighborhood 

of $300,000. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And what are your gross revenues? 

MR. KELLY: Our gross revenue from bridges---

SENATOR GAGLIANO: No, total gross revenues from the entire authority. 

MR. KELLY: $54 million, roughly at this time, yes. 

SENATOP GAGLIANO: That includes Patco? 

MR. KELLY: Yes, the bridge revenue is $47 million. Patco's gross revenue 

is $11 million and we have interest income as well. Gross revenue is $11 million 

and we have interest income as well as principal and interest. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And, the total again is what? $54 million? 

MR. KELLY: It would be higher than that. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Would it be about $65 million? 

MR. KELLY: Yes. It would be in the neighborhood of $65 million including 

interest. Our bridge toll is $48 million, $11 million for the transit system. 

Our interest income is about $9 million. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Could you identify any part of your surplus, which 

we could request that we negotiate for with respect to some kind of payment for 

transportation matters not currently being paid for. For example, you talked 

about sharing Route 90; you talked about sharing expenses with respect to the 

extension of Patco. Are there any other areas that you feel could be negotiated 

for or with, with respect to your surplus. 

MR. KELLY: No, sir. In effect we have no surplus, per se. Our financial 

commitments are far in excess of funds that are unencumbered at the present time, 

particularly if there are no federal subsidies available to us for the repair 

of the Ben Franklin Bridge. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: That is about $120 million that you anticipate paying 

out over ten years? 

MR. KELLY: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Kelly, let me ask you just a few questions, if I 

might. Going from Lindenwold to Atlantic City would need legislation by both 

states, or would you need an agreement by both states to let you go that far? 

MR. KELLY: Yes, our limit aL the present time is 35 miles from Camden. 

That would probably also require Congressional consent. 

SENATOR RAND: Was there a plan submitted to the Department of Transportation 

of your interest on that extension? 

proposals. 

I know that on March 15th they took some 

MR. KELLY: Yes. We participated with New Jersey DOT in putting together 

their proposal in terms of offering some of our trackage and some of our land 

to that proposal. We have also informally given New Jersey some. of the operating 

ideas that Patco would consider. We would have no ability to pay for or operate 

that system with our present---
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SENATOR RAND: I understand that. Still staying with Patco, I know 

that you anticipate, or there is a study going on now between Lindenwold and Berlin, 

and I don't know what the projection of that is. I have always had a personal 

interest in that. Is that the right way to go? Or should we be going to Gloucester 

or Burlington? I don't know what the extension of that six miles is going to 

do for the total area. I know you are talking about really big dollars. I know 

it is high. We don't have that right now. But, would it make more sense to certainly 

begin to look at, if not begin to build, the Gloucester County area, which appears 

to be the bulk of the population explosion? 

MR. KELLY: Yes, sir. The three extensions, the Berlin extension and 

the two Burlington and Gloucester extensions were under study, federally-funded 

studies, and I believe the concept is also app~c~ed by the two Governors. However, 

at the present time, the federal government has withdrawn support from New Jersey 

DOT for these studies and we, the Port Authorit~ are cooperating with New Jersey 

DOT in continuing some alternative analysis studies of types or modes of transportatic' 

that might serve this purpose in Burlington and Gloucester. But, funding is almost 

out of the question under the present constraints. 

SENATOR R~ND: You are talking about the half a billion dollars or so? 

MR. KELLY: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR RAND: The Lindenwold to Berlin, is that on a hold or is that 

on a go basis? 

MR. KELLY: No, that is also under study which is being funded by the 

federal government. We anticipate having the completion of that at the end of 

December. Probably by September we should have the results of that study, which 

will indicate to us the level of traffic that we might expect and the economic 

development that might occur in that area as a result of the extension. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator Gagliano doesn't know that we have a couple of 

bridges that we really should be getting more use out of. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Oh, I have read about them. 

SENATOR RAND: Is there any possibility of getting any ramps coming 

on the Pennsylvania side of the Betsy Ross Bridge? 

MR. KELLY: We are in negotiation with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

In fact, we are really in litigation with them over the fact that the Pulaski 

Expressway was not constructed. That was a key access to that bridge and really 

the rationale for building it, that together with the New Jersey connection. 

We are attempting at the present time to get access on the Pennsylvania 

side concurrent with the access of Route 90. Route 90 will be of a great assistance 

to the co1®1uting public of New Jersey and if we have a proper connection on the 

Pennsylvania side, it will be a very viable facility. 

SENATOR RAND: Is there anything in your compact about allowing for 

economic development? 

MR. KELLY: Yes, our compact provides for that, and we do perform that 

service in terms of promoting the port. We spend roughly two million dollars 

a year for promotional efforts. At the present time, in order for us, however, 

to get into any projects, development construction, we would require the approval 

of both states. 

SENATOR RAND: Would you be interested in that type of approval? 

MR. KELLY: Yes, sir, we are. We are very diligently developing what 

we hope will be a master plan that will enable the Port Authority in the future 

to assist in financing 
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to assist in financing particularly projects that might be profitable in order to 

protect our financial position. 

SENATOR RAND: Because, Mr. Kelly-and I don't want to editorialize here 

today - that is not the purpose of our meeting. I think the Delaware River 

Port Authority has the ability and the ca~ability of certainly doing great 

things for that riverfront area to go down as far as I don't know how 

far you are allowed to go down, but I don't want to just include Camden and 

Philadelphia, because you certainly can go up and down that river. If there 

is any type of legislation that certaj.nly this Committee - or any type of help 

we can give you - I am sure we would be most happy to give you that type of 

help, because we would like to see some economic development. We would like 

to see some development, not only as far as port is concerned, but some construction 

opportunities. 

MR. KELLY: Thank you very much, Senator. I know you have been a 

very strong proponent of that in your area, and I do appreciate your offer to 

assist us. We will certainly take you up on that. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator, anything else? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: No further questions, thank you very much. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you, Mr. Kelly. Senator Gallagher from District 

thirteen. I told you, Senator, you should have gotten on this Committee. 

SENATOR J 0 H N P. G A L L A G H E R: I know it. But, I 

am ably represented in Monmouth County by the Honorable S. Thomas Gagliano. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Thank you. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for allowing 

me to testify before this Committee. It gives me an opportunity to also see 

some old friends from the days when I was in the toll road business, Mr. Flanagan 

and Mr. Fear. They are both, I can tell you, capable individuals and part 

and parcel of successful operations. 

Before I get into the subject at hand, I would like to ask if you 

would please take a look at a couple of other bills that I put into the legislature 

and which are in your committee which deal with membership on a couple of the 

authorities. I am concerned that in the appointment process of Commissioners 

that too much weight has been given to certain areas of the State and not distributed 

throughout the area of the pledged projects themselves. 

At one time, on the Highway Authority out of seven we had four from 

Essex, one from Hudson, where the road doesn't even go, and one from Ocean and 

one from Middlesex. Now, I believe we will end up with two or three from Essex 

on the turnpike itself. I think in the appointment process, if we can do anything 

within the legislation to limit it to maybe one per county, we would be well 

advised to do so. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator, this is the first time that south Jersey is 

not complaining, because in all our authorities we have almost ample representation 

or proportionate representation from every county. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: Okay, the only thing I can say to you, Senator, 

is as much as you have always reflected the interests of the south, we too have 

to reflect the interests of the central. 

Also, with regard to the appointment process, I do not think it was 

the intent of the legislature at the time the respective authorities were put 

together that we would put together a nominating and confirming individual seven 

months before their term expired, which has occurred in the past year and a half. 
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In addition, I think it has been a practice of where existing Commissioners 
had been taken and used 0> fill vacancies that have just been cr0nted, whirh, 

in a sense, continues to extend the term of that particular commissioner and 

limits a new one to an unexpired term. I believe that the intent of the Legislature 
was to appoint commissioners for a speci£ic five-year term. I do think we ought 
to give a little look into that area. 

Now, to get to the matter at hand, it has always been my personal 

feeling that the State of New Jersey has perhaps the greatest opportunity of 
all fifty states in developing a balanced transportation network. I say that 

because we do have the highest density of population. We are a corridor State. 

In addition to that, we not only have the support of the Federal government 

and the State government, but we were able to oe,relop through the wisdom of 

some a number of the most successful, most acknowledged, worldwide toll facilities, 

namely, the New Jersey Turnpike, the New Jersey Highway Authority, and the New 

Jersey Expressway Authority and we do have the benefit of the bi-state authorities 

who have testified here, the Port Authority and the Delaware River Port Authority. 

I think that working in a coordinated effort, utilizing all of those building 

blocks, utilizing the talents that are in these organizations, utilizing the financial 

capacity of these organizations, and the financial credit of these organizations, we 

are in a good position to develop this type of transportation network. Working 

as individuals, allowing the toll road authorities to function on islands, which 

they are limited to at the present time, because of their structure, we are defeating 

the overall purpose, and we are not able to take advantage of these very successful 

entities. For all intents and purposes, the pledged project for which these 

authorities were organized have been completed some years ago. The turnpike 

does run from one point to another, as it was legislated to do. The parkway 

does and the expressway does. 

Maintenance certainly must be a consideration. Future development, 

as necessary, must be a consideration. However, I do believe that we can now 

utilize these in a new direction, but in order to do that, we must find a vehicle 

to pull them together. I have never been one to suggest that we should raid 

them and merely take away anything that they have. I have always been one to 

suggest and I did this back in 1972, when I had the pleasure of serving as Commissioner 

and Chairman designated by Governor Cahill of the New Jersey Highway Authority, 
that it was time we found a vehicle to combine these and utilize them, not necessarily 

combine them for operations purpose, but to combine them so that they would be 

formed in some sort of a holding company, so that the future planning and the 

future expenditure of any such revenues that might be generated could possibly 

be utilized in another fashion, rather than having to be turned back into the 

respective authority. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: If I may, Senator, I want to interrupt for a minute. 

And then when that is turned back, and I obviously agree with what you are saying, 

oftentimes, they then find new projects which are developed, which then takes 

away further the opportunity for the State of New Jersey generally to benefit. 

You may be saying that next, but this has been on my mind for a long time. You 

are saying it better than I have. 
SENATOR RAND: Well, maybe the Governor hasn't scrutinized it through 

the reading of the minutes carefully enough, or maybe we don't have some type 

of oversight to see what type of projects they are doing. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: I want to emphasize that they have been extremely 

successful, and they have been run by some capable individuals through the years. 



My intent 

in and to 

here is merely to try 

utilize, not only the 

Now, at the present 

to find another project for them to participate 

expertise, but the financial strength. 

time thece is no flexibility between those three 

we have a situation- and we may, after the payment 

of the senior bonds that the highway authority in '84, because they will have, 

through accelerated redemption, completed repayment of all of the original bonds, 

the state guaranteed bonds, by '84. You may find that there is a source of funds 

there, but there may not be in the priority list projects on that particular road 

that should be undertaken. But, it could possibly be at the turnpike or at the 

Atlantic City Expressway, and you cannot use those funds for that purpose. You 

may also have some priority items with regard to New Jersey Transit. Certainly, 

we are getting to be more and more of a closer and closer transportation situation 

regardless of the emphasis on the part of some in the other direction. 

toll road authorities. Should 

It is my firm conviction that it is time that the State of New Jersey 

took steps to protect the integrity of the respective authorities, but to provide 

a sort of holding company and a future planning company and a future financing 

company, where the excess revenues could flow after all obligations of the respective 

authorities are met in the form of operations, after they have honored all of 

their bond redemption requirements and at that point a decision can be made as 

to which of the road projects, or which of the New Jersey Transit projects might 

be higher on the priority list and need the available funds. If we don't, we 

will find, because it is human nature, some of the things that Senator Gagliano 

has suggested. If you would check the operating budgets of the respective authorities, 

you will see that there has been a constant increase in some of the authorities 

as to the percentage of operating costs in relationship to gross revenues. I 

am going to give you the one that I know the best. I would say that somewhere 

in 1971 the percentage of operating costs in relationship to the gross revenues 

taken in was somewhere in the area of 34%. 

Mind you, nothing new really has been added with the exception of some 

additional roadway which does entail some more maintenance people, some more toll 

collectors who work out in the field. The operating expense in 1981, some ten 

years later, is 55% of the gross revenues taken in, which I can tell you are possibly 

some $25 million to $30 million more than what was taken in 1971. In my estimation, 

some things like a new headquarters building for $8 million to $10 million was 

not necessary, because this pledged project was completed for all intents and 

purposes. Anyone added was added in the field and that a reduction in work force, 

and the administration should have been in order, not an expansion to necessitate 

an expansion of an office building. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: What are the percentages of increase again, Jack, 

I am sorry. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: 34% in '71 to 55% in '81. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And you said during that period of time there was 

a concomitant increase in gross revenues. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: Certainly. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: So that you are taking that into consideration. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: Sure. You are talking somewhere around $17 million 

or $18 million out of about $44 million to about a total of $43 million out of 

$79 million. So that your operating expense ratio has gone higher. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: So it has gone up 21% when basically the ratios 

of income The income ratios went up too. What you are saying is there may 
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not have been a real necessity for that much of an increase in terms of the administratJ ·2 

personnel and that type of thing. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: Correct. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: What could the State of New Jersey have done during 

that period of time to stop it or at least to slow it down? 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: I think you would have to have had much better 

control through the Governor's Office in order to encourage them in the right 

direction, either through the review of the minutes, on which he has veto power, 

or just in persuasion with the Commissioner that he appoints. 

SENATOR RAND: Well, Senators, before I look at one set of figures, 

I would like to look at another set of figures to see what expenditures went up, 

and as to the inflation rate, and the cost of mctJntenance, as to the cost of snow 

removal and as to the cost of repaving, and the cost of reconstruction. If we 

want to get a balanced set of figures, let's get a total balanced set of figures. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: I think you should do that. Some of the things 

that you are talking about are in the capital end in this particular budget. So, 

it does not really apply to the figures I sent to you. 

Let me go back. I put in a bill called S-1164. It is an attempt to 

gain the flexibility that I talked about. It is an attempt to have, perhaps, 

a review of the annual budgets. We spend an awful lot of time, Senator, you and 

I, going through all of the State budgets. I think through this holding company 

process we could also review the respective budgets. I don't think anybody should 

really have any objection to that. 

The Commission I am suggesting would allow the respective authorities 

still to be active participants because I firmly believe that in order to meet 

legal requirements you would have to have the Chairman of the respective authorities 

on that Commission, and I am suggesting the State Treasurer and the President 

or Chairman, whatever his title is, of New Jersey Transit, who happened to be 

the Department of Transportation Commissioner. We believe they could review each 

year where it is best to do things, and make those decisions and pass them down 

the line and the respective authorities can comply with them. I don't think that 

we are building an extensive layer of government because I do believe that they 

can use the expertise in the respective authorities from their finance and their 

engineering departments in this capacity as well for any type of analytical informatio, • 

I think the great thing we have to do in the State is utilize everything 

that is available to us. No one - whether it be the State or the Federal government 

or these respective authorities - is capable of shouldering the burden that we 

have in transportation today. The more building blocks we have, the more expertise 

we have, I believe that we are going to have a better shot at accomplishing our 

objective. For us to not utilize - and I am talking about utilizing again in 

a productive manner and in a manner in which they have input - is sinful. I think 

the time in this State has come where we have to maximize the very successful 

areas we do have and build with them and upon i:hem to accomplish the transportation 

network. 

One aside - if you did have this type of thing, it would lead, I would 

think, to better cooperation between the respective authorities and maybe New 

Jersey Transit and you find more ways to accomplish some of the objectives that 

they have with regard to special lanes, special toll booths, reduced fares, whatever; 

you would be able to discuss them at this level and you would be able to resolve 

them as against an outsider coming into an outsider. They would be more together, 
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and they are state creations, Senator, and I do think they were put together originally 

for state benefit and I think they have very successfully accomplished their initial 

objective. What we are saying to you is, we are not in a position now, nor will 

we be in the near future, wherein we will be able to provide these facilities 

toll free. So, let's put them together in a fashion where they can work while 

they are still collecting their quotas. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Well, Mr. Chairman, if I may, I think Senator Gallagher 

has some excellent comments here. In order for us not to take a lot more time, 

I think maybe what he is talking about today is maybe the key to what has been 

bothering me. In order to put everything under this umbrella that I feel we 

should try to create, I would like to suggest that you request of the President 

that we have public hearings on S-1164 and that would be kind of a continuation 

of what we have started today. 

I think what we are looking for is a sense of volunteerism on the part 

of the authorities. I think, Jack, because of his background with the New Jersey 

Highway Authority as Chairman and as a member, and as Executive Director, has kind 

of pinpointed it. He is saying, let's have some group within state government 

to bring all these people together, representatives of each of them, and find 

ways among themselves to come up with a better program than we have. 

What I was talking about before, getting off the Parkway and a half 

a mile down the road,those roads are not paved. And, you are on a state highway 

and yet the Parkway is clean of the driven snow. So, that is my suggestion, 

Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator, I can assure you that as Chairman I will give 

it the utmost consideration. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator Gallagher, I thank you for your time. I thought 

it was very nice of you to come down. I know that you were up here three days 

already this week. I do appreciate the fact that you came down and spent some 

time here today. 

Next we will have a representative of the New Jersey Turnpike Authority, 

Mr. Flanagan. 

W I L L I AM J. FLANAGAN: Good afternoon, Senator. Gentlemen, 

my name is William J. Flanagan. I am the Executive Director of New Jersey Turnpike 

Authority. The Chairman and Commissioners of the Authority have authorized my 

testimony for you this morning. They have asked me to state for the record their 

desire to contribute funds to the State if the finances of the turnpike make such 

assistance possible. 

The difficulties that face the Turnpike Authority are not unlike those 

facing any business organization today. The economy has constricted our growth 

to such an extent that it is being outdistanced by the rate of increase in our 

operating costs, and at the moment we are presently attempting to avoid a toll 

increase which has been forecast by our traffic and revenue consultants for 1983. 

The turnpike bond resolution - and you have heard much about bond resolutions 

this morning - is nothing more than a contract between the lenders whose money 

was used to build a road and maintain it. There are no tax funds,either state 

or federal,used in the building or the maintenance of the New Jersey Turnpike. 

That contract between the lenders and the authority is structured to protect the 

investment of the lenders and the contraints contained in that document are not 

unreasonable, and they are quite similar to those which would be found in any 
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business loan agreement. Basically they insist that the authority be operated 

in a business-like manner and that the authority's actions be subject to the review 
of the people or the institution selected by those investors who perform as their 

trustees. They ask that their interest payments be made on time and that they 

be afforded a reasonable opportunity to get back their original investment, an 

investment which was made in 1966 dollars but would only be paid in-kind in the 
total. With interest payments on those bonds, upon the investment they made, 

ranging only from 4 3/4% to 6% and their investment now reduced to 54¢ on the 

dollar because of the current bond market conditions, it is hardly likely that 

they would sit still for any challenge to their rights. 

In addition, their position has been well ·established, not only by 

the courts of the State, but by the United States Supreme Court. In the structuring 

of the bond indenture, or the contract between lenders and the authority, it is specified 

how the authority revenues may be utilized. They insist first that the revenues 

primarily be 4~~~~red to the operating fund, that is, the operation of the turnpike 

and then to the maintenance reserve fund. That is for capital projects, such 

as repaving and bridge repair. And, next it would go to the bond interest fund, 

and then the bond reserve retirement fund, and then finally the extraordinary 

maintenance fund. 

The extraordinary maintenance fund is to cover projects which do not 

occur from year to year, such as repaving the roadway, repair of structures, buildings, 

etcetera, and I am speaking now more to the payment for the authority's share 

of constructing interchange 13A at Elizabeth, which is due to open to traffic 

on June lOth of this year. 

There is already a statute in place, which provides that after all 

of the obligations of the authority have been met, then excess monies would flow 

to the general treasury for general purposes. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Mr. Flanagan, we are trying to accelerate that. 

I think you understand that. 
MR. FLANAGAN: I surely do. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: We know exactly what your responsibilities are. 

We have heard it before. I have heard it on a couple of occasions not just from 

yourself, but from others who have testified before us. 

Our theory is to try to accelerate the date upon which the State of 

New Jersey can rely upon some kind of income, be it ever so small, from the various 

authorities. 
MR. FLANAGAN: Well, Senator, right now your greatest opponent is the 

economy. I have no doubt that that day will come in the future, and it will be 

accelerated when the economy improves---
SENATOR GAGLIANO: But, will it come, for example, if you get to a 

certain plateau--- I will call it a plateau. If you get to a certain position, 

not you, but any of the authorities, and income is enough to meet all of the various 

requirements you have, and you project a year or two in advance, and the Commissioners 

get together and say, "Well, now that we can project this, let's tell our engineers 

to plan for a new exit or new entrance, or a new whatever, at the cost of several 

millions of dollars," which the Commissioners feel is perfectly justified. Your 

staff feels it is perfectly justified, but once that is committmby resolution 

and you start to borrow against the future, then again you will not be able to 

accelerate the day on which the State of New Jersey can generally get some of 

the revenue which you generate or benefits from some of that revenue. Do you 

follow what I am saying? 
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MR. FLANAGAN: I follow what you are saying---

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Just as before Mr. Carragher said we have nothing 

left over because we have to widen the parkway from Asbury Park to Toms River 

and we can't even discuss the idea that there might be something for other purposes. 

That is what I think we are mostly concerned about. 

SENATOR RAND: I did want to recognize one comment that you did make. 

Senator Gallagher said before that there is an increase from 34% to 55% in the 

operating expenses and we ---

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Of another authority. 

SENATOR RAND: And we who have been dealing with transportation for 

many years, as Senator Gagliano and myself have, know probably the highest rate 

of inflation is applicable to roads and highways and that type of building. I 

am not making any excuse nor am I apologizing, because that is not what I want 

to do. Somebody may have made a capital improvement that maybe should not have 

been done, or maybe there is some fact in the particular operating situation, 

but I would say that inflation has paid a very great part in that increase of 

your maintenance, and the increase of your operating expenses. I just want to 

make that clear. Because if we are going to get figures, we want to look at the 

broad spectrum of the total amount. 

MR. FLANAGAN: I recognize the validity of the comments of Senator 

Gagliano, and I heard your comments concerning previous witnesses and their respective 

authorities that there was perhaps a lack of oversight. I think that the people 

who are involved in the oversight of the authorities would testify to the opposite 

view. The oversight of the authorities is much more structured and much more 

intense than it is for any other department in state government. 

Mr. Yanscik who oversees the monthly operation of the Turnpike Authority 

for the Treasurer's Office is well aware and would even testify that no one is 

regulated as far as oversight is concerned in the state government as much as 

the public authorities are. 

Now, any major operations by specifically the New Jersey Turnpike Authority 

that would require bonding, also require by statute the approval of the Governor, 

the Treasurer, and the Comptroller of the Treasury, so that the Authority is not 

seeking to perpetuate itself. The Authority is seeking to provide a service in 

return for a reasonable toll. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Have you ever considered, Mr. Flanagan, or have 

the members of your authority ever considered the possibility of extending maintenance 

and snow plowing and that type of operation beyond the territorial borders of 

the Turnpike Authority property? 

MR. FLANAGAN: Senator, we have some 22 to 25 agreements with the Department 

of Transportation and a like number with local jurisdictions regarding plowing 

and other maintenance responsibilities. We have never had any objection from 

them, and those terms were arrived at by amicable agreement. The limits beyond 

the ramps of the New Jersey Turnpike Authority are determined more by the turn-

around location that can be achieved by our plows and by the local plows and not 

by limiting it to any number of feet. 

For instance, beyond Interchange 14 at Newark Airport, our plows under 

the agreement go out a mile from the interchange, because that is the most likely 

place that we can turn our plows safely and bring them back on the opposite side, 

and it is the most likely place that the DOT can turn its plows when they are 

coming in the opposite direction. So, the agreements are not limited to say that 



we will only plow to the end of the ramp. The agreements are structured, each 

of them, differently by the characteristics of the locale. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: These agreements have been in existence for a period 

of time. 

MR. FLANAGAN: Yes, they have. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Do you have any Park and Ride facilities? 

MR. FLANAGAN: Yes, we have two. We have one opposite Interchange 9 

in East Brunswick, which was recently expanded and now serves about 680 vehicles. 

We have one at the northern end of the turnpike, which serves over 1,000 vehicles. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Do you have any plans for any additional Park and 

Ride facilities? 

MR. FLANAGAN: Yes, we do. We have ~one surveys the length of the 

turnpike. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: What is anticipated for the near future? 

MR. FLANAGAN: The most immediate Park and Ride we would like to build, 

and I discussed this with your Committee on another occasion, is a sizeable 

Park-Ride lot at Edison. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Okay, I have no other questions. Thank you very 

much. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Flanagan, thank you very, very much. We do appreciate 

your coming down here. We want to assure you that there is no attempt at any witch 

hunt here. All we are tyring to do is see what we can do---

SENATOR GAGLIANO: We are hunting for money. 

MR. FLANAGAN: Believe me, nothing would please the members of the 

New Jersey Turnpike Authority, and myself personally, more than to be in a position 

to support the efforts of the State in transportation or in any other area. I 

believe that day is coming. I have mentioned before that the Turnpike Authority 

revenues are now depressed because of the economy. 

The revenues from truck traffic for the first quarter of 1982 are 

runRing behind the revenues from truck traffic of 1981 for the first quarter. With 

the emergence of environmental concepts and the support of environmentalist in the 

State, and the difficulty in obtaining Federal funds from Washington, I don't believe 

that there is going to be another major highway built in New Jersey, particularly 

in the north-south corrido~ in our lifetime. I think as the population grows, 

and as the economy revives and more vehicles are manufactured and more individuals 

become eligible to drive, and as the business improves and the trucks improve, the 

fortunes of the Turnpike are going to improve. Those pails that were required 

to be fill~ under the bond indenture by the various funds -- when we get down to 

the final pail, and when that's filled, then the excess, under the statute 

I referred to earlie~ tlows to the State. I believe that day is coming. I 

think it is in the foreseeable future. Thank you, gentlemen. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you, Mr. Flanagan. Next we have Mr. Bender of 

Ocean County Board of Transportation 

G R E G B E N D E R: Good afternoon, sir. i·'Y name ~s Greg Bender. I am 

the current Chairman of the Ocean County Board of Public Transportation. I also 

serve in an advisory role to the New Jersey T~ansit, on the North Jersey Coastline 

Advisory Committee. 
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Perhaps Ocean County, more than anybody else, could testify to the 

success of the toll road authorities. The growth of Ocean County has been the fastest 

in the State of New Jersey, and it can almost be attributed exclusively to the Garden 

State Parkway making our area accessible by commuting to the jobs in the northern 

region of the State. 

Unfortunately, with the increasing energy crisis, the Parkway has also 

become our only lifeline to reasonable employment. So, it is in our best interest to 

see that the operating authorities in the State of New Jersey become an integral part 

of transportation systems and planning for the foreseeable future. At the present time, 

we don't think enough has been done to integrate that area. We think the progress on the 

part of the authorities becoming more active in supporting public transportation has 

been too slow. Specifically, I would like to see the authorities integrate their plans 

for serving mass transportation - public transportation - more closely with the State 

Department of Transportation. One example that comes to my mind is -- after listening 

to earlier testimony -- we are building a brand new turnpike exchange in Newark, 

Exit 13 or 13A, yet, we only have two park and ride lots on the entire length 

of the Turnpike. One has to wonder what is really important in encouraging public 

transportation- the creation of another massive interchange, which allows you to get 

to the airport 7 minutes quicker, or the establishment, perhaps, of a whole system 

of park and ride lots, for the same cost. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Do you know what that Interchange costs, approximately? 

MR. BENDER: No. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Eighty plus million dollars. 

MR. BENDER: I think that could get you a lot of park and ride lots, 

bus shelters, and mass transportation pickup points on that highway system. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I agree. 

MR. BENDER: Most importantly, I feel that an area that should be 

looked at is the Toll Authorities. They service the New Jersey Transit Rail System, 

because the Toll Authorities - the Parkway, specifically- have become an excellent 

feeder system, or defusion system, for the population of the suburbs. They can also 

be turned around to be an excellent collector system, to bring the suburbanites into the 

rail transit corridors where a high volume movement of people is more cost-effective. 

Specifically in this area, you need only look at the success of Metro Park. You can 

almost attribute most of the success of Metro Park to the Garden State Parkway's access 

to that site. It has become a regional transportation center - so much that it has 

actually become a parking problem. 

Recently, I corresponded with Senator Gagliano in regard to improved 

access to the new park and ride in Matawan, New Jersey. This is, perhaps, typical 

of the problems we have in this area: integrating toll authorities with public 

transportation. The Garden State Parkway passes perhaps less than fourth-tenths of a mile 

from the Matawan Park and Ride lot, yet, there is no useful direct access from the 

northbound direction of the Parkway to that facility. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: In fact, the only effective one was cut off at a 

time when the Parkway Toll Plaza was expanded. 

MR. BENDER: Right. I think it was partially as a matter of traffic 

safety in that area. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I'm sure it was. But, it was shut off. 

MR. BENDER: Two proposals we submitted by way of the North Jersey Coast

Line Advisory Committee, and your office, for providing parkway exit ramps to the main 
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street in Matawan, which goes directly to the station, were not really considered 

in any depth by the Parkway since they were considered moderate cost. The simple 

solutions were not "engineeringly'' feasible. The moderate solutions became a little 

bit more costly and were not given any further consideration by the Parkway. In· 

deed the letter of response that we receivedsaid that one of the solutions required 

construction off the righ~-o:r:-way of the Parkway. Therefore, there was no further 

consideration. Feeder systems such as this, to the Matawan Rail Station, should have 

top priority in the new role of these toll roads. They shouldn't be dismissed as 

something that simply costs more and so we don't do them. We undertake much more 

massive and expensive programs on these authorities that simply result in increased 

revenues in single occupant vehicle usage. I think the Parkway has made substantial 

progress in the area of park and rides. I think more emphasis needs to be made in tern:s of 

intermodal transfers, where the parking is for bus pickup and express bus service, and 

most of all, interchange with the rail system. This is critical. The key to operating the 

rail system is high density rail system usage. 

Here, we have an excellent opportunity in Matawan. We haven't done 

anything, and we don't seem to be very interested in doing anything. Indeed, when the 

idea comes from a citizen advisory panel, it must be pushed on the Parkway by the local 

representatives. There has been no interest and no response. In fact, the idea 

should have originated with the Parkway, not pushed on the Parkway. I think you will 

see a need for better planning integration with State Transportation policies in 

New Jersey. 

SENATOR RAND: Let me say this to you, at least it is evident if we 

don't get money, we ought to get better planning. Better planning is money. 

MR. BENDER: Yes. There are also, I am sure, opportunities to construct 

park and ride and access facilities on the Parkway for the emergence of the Atlantic 

City/Philadelphia rail corridor, which may be operated by a private agency in the near 

future. There has been no substantial movement in that area. One other point in 

that area, that I think you should be made aware of, is, perhaps, the Atlantic City 

Expressway Authority's operation. The Atlantic City Expressway is literally sitting 

on a gold mine right now. I think there is some funding there that needs to be brought 

back into the mass transportation aspect of service to Atlantic City. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Bender, we do have a bill, S-895, which sets up a 

whole series of prerequisites and a transportation fund. We think it is a landmark 

piece of legislation because it is the first piece of legislation of that type that 

attempts to divert a surplus from an authority into a four-county area, to the region 

which that expressway authority serves. It goes for not only highways and not only 

maintenance, but it does go for mass transit, etc. 

MR. BENDER: Could I give you the details, perhaps, of a debt that is owed 

by the Atlantic City Expressway Authority, which shows a change in thinking in the 

past 20 years? Construction of the Expressway required the complete cutting off of 

rail access to Atlantic City. The entrance to the Expressway was built on severed 

connections to the rail station. The rail station was converted to a bus terminal, 

which is a good revenue producer for the Authority also. The rail system was not. 

Any future expansion of rail service into Atlantic City, a useful expansion of rail 

service, will require a very costly overpass over that entrance. In areas like this, 

I think it is reasonable to assume the Expressway Autho~ity ought to pay for that 

type of restoration by use of a dedicated fund over the next 15 or 20 years, as rail 

service builds up. 
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SENATOR RAND: You have to understand also, Mr. Bender, when the Atlantic 

City Expressway was built, it was built-- We were fortunate that it was built. When it 

was built at that time, it could not have even existed if we didn't divert some traffic 

to it. I wasn't involved in that particular function, but I will tell you that certainly 

both modes of transportation could not have served Atlantic City. I don't know if one 

of them could have served Atlantic City. The truth of the matter is, until casino gambling 

opened up, the Atlantic City Expressway might have been given back to the State, because 

it was that impetus down there that created the demand. We are looking at alternatives 

down there, as far as rail transportation is concerned. 

MR. BENDER: Here, you have a situation where you deliberately destroyed 

one mode of transportation's chance of success. Apparentl~ at the time, it was perceived 

that the railroad was dying anyway, and this was the way to go. Our thinking has changed, 

so it is really not appropriate to criticize that thinking. But, there is a situation 

here where a restoration of a rail could be made, with funding, in that area, and it 

certainly seems appropriate to do so. 

SENATOR RAND: In conjunction with your remarks, I, for one, as a repre

sentative of the South Jersey area, am attempting to see that no rail freight or no 

rail passenger is dismantled or taken apart or destroyed. Because, it is my opinion 

that someday we are going to have need for those particular facilities. We are 

in the act now, and in the lobbying position, of trying to retain tl1.ose lines 

in South Jersey, especially in light of the long-tenn planning of the Department of Transportation. 

This is not meant as a criticism, but when they eliminate our future roads, which were 

projected for the late 1990's and the early 2000's-- We have to preserve every mode of 

transportation that we can in South Jersey, because we're just not going to get any more. 

MR. BENDER: It is interesting to note that Commissioner Garnbaccini, in 

discussing the possibilities of success of restoring rail transportation to Atlantic 

City, said that the biggest drawback was the fact that the downtown terminal was no longer 

possible without major, costly reconstruction of a rail flyover. That seems to be the 

major problem with the successful restoration of service to the Atlantic City area. 

If I may, I would like to make a few remarks regarding the Port Authority 

of New York and New Jersey, which imven't come up yet. There seems to be a need for 

either a modification, perhaps, of the Port Authority's role, or a thorough reassessment 

of its role. It has been very, very successful in economic development in the port 

region, but bondholder agreements force it to be almost totally absent of. any support 

forrail system improvements in the State of New Jersey. What we see now is Port 

Authority funds being used for massive bus purchases. I'm not criticizing that policy 

because it is funding for improvements in public transportation in New Jersey. 

But, the situation now is, you have a bondholder agreement deciding how funds are 

distributed by the Port Authority, which means you are having a shift in transportation 

system development based on the agreement with the bondholders. So, New Jersey is 

restrained from balancing its transportation system. Perhaps it would be no different 

if we were given a free choice. What seems to be happening now is,a bondholder 

agreement is determining bus versusrailtransportation. I don't know if its on a one-for 

one ratio at the present time. 

SENATOR RAND: What it allows us to do, by getting the bus money, is 

frees up state money so that it can be utilized by the Department. Let me say the 

Senator here is going to be a recipient of that type of freedom. I don't mean with the 

Senator's help; his district is going to be a recipient when the electrification of 

the Matawan--
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: Just so you understand the import of all that, 

I understand thatis the first rail electrification project in the United States, for 

an extention, in years. Jerry, maybe you would know, but I think Bob Keith said it 

is 20 or 30 years. While we say we are getting this, it took an awful long time to get it. 

SENATOR RAND: Yes, it did. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: And it took quite a lot of money. 

MR. BENDER: Specifically, though, let me go further in that area. 

Let me comment a little bit on the Path rail system, which, of course, has been kicked 

around by just about everybody. The Port Authority feels it is an albatro£,s tot their 

budget statements. There is no doubt that you will hear much more regarding Path in~ 

future, I am sure: whether its fare should be raised or not raised. It is quite a 

controversial subject. Path has a dramatic impact c~ the southern Manhatten area and, 

indeed, probably is responsible for the economic success of the World Trade Center. 

So, it is an income generator for the Port Authority and other areas which ought to 

be considered as part of the system. If the Port Authority is actively involved in 

improving industrial growth in the Port region, the transportation system ought to 

be a building block for it. Specifically, we would like to see a Path service extended 

to the Meadowlands region. The Meadowlands would probably be better served, considering 

it is going to be a commercial and industrial development, by Path service, then it 

would be by commuter rail service. This would also free up the New Jersey Transit 

rail system to better serve the areas it now serves instead of getting into costly 

Meadowlands service. The demand would be for constant all-day service because of the carrnercial 

development. Path would give it with a much better transportation profile. 

The development of Newark Airport has constantly been hindered by the 

lack of good public transportation access to it. The currently-operating air link is 

really inadequate. In fact, the complete development of the airport without mass 

transportation access or rail access is really a disgrace. I would like to suggest 

that perhaps the Port Authority be involved in improvement. The PATH extention 

to Newark Airport was a very expensive and probably not very satisfactory concept. 

As it was planned, you were a"shuttle bus away"from the terminal, and by the time you 

took a train or bt'S to the Newark region, the Path train, and another shuttle bus -- you 

would be better off to take your car and park it in long-term parking. The experience in 

Philadelphia, with direct rail access to the terminal area itself, are good role 

models that should have been pioneered here in the redevelopment of Newark Airport. 

Perhaps, now that the airport is in place, the Port Authority could be persuaded 

to provide light rail access at a much smaller cost, right into the terminal 

areas of the airport. Newark Airport is a real asset to the State of New Jersey and 

is simply being under-utilized by inadequate public transportation to it. 

That basically concludes the remarks I intend to make. 'l'hank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Bender, thank you very much. 

The next witness is Mr. Hoschek, Chairman of the Gloucester County 

Transportation Authority. I know you are getting tired, John. 

J 0 H N H o s c H E K: If you bear with me, I will keep with the KISS concept - "Keep 

it Short, Stupid." My name is John Hoschek. I am the Chairman of the Gloucester County 

Board of Transportation. I am the Transportation Director of that same county. I am 

also Chairman of the County Transit Association. My first two comments will be for 

that agency. 

I believe that the various jurisdictions and authorities have to be made 

to work together. Senator Gagliano, I agree that it would be nice to have volunteer 
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efforts, and so forth, and some of that has actually come about. We have a 

commitment, so far, by the Port Authority on the Parkway and park and-rides. I 

really think there ought to be some sort of administrative action or legislation 

brought forth. I remember some years ago there was an umbrella type of concept 

by which, under DO~ there would be some sort of control of these various authority 

boards, where a number of these items, such as using excess revenues, would really 

be coordinated. I think that is what we are talking about here. Yes. The Governor 

does have approval of minutes. The problem with that is, the approval of 

many minutes, of many organizations, not only in the transportation field. I believe 

that nobody, without some coordinated agency looking at this, will remember that last year, 

one authority had this project in its minutes, and now this year, another authority 

has it in its minutes. It really isn't good for somebody to say, "Oh boy. Remember 

this? Let's get together and do that." So, I really think somewhere along the line 

there ought to be this kind of a coordinating agency. 

I also think I should mention, for your benefit, that this County 

Transit Association does support Senator Rand's bill, to utilize excess revenues 

from the Expressway Authority. I think the key to what we are talking about here is that 

everybody is talking about bond convenants and agreements, and everything else, but 

after all of that is taken care of, what about the excess revenue? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Also, there is an opportunity to accelerate the 

revenue by making the authorities take a second look at projects that they are going 

to write up for the future. Once they have signed up a project, and they have their 

engineers working on it and put it in their minutes, there is no way that we can 

interfere with that. It is just going to go forward, based upon what the commissioners 

determine and not necessarily what the Governor might want. 

MR. HOSCHEK: You are right. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: It's too difficult for them to turn it back. 

MR. HOSCHEK: I believe that if an authority board feels so strong about 

any use of excess revenue for mass transportation, they could develop enough projects 

within their own sphere of action that there never would be any excess revenue. 

SENATOR RAND: You know, John, when a department wants a 

capital project, they come before our Commission of Capital Planning. Maybe we ought 

to have the same type of structure for all of the authorities, so that before a major 

capital improvement can be made, they come before a capital improvement authority who 

will at.least scrutinze it and give them that type of okay. It is worth looking into. 

MR. HOSCHEK: Not only that, Senator Rand, there shouldn't be any 

reason why your Committee should not, every so often, get a shopping list of these major 

projects so that you have that oversight. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: John, if I may, this is one of the things that I 

have been concerned about. Apparently, because the authorities deal with the executive 

branch, in conjunction with their appointments as members, and secondly, because of the 

possibility of a veto or non-approval of minutes by the Governor as a result of his 

staff's review, the Legislature has had very, very little to do with any of the 

authorities, except when they need specific legislation, such as Transpac, and that kind 

of thing. Other than that, we do not see what they are doing. 

MR. HOSCHEK: I would now like to turn to my position in Gloucester County 

and bring some things to the attention of Senator Rand because portions of Gloucester 

County are in his district too. 
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We are one of the few counties in South Jersey that has identified the 

need for park-ride lots, and which has, in fact, accomplished a study identifying 

those and attesting to the liability of park-ride lots. We have identified one 

park-ride lot, which is right at the end of the Atlantic City Expressway on the 42 

Freeway in Turnersville. While we have supplied the Transit <brporation Capital Developnent 

office with copies of this, we have not gotten involved in the Expressway Authority. 

However, we looked at Senator Rand's bill as one of-- if it ever comes into law 

the areas in which funding for such a project could come from. What disturbs me is 

that sometimes even within the authorities, you have a problem. For example: while 

I personally hand delivered copies of this study to the Transit <brporation Policy and Capital 

Office, the planning office carne to the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 

totally unaware of this, asking how w~ can qet thistr~~sportation improvement program? 

How can we get this funded? Even within some of these authorities, they don't know 

what they are doing. That is a very big complaint. 

I would also like to mention that there is an inequity when one 

authority-- I actually have to laud the Port Authority of New York/New Jersey, because 

they really do have involvement. Admittedly, they probably have more money than some 

of the others. Just take, for example, the fact that you can go from Newark to New York 

for $.30, I believe. As was testified to heretoday, just to go from Camden to Philadelphia 

is $.80. It may be $1.50 all the way to Lindenwold. Somewhere there is a big inequity 

as to what the traveling public is paying. Here, we have the situation where one authority, 

the Port Authority of New York, is very, very involved in this, and I admit they may 

be reluctantly involved; but, on the other hand, the Port Authority of the Philadelphia/ 

Delaware Valley area is not really as involved as they might claim they are. I will 

mention along the same line that in 1972, when I was involved with putting in the TNJ 

and Patco bus fares, the joint-use ticket was all on the back of TNJ. You pay one 

fare when you pay the Patco fare, then you pay the Patco fare back and you get your 

ticket validated when you come back; thu~ TNJ gives you the break. That is one of 

the reasons why we face, I think, in South Jersey, a very high percent of this fare 

rationalization. One of the things that has to be looked at, and probably eliminated 

one of these days, is that situation where a transport, who is the poorest cousin of 

all of the authorities in South Jersey, is taking on that reduced rate. 

I would like to read to you just a couple of sentences here. This comes 

from New Jersey Transit. It will reinforce the comments about how we get money from 

the Port Authority of New York to buy all of these nice, new buses. But, there are other 

reasons why South Jersey has to use other funds or does not get buses or rail cars~ because 

the authorities are not really participating. 

The legislation authorizing the funding, and which talks about the Port 

Authority of New York funding for transpac, allows "for the funds for buses and bus facilities 

which are in a regional area defined to be a 75 mile radius of the Port Authority bus 

terminal in mid-town Manhatten. Therefore, Port Authority funds cannot be used to 

purchase buses which are used on routes if any part of the route is located outside 

of the 75-rnile radius. I'm not so sure that statement is correct because that statement 

says you can't buy a bus with Port Authority funds to run from New York to Cape May. 

I believe you can. 

The second part of that -- if you would just let me finish my train 

of thought -- says, "Since UMPTA section V funds are used to help fund a purchase 

which is outside the area of the Pqrt Authority, the Port Authority has consented 

to enter into an agreement to fund the entire purchase until such time as UMPTA Section V 
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funds become available. Therefore, at the present time we are not allowed to allocate 

any new commuter buses to bus companies and routes which are outside the 75-mile radius. 

This includes all bus services for urbanized areas other than the Northeastl)rn New Jersey 

portion of the New York City urbanized area." Whi'lt this is saying, Senators, is that 

you have one authority in the State that is putting up massive amounts of money to buy 

a lot of brand new buses, and the whole portion of the State, 75 miles south of the 

Purl. 1\ulhori_t·; IJw.: 'l'•>~ndlt<•l, lu '"'l luoJll/ aiJle tu Lo1k<: ._,dVilld .. ''J" "' Ill<>:«· t••uo:l~o•:;o_'!; 

unless you go through the process of getting the UMPTA funds. At some point, this UMPTA 

fund business is going to dry up. We have to look to the other authorities to join 

with the New York Port Authority to bring this kind of money in. 

SENATOR RAND: John, I just want to clarify one point. On A-1225, which 

was the original bill that utilized the $120 million of Transpac, money, which was then 

enlarged from 25 miles to 75 miles-- I won't question the legality of that because I 

am not a lawyer. I will leave that to Senator Gagliano and to the New Jersey Transit. 

But, what we did in there is .. - '!'he Department of 'l'ransportation assured us that we would 

get State money to take care of South Jersey , out since we are skeptics, John, what 

wedid is, we stipulated in that bill that $19 million would go for South Jersey purchases, 

and we are beginning to get that flow. We wanted to make sure that we weren't stock, or that 

we weren't hoodwinked, and I don't think it was supposed to, in any way, do that. 

For emphasis, and it was an agreement to do that just for South Jersey, in the law 

it is written that we were to get $19 million worth of new bus purchases, which, of course, 

has been sJ.ow -- I will admit that to you-- but it is coming in. Again, as I say, 1 

don't question the legality because I don't want to get involved in that particular 

f;i.tuati.on. 

MR. HOSCHEK: Senator, we do have some new buses in South Jersey. I 

think my point is, we shouldn't have to have a person like you always on the lookout 

protecting our interest when we do have an ability to_tap some of these revenues. I 

would like to close by saying that in the future, when legislation is written creating 

Utut-lt~ dt\Lit<>r i I .it::;, it miyltl be wise lhuL Uw concon1H Lltat yuu h.JVc IH>W- · 1 dt•ll' t Jnllull 

specific projects, but the fact is that people hide behind agreements and convenants, and I 

can understand what has gone on before. I certainly believe that a Commission, when 

dealing with transportation and communication, should write legislation so that it is 

ensured in the legislation that these authorities, when they are created, have to work 

together and provide for the common good. Senator Gagliano said that was his thrust. 

We are working for the benefit of the people in the State of New Jersey. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I have just one comment, John. At the time of the 

Transpac legislative history, the 75-mile limit was established. I'm not quite sure 

by whom. I presume it was between the Port Authority and the Governor's office. It 

came to us that way. I think the theory was probably that 90% of the funds that were 

generated to create TRANSPAC came from Northern New Jersey users of the facilities, 

and there had to be somewhat of a relationship between that. That goes back to 

1975, when tolls were increased to pay for, the then proposed PATH route to the Plainfield 

<L·ea, . which never came about. ·rne money then went to buses instead. I think 

that was the theory. I have to agree with you. It is not necessarily the best theory 

because it doesn't necessarily address the problems of the State, and it continues to 

divide us. I think in the future, we should look at it. I agree with you. 

MR. HOSCHEK: What we should have is a Transpac, or something or 

other, that is funded by a South Jersey authority so that we may have the option to 

sit there and say, "Okay, you fellows, 75-miles north of Camden City Hall can now come 

and grovel for the buses like we did." 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: I think what we really want is a united Transpac 

so that the various authorities could get together and create a fund, and then the 

fund would provide for whatever purchases, or whatever we are going to do -- provide 

us with the money overall, throughout the State. I think, ·again, the parochial approach 

actually ends up being a detriment to the entire State. 

MR. HOSCHEK: Thank you for the opportunity to come here. 

SENATOR RAND: John, you have heard my comments to Mr. Kelly from the 

Delaware River Port Authority. I happen to believe that if the economic well-being 

is going to be sustained and increased in South Jersey, the Delaware Port Authority 

has to play a more significant role than it has been playing, just by building bridges 

-- of which two of them, as you know, are sort of an albatross. At this particular 

point, this is not the answer to the future development :Jf South Jersey. Some of the 

things in New York -- and I wish Mr. Kelly had been here to hear me make these comments, 

because I don't like to make them when he is not present. 

MR. GRIEBLING: I will take it. 

SENATOR RAND: I would appreciate that. What New York/New Jersey Port 

Authority has done-- and I admit to you that they certainly have a money machine, 

an engine capital, so to speak. But certainly, I would like to see -~ and I am going 

to try in every way possible to give the Delaware River Port Authority the power or 

the legislation necessary, whether it is on both sides of the river or not; not 

that it has to be that way -- that they have that direction. I think they are a focal 

point for what we need developed in South Jersey, whether it comes to PATCO, whether 

it comes to industrial parks, whether it comes to riverfront development, or 

whether it comes to Port Authority; they are the only agency that we have that can 

really do that type of job. Would you agree on that, John? 

MR. HOSCHEK: That's right. That was well said. 

SENATOR RAND: John, thank you very much. We have one more witness. 

We have Mr. WJ.lter, who is also from my town, Camden County. Mr. Walter, how are you? 

RICHARD A. W A L T E R: I am just fine. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Walter is on the South Jersey Advisory Transportation 

Committee. 

MR. WALTER: My name is Richard A. Walter. I am Chairman of the South 

Jersey Transit Advisory Committee for New Jersey Transit. I am also the Chairman of 

the South Jersey Transportation Action Group, and also a Director of the Delaware Valley 

Citizens Transportation Committee, and a Director of the Delaware Valley Citizens League. 

I cite these various connections because my comments will have to do largely with the 

public conception of the authorities in the State and their function 

separately and together. 

The public has reacted partly through the handling by the press and through 

attendance at various meetings,to the existence of authorities in this way: They 

consider them all to be p::Merful monoliths who have no restraints on then. The public enjoys 

facilities that are produced by the authorities without really understanding how this 

all came about. Most people do not know that the Legislature has created the authorities 

and that the Governor has veto power over the authorities' actions, and there are 

other controls from the Legislature and the Congress. This is largely because of 

bad communications with the public, on the part of the State and on the part of the 

authorities themselves. 

The major thing we have heard from the State in ,recent years concerning 

the Delaware River Port Authority has been that Governor Byrne was endeavoring to get 
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the Port Authority to raise• its tolls on the bridges in order to provide more funds for 

any future Port Authority activities •. The public has the impression from all of this 

publicity that the Governor was merely trying to get out of paying for things which the 

State might otherwise had paid for, and that the Port Authority was like a stubborn mule 

pulling back and refusing to budget on toll increases. 

When the papers and broadcast media do not explain clearly 

what the authorities are, how they operate, how they are created, how their revenues 

come in, what their revenues are, and whether there are surpluses or not, authorities ·oo not 

get good coverage and most people, including those who are active in civic affairs, 

don't really understand. 

I think it is very important for everyone to understand that with the 

requests of the New Jersey Transit for a portion of these surplus revenues from various 

authorities -- particularly the New York/New Jersey Port Authority this is 

a perfectly proper use of those surplus funds because the uses are closely related to 

the functions of the New York/New Jersey Port Authority and its responsibilities. 

As we discussed at the time of the hearing on the Atlantic City Expressway Bill, I would 

like to repeat that the reason for the defeat at the polls of the diversion of New Jersey 

Turnpike funds to various State purposes -- back then, I believe it was Governor Hughes' 

Administration was because the public perceived this as a raid on the Turnpike funds, 

an unfair raid by the State, an attEmpt to grab money that was there and to use it at the 

State's will. Voters didn't like this. 

I think this is an unfortunate instance. Many people will remember it for 

a long time. It behooves us, in any actions that are taken as a result of today's meeting, 

to do our very best to communicate to the public just exactly what is happening in any 

sort of operation we get into in transferring surplus funds from authorities to State 

activities. 

Because New Jersey Transit is closely tied in, all through the State, with 

all other transportation modes, it seems a very easy matter to justify the use of 

authority surplus funds for New Jersey Transit purposes, whether it be rail or bus. 

I still think even though we see that it is very logical, it needs to be explained very, 

very carefully and thoro~ghly, and over and over again to the people of this State. 

I believe that one other problem in the relationship between the authorities 

and the State needs to be brought up at this time, and that is a certain suspicion on 

the part of the people who are staffing the authorities and staffing state agencies, 

that the other is not being cooperative or is doing something secret behind their backs. 

There are many times when I have found that staff members of the Delaware River Port 

Authority had not discussed matters with their counterparts in State Government 

particularly the State Department of Transportation-- when actually, they should have 

been discussed at the very beginning. There seems to be a feeling on the part of people 

on each side, that they can't really trust one another. The suggestion from the 

Delaware River Port Authority and the PATCO organization, concerning a mode of rail 

transportation between Lindenwold and Atlantic City-- which was agreed to by the Commissioners 

of the Port Authority two days ago -- was unknown to the person who was responsible 

for the study and evaluation of the proposal for that very corridor, as of 

yesterday afternoon. 

The explanation that I got from one person at the Port Authority was that 

they felt if they had discussed this earlier with the New Jersey Department of Transportation 

somehow or other the Port Authority would get a hit on the head and be forcerl to pay for their 

suggestion. They took two and a half months to think about how they would avoid running 
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into that problem. I think it is ashame that this kind of relationship exists. I feelit 

is bec~use of the close relationships of Alan Sagner of the New York/New Jersey Port 

Authority, and Lou Gambacinni, and others here that the relationships is more open 

and better, at least within the past few years, between that authority and the State. 

I would like to see this kind of relationship established with the Delaware River 

Port Authority where there is so much opportunity to create -- as Senator Rand has said -

great things in South Jersey, which will impact its future tremendously. 

Our Committee has met with the staff of the Atlantic City Expressway. 

It was very satisfied with the openness in the relationships between Mr. Fear and the 

State, and Mr. Fear's readiness to share all information with us, as well as with the 

State on a regular basis. This is very healthy, and I would not like to see anything 

done as a result of this meeting which would destroy that. 

Lastly, I would like to emphasize the importance, which I feel, of a 

certain amount of autonomy in the operation of each authority which, after all, is the 

reason for having authorities in the first place. An authority can plan, design, construct, 

and operate faster than any government can. It can get private capital directly, which 

a government cannotdo. It is important that the staff in an authority be able to move like 

this and get things done when they need to be done. If you need two more lanes on the 

Turnpike, you put them in now, not three, four, six, or ten years from now when you 

happen to be able to get the money through the Legislature. 

The same is true of the PATCO line, a beautifully run facility. It is 

the envy, all over the world, of transit operators. As people have come here, I have 

personally conducted Japanese, French, Dutch, Italians, Spanish, Germans, Norwegians, and 

Canadians through the PATCO facilities. They are a wonder to them. The operational 

record is truely a stunner in all kinds of weather and all kinds of conditions. They 

have a very tight organization. People are very proud of the job they do, and it is 

important not to interfere with this through e~cessive state oversight. 

A comment on Senator Gallagher's umbrella suggestion: I feel 

there would be danqer in creating a monolithic structure at the State level, similar to 

the Casino Control Commission, or something like that, which would give excessive power 

to a czar or a Commission to decide how the funds in this largereservoirof funds from 

all of the authorities would be spent. Certainly it can be set up in such a way 
that this could be avoided, but the risks of having this kind of power abused are very 

great, I feel. 
Thank you very much for giving me a chance to speak here, and 

thank you for staying. 

SENATOR RAND: Dick, thank you very much. We do appreciate your coming 

down. 
Ladies and gentlemen, thank you very much for your attentiveness. This 

concludes the hearing. 

(Hearing Concluded) 
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SL:ildnenL by 
Robert: F. Bennett, Assistant Executive i)irector 

The• Port Authority u[ New York ond New Jersey 
to the 

New Jersey ScnaLL' Transportation and Communlc.J.tion.s Committee 
Aprd 23, 1932 

-------·-------

Cood morning. My name is Robert F. Bennett and I :1m Assistant 

Executive ]) LrecLur of The Port. AuthoriLy of NL'''' York :uld Nc:h' Jc.rsc•y. He 

Helcome this opportunity to review our efforts in the transportation and 

economic development fields, particularly those programs related to the 

State of New Jersey, and we look forward to continuing to work with the State 

and other organization~; to :Jdclres~; t·hc i111port::tnl. lkccls of tlll~ coming yL::u:s. 

the areas of major concern to ;,·our Commit Lee. 

The Port Authority of New YL1rk :md New Jersey was create'' by a 

Port Compact between the two St::ttes in 1921 and charged wi~h two mJjor responsi-

bilities - l) to develop ancl protect t r:1de and com:ncrce t:J:~cHtgh th,' Port of 

portation and other facilities of commercL' Jn the region. Tlw Aull1ority has 

thus served the needs of Lhc tW(l States for soml' 61 yc::ars, r·,rovJ:i.n;.; Erom an 

agency \vi.Lli responsibility for Olll' bi.-SL<ll.c fac i lily, Lilc llol.L:n:d ';'unnc.'J, inLu 

the present organization \viJich inc:luc\cs the LljlCL1t_ion Ol SU:llc: 25 tranS]JOrtatlon 

terminal and economic deveLopment facilitc~;, ranging from grou:1d, sea and air 

transportation to national and internaLional trade. Thesc variom; functions 

ing the necessary approvclls, both legislative ;n:_d executive:·, in L,,Jch State. As 

jects klve hL:L~n deveL<JJll'cl 011 aa over<tl · sell-:;upJ>Or.ting ba:,:i:,, r :prl:~;ent: ing 
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an investment of more than $4 billion. New Jersey and New York re:;ldL~nls 

hold more than 265,000 pennanent jobs related directly or indirectly to Port 

Authority investments and operations, jobs which provideLl millions of dollars 

in tax revenues to the two States. 1 think the great strength of the Port 

Authority over the years has been its ability t.u he a uwjor gerrerator of 

capital through the issuance of consolj thtcd boncb that hns been invested in 

transportation and economic Llevelupment program~; in Llw h·i-St:ttc region. ',.Je 

hope to continue such programs tl) serve the New .Jcnwy-r\ew York Regiun in 

the future within the general framework and requirement of self-support which 

we must meet :1s a public: revenue agency. 

Over the past 25 years, the Port i\uthorit:y has committed over $1.7 

billion in public: transportation, highw~1y and terminal facilities of direct 

benefit to the State of New Jersey. That does not include the initial invest

ments prior to the mid-SO's in the six bridges and tunnels linking the two 

States - the George Washington, Bayonne and Goethals Bridges, the Outerbridge 

Crossing and the Lincoln and Holland Tunnels. It does include the following: 

- More than $650 million of Port i\uthority funds spent or cmrunitted 

on mass transportation to serve N'<-'W Jersey residents, more than any public: 

authority in the United States has invested in this field. 

- i\pproximately $200 millil)n in major highway improvements in the 

New Jersey sector of the region. 

- Nore than $450 million for the complete redevelopment of Newark 

1 Ill. •. \ It \ l i . I I' I I .\ i I l'.' \ i 
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- Approximately $410 million for the construction of tlle 

Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine TerminaL, lnd the L·econstruction 3,1d ne.P 

developmc!nt_ of Port NceHark, tlle major ~lklLine terminal LtciJ lt tes on 1'\cwctrk 

Bay. 

Overview 

Our services to the region had initially been in the transportation 

sector and had steadily grmvn from land to sea a:1d ait· termin:1ls acd to include 

national and international trade development. With the advent of stiffer 

competition from other regions of the United States, our region suffered 

through Lhe Lo:::-; of murL' tlli1Jl !JOO,OOO j(liJ:; Ltt t hl' 1970' :; , ;;nd the t-,,~-~i,HJ 1 s 

economy needed to muster all of its exisLing and potenLial advantages to iace 

the challenges ahead. Tl~ Port Authority, under the direction of Alan Sagner 

as Chairman and Peter C. Coldm0rk, Jr., as Ezectu:ivc: Dlrecltll~, inLt:iatcd i.n 

1978 a major strategic pl.amnng effort calJed the "Cmn;nittcl' on the Future." 

This \vas an :intensive year-Long examination of trencb ::wd needs i:-: the Ne\v 

York-N<C'vJ Jr>rscy 1\c;~i 011 :mel ;;;> ;]SSCSSlllCllL or where· our Autllnr j ty, it< :J,lr~lll'l"-

ship will! public :till! !J!·ivnlL~ oot~cloJ: illll:t·c'::ls, !ld)•,ilL il:tVl' d t.'tlll1p:t[,,i.LVL' 

advantage to Lntervc:nL: effecLj_vcly will! cOll~;tnJCLive clc·velour,Jcnt pt·Dgran;s. 

The results of this effort became the basis fur the broad stratcgjL3 which \.Je 

view as guidelines for the Port Authority':; allociitio;l of' rc:;ources through 

the 1980's. 

Tr:e pot.ential auc:1o-: for Curthc:r· concL~nL:rnt.Lor:. coni:~g out uf this 

strategic: planning effort included concerns such as m:,ximizing aviation 

development (nnd the nssociated economic benefit:-;); ti1e critical need for 

infrastructure maintenance and renewal; commercial mixed-use waterfront 

redevelopments and their job opportunities; the need for energy d~versification 
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with its important nation;!L and regional bL'nL·fits; and tl1e development of a 

economic developnwnt challenged uJanagun.~nL t" i.nLL!)',[;lLL:· Lil(:lfl inLu the !'on_ 

Authority's traditional tr-ansportation and trade activities ancl to develop a 

broad, responsive program that \Wuld better contribute to Lhc region's economic 

and fiscal health. We have embarked on the first steps of these new challenges, 

\vhile recognizing that one of our principal or;;anL-:;~Lional guills is the need 

to provide a superior level of :c;crvice for users of our cxist.ing and projectecl 

facilities. 

There are many activities in this region that require serious atten-

lion and we were mindful of this full range when we deliberated on the "Com-

mittee on the Future" recommendation:-;. Through ~:>cvcral large-scale public 

meetings, and scores of smaller sessions with repr~'senLativcs of tlw business, 

civic and government sectors, we were able to rev·iew our work and :::o obtain 

necessary input on formulating an agenda wh:ich would build on some of the 

comparative advantages of the Port Authority Gs a regional development agency. 

There are, of course, activities in transportation and economic development 

that go beyond the staff and financial capabilities of our agency and need to 

be carried out by others. Let me discuss, however, the Port Authority's past 

program that has already been 0ccomplished or is underway, a ncl where we 

believe Wl~ c;:m m0ke significant contributions in the fuLun". 

Public Transportation Co~nitments 

PATH investments in the acquisition of the system, as well as new 

car equipment, new stations, equipment modernization and new power and signal 
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systems .:1mount to $285 million to date. This includes approximately ~;!1 5 :nu_

lion in federal assistance, particularly as related to the Journal Square Trans

portation Center, n multi-modal transportation facility which is one of the 

transportation hubs of Hudson County. Of equal or greater significance is the 

fact that in the 20 years since the Purl Authority acquired the old Hudson & 

Manhattan R~tilru:Jd, and rendmed it P/\Til, WL~ k1ve experienced cumulative dcf:icits 

on this system of $381 mi11io:t. 

New Jersey's bus commuters have been provided with a major expansion 

of the midtown Port Authority llus Terminal, which is very close to project 

completion. The total investment in this facility since 1955, including 

an expansion in the mid-60's and the current exp:1nsion, totals ,;orne 

$255 million. In up)'c>r }bnlt:ttl:an, the AuLlwriLy built the mctkrn ~~LS mLllLon 

outmoded L.JciLLties in Washington Heights. More recently, tl1e l:'ort. Author·ity 

has undertaken a program t•l purchase $120 million of buses for use in Kew Jersey. 

This program will have the additional and major benefit of l~vera~ing $480 

million of federal Urban Mass Transportation funds for other public transporta

tion capital projects in New Jersey and aL no acldition~l State expense. A 

second pha~>e, :1n addi lion;ll bus ;tnd bus-rc·latccl cC~piL,J pn!gi"am L.Jt: both StaLes, 

is incorporated in rcccnt.ly-p;l:-;scd legis.latiun. 

with the State Department of Transporta~:ion ar:d the Turnpike Authority, an 

exclusive bus lane was opened in the enrly 1970's and although its capital 

investment was small- less than $1 million- it is producing very significant 

time savings and service improvements lor mor" than 25,000 d:1ily New Jersey 
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commuters. The Port Authority and the State have sh.'lred in the operating 

costs of this project over the ye;1rs. \..J,. have jw;L. l'vccnt"Jy ln:upo~;,_·d Lu t:ia• 

State that we are prepared to asswne the full operatint; costs for the project, 

which is generally recognized as one of the finest and most innovative low 

capital intensive public transportation projects in the country. 

Highway Development 

In the highway field, the Authority completed the lower deck of the 

George '\Vashington Bridge, together with its extensive approach highway system 

in 1962, at a project cost of $115 million. In Bergen County, we provided 

$15 million towards the cost of the Interstate 80/95 approach to the George 

Washington Bridge. 

In Elizabeth, a new Route 81 and Turnpike Interchange 13A is nearing 

completion to serve' Ncw<:tck InrernatioJt;d ALrport, NL~W .JcrsL~Y marinL' Lvrnlinnl 

faciLities and nwnerous other industrial and conunen:ial. activities in the Newark-

Elizabeth area. Under bi-State legislation enacted in the late 70's, we are 

providing $38 million to this project which is being developed in cooperation 

with the New Jersey Department of Transportation and the New Jersey Turnpike 

Authority. 

In the mid-70's, we provided $11 million toward the construction of 

the major highway improvements and interchange adjacent to Newark Airport and 

contributed $9 million for Interstate 278 connections between the Goethals 

Bridge and the Turnpike. 

Airport and Seaport Development 

At our New Jersey seaports, significant c<tpital investmeats lK1ve been 

made at the Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal, the container capital of 

6x 
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the world, in which $225 rr:_l Llion hils lwc:a :;~cnt to daLe·, o.nd at Port Nc\vnrk 

where some $185 million has been spent under our lease agreement wl.Lll the City 

of Newark. In 1981, these t\.;ro facilities combined had over 6000 jobs and a 

payroll of more than $100 million. 

In the aviation field, the Port Authority has invested more than 

$450 million in a major expansion of Newark International Airport, including 

a completely new ]Jassenger terminal complex, new and expanded runways and 

many other on-site improvements. The o.irport is generally recognized as one 

of the finest in the cour:try, and is currently growing at a rate of better 

than 10% annuo.lly at a time when both the no.tional economy and the financial 

condition of the airlines have been weak. In 1980, there were some 6000 jobs 

at Newark Airport, with a payroll of about $130 million. One of the most 

encouraging developments at Newark Airport h:1s been People Exprest;, now the 

airport's largest carrier which also produces some 1000 direct and indirect 

jobs. 

Technical Assistance to New .lel·~c;ey 

Along with these major capital investments, the Authority has worked 

with its counterparts in other agencies to provide sta::Of and technico.l assistance 

where needed. Examples of these continuing joint efforts include: 1) trans

portation planning studies undertaken at the request of the Hackensack Meadowlands 

Development Commission to examine the future transportation requi.rements for 

the Commission's overal1 clevL~lo[)menL pLu1, 2) etJglt<ec:r i.ng d,~c;ign \NUL"k for the 

Liberty State Park in Jersey City, and 3) wurk we are accom~lishiGs for the 

New Jersey Department of Transportation and New Jersey Transit Corporation 

in advancing some of their engineering plans for the State's important rail 

and bus transportation capital programs. 
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Present and Future Port Authority Programs 

In keeping with the n~sults ·)f the "Committee on the Future," the 

ventures. ,V; the TWI.Jest progr.!I~l authorized by our Hoard and approved by the 

t~..ro States, the Authority has begun ;1n industrial development program with 

initial work on an industrial park dt Kapkowski Road, Elizabeth, with $17 mil

U.ou i.ll Pr)rt Aut1wrlty funds. While thl're nre cnvlronmental concerns to 

nddress, it is l10ped that this pt·oj<'c:t will produce some 3000 permanent jobs 

in this urban area. ~ve are also engaged in a major project in cooperation 

\vith the City of Newark for the construction of a resource recovery facility 

in that city at a projected Port Authority cost of $120 mil.lion. These two 

Port :\uttlC!dt.y prl)_jeets ~1rc expected to generate ;m <:~dd.Ltional $200 million in 

private investment. 

Other transportation and economic: development programs are under 

study. In economic development, we :1rc advancing a commercial waterfront 

redevelopment effort in lloboken, in partnership with the City of Hoboken, the 

Ne\..r Jersey Department of Transportation and private developers. Legislation 

has been drofted nn that project and is under consideration by the offices of 

Governor Kean and Governor Carey in New York. Also on the waterfront, but in 

the Jersey City-Bayonne area, we are studying proposals for a coal export terminal 

\vhich can take adv.-mtage of the region's rail and port network and serve a 

f'Oll'llf:i:ll lv imnPri::!ll. ~··:-:port Tl<.'L'tl :liP!l)', wit l1 c:I·,·at in~·. c•mp.loyrnPllt opportunities 

for the region's popuLtLion. 

The Authority is <1lso presently working on other improvements at 

t\p\\':lrk IntL'rnation.:ll Airport, inc:ludi.ng the completion of Terminal C to match 

increases tbere in p.:~sscnget· grmvlh and tC1 provhlc o nevi Federal inspection 

and customs service; construction of a fac:il.ity for Federal Express; the 
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development of a $40 million hotel to be privately financed; and the 

introduction hopefully in the near future of direct international s~rv~ce 

to and from London. The Airlink service under which the Port Authority 

purchases equipment and subsidizes the operation, provides bus connections 

from all terminals on the airport to Penn Station, Ne,..rark and other dmvn-

town dt!StinaLi.ons in the city. This h<ts proven tu he a most convenient 

service for airport travelers. New vehicles were recently provided for 

this service, which is operated with the cooperation of the State and the 

New Jersey Transit Corporation. 

Major additional improvements to the PATH system are required 

involving substantial new capital expenditures. These include the PATH 

safety improvement program on which we are proceeding as rapidly as possible. 

Also, the replacement of the antiquated PATH maintenance yard and car shop 

at Henderson Street in Jersey City, a facilitv that has uutl.ivc~ its useful

ness. And, over the next few years, we will lw faced wlth major rehabilitation 

and replacement, w11ere required, of PATH's rolling stock. 

Beyond these major improvements, the region and State of New Jersey 

face very large expenditures in the renewal of the basic transportation 

infrastructure system. Many bridges, highways, streets, and m.Jss transit 

systems throughotit the region are in serious physical condition, and all of 

us working together will need to find the means to fund tl1ese improvements. 

The Port Authori.ty is prL'p<tred to assi~;t as w~· can in thi~-; tup-priorlty 

regional need. 
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The impact that the current P••rt Authuci Ly pruL;t:aim-; ;tnJ Lho~;c unw 

under study will have on Purt Authority financial coramitments is going to 

be critical. For this and other reas,ln~;, we have initiat_ecJ a study of the 

Trans-Hudson Netwurk, namely those Lr;m,:[>urtaL.i.on [<tcili.Llcs tli;JL serve the 

passenger and vehicular market including the Holland and Linc:oln Tunnels, 

George Washington Bridge, the bus terminals and PATH. The Network Study will 

focus on the needs for major rehabilitation of the network infrastructure, the 

anticipated changes in the trans-Huds,Jn m;:nket, and on the need to ~Jlan improve

ments to facilities to meet these chaiiges. The sLudy wiLL glve jJcll"LicuLar 

consideration to the financial aspects of this network as matched against the 

need for future Port Authority commitments, not only to maintain the trans

Hudson network, but also for the other Port Authority transportation and economic 

development activities that may be required. 

Conclusion 

We believe that the Port Authority role has been significant in 

meeting the massive regional needs to improve public transportation, highways, 

airports, ports and other infrastructure, to complete critical missing links, 

provide economic development opportunities and to begin to revitalize the 

region's devastated waterfront. We stand ready to help produce other public 

improvements that \vill enable this region to forge new alliances to meet new 

tasks that will keep it competitive and assure a better quality of life for 

its [H'['ul:ll ion. 

We will continue to meet our obligations wj thin Lllc: lii:llt~' of the fiscal 

and legal restrictions which I have outlined. This agenda has and wLLl continue 

to be developed in cooperaLion with responsible public officials ami with 
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partnerships devtelot,ecl [rum the private :~ector. I thank you for the oppor

tunity to review some of these past commitments to the State of New .Jersey 

and to discuss our program being worked out jointly with State officials for 

future transportation and economic development programs. 
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Port Authority of ?\ev; y,,rk and Nl'w Jc:rscy 

Commitments to New Jersey Tr.msportation, 19':i5 to 1981 

Capital PA Subsidy 
:;; in !'lillions ~~ in Nillio1 

A. Public Transp(>rtation 

1. PATH 

- PATH Capital Investment - System .t-lol:erniz;lt ior,, nc1.J :)28') 

tems. Includes Journal Square TLwsportation Center. 

(new rail, bus, auto parking facility with retail stores 

& offices in Jersey City). 

Current Annual PATH Operating Deficit $ 51 

-Cumulative PATH Operating Deficit(l962-J981) 381 

2. Expansion & ~loclernizat:lon of Pi\ Bu~'' 'J'c·rmin<~1 

- Cnpltal inveslmc:nl in NY, hut facility c;crve~; 2 'J ') 

largely NJ commuters. 

-Exclusive Bus Lane- Lincoln Tunnel NJ approaches- 1 

highly successful low capital cost project providing 

very significant time savings and service improvements 

for NJ commuters. 

- Current annual PABT Deficit 7 

- Cumulative PABT Deficit (1978-1981) 14 

J. Ch'J'> l\u~; S Ul Linn 

- Terminal l3r[',l'ly for NJ L'OJ!Hnutct-s ~Ll casL L'Jhi I ') 

of George ~ashington BridgL. 
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4. Bus Purchns~ Program fnr State of New Jersey 
(TRANSPAC l) 

5. Air Link 

- Bus service between N~wark's business district, 

Penn Station Newark Lind Newark Intern:ttional 

Airport - Cummulative Deficit - 1970 to 1981 

B. Highways 

l.Lower level of GWB and approaches 

2. NJ share of cost of l-80 in Bergen County 

3. Goethals Bridge ·- Connections to N.J Turnpike 

and I-278 in Elizabeth. 

4. Contribution toRt. 81- Interchange 13A in 

Elizabeth. 

5. Newark Airport - Contribution to higln.Jay connections 

to Route 1, I-78, Rt. 21, NJ Turnpike. 

C. Sea Ports 

1. Major container terminal at Elizabeth-FA Marine 

Terminal. 

2. Development of Port Newark 

D. Airports 

1. New<1rk International A Lrport' s Haj lll" :·:xpansiun 

Tot.:1ls 

13x 

Capital PA SubsL.; 
$ in I-li 11 l<)n~; $ i. n M~. 1 1 :i. n'l 

$120 

$.85 

115 

15 

9 

JS 

11 

225 

185 

!rSO 
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STATEMENT OF THE DELAWARE RIVER PORT AUTHORITY 

for presentation at 

A PUBLIC HEARING CONCERNING AUTONOMOUS AUTHORITIES 

Assembly Chamber, State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 

10:00 A.M., April 23, 1982 

GOOD MORNING, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. I am James R. Kelly, President of the 

Delaware River Port Authority. 

The Commissioners of the Authority have authorized me to appear at this hearing 

to make an oral presentation and answer any questions you may have. It is my 

understanding that each agency invited to the hearing is expected to outline 

its past contributions to public transportation and highway programs and to 

identify its capability to assist with the funding of current and future 

programs. 

I would like to start by giving you a brief description of the Port Authority 

and our missions. The Delaware River Port Authority is a publi·c corporate 

instrumentality of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New 

Jersey created by compact legislation between the Commonwealth and the State~ 

with the consent of the Congress of the United States. We are a bi-state 

agency with a board of sixteen comissioners in whom are vested the control, 

operation and collection of tolls and revenues of four bridges spanning the 

Delaware River (Benjamin Franklin, Walt Whitman, Commodore Barry, and Betsy 

Ross Bridges). The Authority has also constructed and operates a high speed 

transit facility known as the Philadelphia-Lindenwold Rapid Transit System. 

The system connects Philadelphia and Lindenwold, New Jersey and is operated 

by a wholly-owned subsidiary, the Port Authority Transit Corporation, better 

known as PATCO. Through its World Trade Division, the Authority promotes the 

development and use of the Delaware River as a highway of commerce. 

The Authority and its predecessor Commissions funded the construction of the 

four bridges by a contribution of $49 million of ORPA funds with the balance 

from revenue bond proceeds. The construction of the PATCO transit system 

was funded by $25 million of DRPA funds and approximately $70 million of bond 

proceeds. Recent capital additions and improvements to PATCO have been made 

with $65.6 million in federal grants, with assistance in providing the local 
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share from the two States and the City of Philadelphia. Federal Technical 

Study Grants amounting to $2.85 million have also been received. In addition 

to its initial investment in PATCO, the Authority has since subsidized the 

transit system for approximately $9.3 million in operating losses and has 

paid debt service in the approximate amount of $49.5 million. 

In any discussion of the Authority's capability to support funding of projects, 

it is important to realize that there are definite legal constraints. A full 

discussion of these legal constraints is, in my opinion, not warranted at this 

time. Although probably an oversimplification, I will say that: 

1. Authority funding participation in any project must be for a purpose 

presently authorized by our compact. 

2. Funding for any rapid transit project authorized by our compact would 

probably require the consent of the Governors of Pennsylvania and New 

Jersey. 

3. Funding for any highway project not directly related to our present 

bridges, and any transit project other than those presently specifically 

authorized would require concurrent legislation in Pennsylvania and New 

Jersey as a minimum and probably a compact amendment which would involve 

approval by the United States Congress. 

4. Any commitment of funds would be subject to the limitations set forth 

in our Bond Resolutions which take precedent over any subsequent 

agreement. 

From this brief explanation, I think it is clear that any new project proposed 

for support with DRPA funds must receive an in depth legal analysis to determine 

whether or not the existing legal constraints permit or prevent our participation 

in such a project. 
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In addition to legal constraints, there are also financial constraints. I 

would like to point out that it is not possible for a casual observer to 

look at the DRPA financial statement and determine so-called 11available 

surpluses. 11 I understand that a goal of this hearing is to determine the 

amount of funding which autonomous authorities can contribute to public 

transportation and highway programs in New Jersey. We maintain ten separate 

funds with a combined equity of $214,548,000 at the end of calendar year 1981. 

However, most of these funds are prescribed by various bond resolutions, escrow 

agreements and other commitments of the Authority, leaving unencumbered funds of 

approximately $33.5 million which will be needed for the projects which I am 

about to discuss. I could define each of our ten funds and state their balances, 

but after I finished, your understanding of our true financial posture would 

probably be no better than when I started. However, we would be happy to meet 

with your staff for any detailed explanations you might require. I feel that 

our time can be spent to better advantage if I describe specific projects to 

which we are committed and indicate that total available Authority funds are 

insufficient to accomplish these essential, high priority projects. 

1. Route 90 - New Jersey 

Prior to the construction of the Betsy Ross Bridge, the State of New Jersey agreed 

to construct Route 90, an extremely important access road to the Betsy Ross Bridge. 

Shortage of funds and changes in priorities have caused this project to be scaled 

down from a connection with Interstate 295 to a connection with State Highway 73. 

In March of 1969, the Commissioner of Transportation committed the State to build 

Route 90 as a connection between the Betsy Ross Bridge and Route 73. For a number 

of years, the Authority and the State have been exploring ways to expedite 

construction of this vital road. Formerly intended for construction with federal 

and state funds, the present intent is for the State and the Authority to jointly 

and equally share the cost of the project which has a current estimate of 

$22.5 to $25 million. The decision to avoid the use of federal funds was 

based on a desire to avoid the planning delays inherent in the federal process. 

The earliest that construction funded by DRPA and the State can commence on 

this road is Spring/Summer 1983. 
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2. Commodore Barry Bridge Ramp - Pennsylvania 

When the Commodore Barry Bridge was constructed, the ramp connecting northbound 

1-95 with the bridge could not be built because of litigation involving a housing 

project through which the ramp had to be constructed. When the litigation was 

settled, shortage of funds prevented the Commonwealth from constructing the 

ramp. The Authority has agreed to contribute the first $500,000 of project 

cost provided that the Commonwealth agrees to pay any costs which exceed 

that amount. The earliest this project could get underway is Spring/Summer 

1982. 

3. Benjamin Franklin Bridge - Deck and Trackbed Rehabilitation 

These two projects are the most important and the most costly facing the Port 

Authority. Because of their importance and their high cost, they preclude any 

future commitments other than those contained in our present five-year Capital 

Budget program. A consultant's study completed in 1980 concluded that the bridge 

deck and the transit line trackbed must be rehabilitated during the period 1985-

1990. That report indicates that the cost of the bridge deck rehabilitation 

could be as high as $100 million and the trackbed rehabilitation could be 

as high as $25 million. An on-going consultant's study scheduled for completion 

by year-end will refine these estimates. The Authority has budgeted $25 million 

dollars of its own funds for these two projects in anticipation of getting 

federal funds for the remaining 80% of the estimated cost of the two projects. 

Because we do not have a commitment of federal funds, we have investigated the 

feasibility of a bond issue as a source of funds. The preliminary results of 

our analysis indicated that the issuance of bonds for these projects is not 

feasible without raising tolls to a prohibitive level. Until this funding 

dilemma is resolved, we cannot undertake any additional capital project commitments. 

4. Connection of Benjamin Franklin Bridge to 1-95 and the Vine Street Expressway 

The Authority also has a budgeted commitment of $3,375,000 for a connecting 

ramp between the Benjamin Franklin Bridge, I-95 and the Vine Street Expressway 

in Philadelphia. This amount may or may not be spent depending on the final 

configuration of the Vine Street Expressway. 
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5. PATCO Extension to Berlin/Atco, New Jersey 

Many of you are probably familiar: with planning for extension of PATCO along 

its present axis to the Berlin/Atco area, and for new extensions into 

Burlington and Gloucester counties. Recognition of the severe cutback in 

federal funds available for transit system construction has caused us to 

concentrate on what appears to be an obtainable goal. An Alternatives 

Analysis is being performed by a consultant to determine the best mode of 

transportation for extending public transit from Lindenwold to the Berlin/ 

Atco area of New Jersey. If that study indicates that extension of PAICO 

service is the preferred alternative and if federal funds are available, 

the Authority has budgeted approximately $4.5 million to be added to other 

local share funds from the State of New Jersey. The consultant's study is 

scheduled for completion by September 30, 1982. 

6. Support of World Trade Projects 

Our current five year Capital Budget program includes a commitment of 

$5 million for support of Regional Port Development projects. · 

Although the nature of these projects has not yet been determined, the concept 

envisions the $5 million to be contributed as part of a revolving fund 

to help projects get started and is to be repaid for subsequent use as assistance 

to overcome the initial inertia of other important regional projects. 

The Authority organized and is participating in efforts to revitalize the Ports 

of Philadelphia through the formation of the Regional Port Development 

Executive Committee and its Subcommittees for Resources, Facilities, Marketing, 

Governance, and Finance. Concurrently, the Authority is participating in a 

Consultant's Port· Study which is being accomplished by Booz, Allen & Hamilton, 

Inc. The objective of the Consultant's Study is the Formulation of Development 

Strategies for the Delaware River Regional Port System. It is highly likely 

that either the Port Development Executive Committee or the Consultant's 

Study will identify one or more projects which will be selected for assistance 

from DRPA's $5 million revolving fund. 
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I thank you for inviting us to participate in this hearing today. As a con

clusion and summary, I would like to again emphasize that except for projects 

mentioned in my presentation, the Authority has no potential for funding any 

other projects of significant scope. Actually, until we can resolve the funding 

of the Benjamin Franklin Bridge deck and trackbed rehabilitation, some of the 

other projects we presently intend to accomplish could be in jeopardy. 

James R. Kelly 

President 

Delaware River Port Authority 
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